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Introduction

What Research in Reading Says to the Teacher of English

Do you remember this old verse=

nil Cf I

The centipede was happy quite
Ontil the frog, one day for fun
Asked, "Pray, which foot comes after which%"
Ibis threw hirinind to such a pitch
He lay distracted in the ditch
Considering how to run!

1 he English teacher, asked to teach the skills involved in a prqcess which he
performs almost as naturally as he breathes or runs, does not lie in a ditch, but
he is, hke the poor centipede, driven nearlt to distraction.

He knows IA ell the increased, pressures of the .throngs of pupils whom he must
teach to read if they are to sir ite in todat, competitit e society and w horn he
hopefully expects to hook on booksif not on literature. Heltecognizes the
importance of putter in reading. Yet, frustrated in his attempts to teach English
to pupils who lack adequate reading power, wishing secrete that someone el ,c
would take over responsibilit fur dealing with the situation, but knowing that
a large part, if not the maim- part of the lob rests heavily on his ow, shoulders,
the track mall prepared English teacher needs help. And he needs it fast. He
needs help in closing the crippling gaps in his almost certainI outmoded, even
though recent, professional background. He needs Well) in siphoning off the
pertinent results of cast research in reading and in interpreting and applying these
results to improt e his own understanding and his own teaching. He needs specific
concrete answers to his many questions.

During the decade la hich has elapsed since the publication of our first bulletin,
significant social, economicind eduynonal changes hale taken place. Research
has generated 11CM, are of scholarb, specialisation. The content of "English"
is 'mug continuousk, reexotumcd, redefined, and refocused. Consequently the role
of the teacher of Fughsh is being reappraised and reshaped, and his preparation
fur that changing rule is therefore being redesigned. At the same time, the high
school population has multiplied. Attentionand fundsof the United States
Office of Education now include English and reading in their scope; and research
in these fields has burgeoned. '

I he nett-model responsibilities of thc,'English teacher hate far outrun his old-



model preparation. Colleges and unit ersmes that prepare teachers are in the
process of changing curricula to meet changing needs. But retooling the academic
and professional machinery is an my (dyed process, seemingly glacial 'nits speed.

The heeds of teachers which pron+d the kublication of our original bulletin
still obtain. Our purgose is the same to go he and mere oluecnve reporting to
select. interpret, and apply research in reading for the teacher of EnglishOur
four origthal topics hay e been retained, the chapters brought up to date and
rew fatten. Four new chapters hat e been added.

The content as previously is limited to research in the areas of greatest concern
to the "lay" teacher of English, as contrasted with those of the reading. specialist.
These studies comprise sy steinane empirical imestigations w hich present quan-
tified findings, anal ses of data, and conclusions. Where such "hard-nosed" eyperi-
mental research is not at ailahle, other w orks are included such is descriptive
anal es, status studies, and survey s. The bulletin focuses on the implications of
these findings for the classroom teacher of English. It attempts to help him find
consistently better answ ers to his searching questions and is organind around
the follow mg interrelated eight topics.

It 'Nu doe% rocarefrin leading reveat

about reading and the teacher of English=

about reading and the high school student=

about attitudes toward reading:.

about successful reading programs=

\ about practices in teaching reading=

about reading in the content fields=

about materials lotteaching reading=

about eyaluation in reading=

The generalist in FAO's!' is still the Ley- teacher in the country's thousands of
veon*dar school English departments. It is to hurt that t4isaibulletin is addressed.

NI: A. G.

I

L
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Whayoes Research in Reading Reveal

A13ot. Reading and the Teacher of English?

M. Agriella Ginn

Former m
Boston tin

'Boston, M

mber, School of Education
versity
ssachusetts

What Is ',"English"?
1

This qUestion "What is English?"
has a faindiar solInd. But the answers
are dusk and continue to shift. The
effect is of foremost concern to us here,
for the way we define English determines
the Na, ay yVe prepare teachers of English.
Our present ditemmathe need for En-
glish teach rs to teach reading as w ell as
the skills n cessary to read literatures and
the lack t preparation for this task
has a curl us history. ENamining, CN en
cursorily, t w sources of this predicament
can be re ealing and instnictivc. The
following wicf look at the academic
ancestry of today's English teacher may
help clarify how lie acquired his many
kin and w h he sloes so many different
things, as . ell as illuminate his Topsy
like growth.

In its rela "ively short history, English
in our "seem dary school has-changed its
character n any times, and more im-
portantly, it continues to change in re-
sponse to ( verse pressures and Milli-
errces. Amoi g these, ome of the most
important ha been the shifting emphases
within colic e and unit ersity depart-

1

ments of English. According to Parker
(24), speaking to the Association of De-
partments of English:

... "English" as a recognized academic
subject was as not self-begotten, nor did it
spring fully armed from the forehead of
ancient rhetoric. It is a normal and
legitpuate child. It is not a foundling.
Present-day [teachers] should be more
aw are, therefore, of its once proud par-
ents, both of yy hum are still eery, much
alivethough living apart. . . .

English Las a discipline in America]
was bor<ibout 100 years ago. Its mother,
the eldct daughter of Rhetoric, was
Oratory or what we now prefer to
call public speaking or, simply, speech.
Its father was Philology or what M, c now
call linguistics. Their marriage, as I
hay c suggested, .w as shortliy ed, and En-
glish is therefore the child of a broken
home. This unhappy fact accounts, per-
haps, for its early feeling of indepen-
dence and its later bitterness toward
both parcnts.I date the break with the
mother, however, not from the disgrace-

. ful affair she had with Elocution, but
rather from the founding of the Speech
Association of America in 1914, . . . and
the (Icy eloping hostility of literary schol-
ars to non-prest riptn, c grammar, new

7



' 2 WHAT WE'RNOW ABOUT HIGH CHOOL READING

terminologt , and the rigors of langoape and aggresses eness engendered by depart
studs. Splinter groups. foini when their mentalwation, "English" has never really
founders feel their interests neglected, defined itself as a Kiiscipline.. ..
ant English teachers, absorbed in u hat
the considered more important business,
\we videed neglecting speech be 1914 As might be expected, English de-
and losing all Nital concern with lin- partments in the secondarx schools were
guistics by 1924. . . . early influenced by offerings in the aca-

. the teaching of English [as distinct Jenne institutions., Thex also reflected
from English studies] is a Johnnt -come- the interests and competencies of their
lately . . . still wrestling strenuously and teachers, who taught, in diluted form,
codusedly with the initial problems that Nvh at they then elves had been taught.mass education has suddenly and greatly Ultimately Eng 'MI became tradition-aggravated. . . . [We] are still fumbling

bound, remote fr in the realities of theInd faddish and lacking sell- defined
secontlachool, ind faintly redolent ofgoals... .,. .

..- ,,,nnothballs. Gradu illy reaction set in."English" in the United States very re--
Other influences, mmediate, ephemeral,cently- became an accepted academic
and lasting, w ere at work on the cur-subjeet, grew to maturit, over-reached
ricula. Tremendou Is increasing enroll-,itself, planted dee-ph tilt. seeds of most

of its subsceitic nt troubles as an aadcnue inents brought increasing diversity
discipline l'ark chairmen and earl\ pro- among pupils, and schools reeled under
fessors of English literature vi ere vs illing the impact. In an a tempt to serve betterif not eager to increase the prestige of the wide range of Indent needs and insttheir su leer and the numbers of their

response to socio-ct Mural pressures, pro-student rid course of( ..44siery,qnabrac- fessional organizati iris ind committee6ing, not only 117101,qt:4, tiding 1' n- began to exert stro leadership. Only aglish grammar and'Te history of the Ian-
few of the major on s are included here.guage and es en, ss hencser possible, coin-

param e philitlog ), but also rhetoric, As recently as he late fifties, the
w huh normally included, bf course, ura- prestigious Curricul im Commission of
tory, elocution, and all forms of ss ritten the National Council of Teachers of En-
composition. . let us remind outsets es, glish, long at work t' der Director Dora
of the full scope of the aggressiveness V. Smith, published The English Lan- ,)(sonic would say acquisitiveness) eshib-, gunge Arts in the Set ondary School, theiced by the department of "English.' third volume of the five-volume cur-They ss ere later to embrace, lust as ricult series (7). his publication ofgreedilt , lournalism, business writing, ere-

assistance in de. igning the Englisham c w ming, u thing fur engineers, play_
w citing, dram.Land theater, and American program to de, elop commencies in
literature, and vierc esentuallt to be of- reading, w riting, spea mg, and listening
fering courses in contemporar literature, and to meet t outh's n ds through litera-comparative literature, the Bible and ture. It helped to na ow the scope of
world classic's in translation, American English instruction at d to sharpen itsciyiliiation, the humanities, and "English focus. Implications fo the preparationfor foreigners In sum, English depart-

of teachers sere clear and began to he"menu becanle the catchall for the work
put into effect.of teachers of extremely diverse interests

mphasis in college ntran ce eamina-and training, united theoretic all% but not F x
actuall b% the common use of the mother tions had changed fron specific content
tongue_ Disintegration w as therefore in- to be cm ered to men I processes andevitable.... skills to be developed. (But Silas still

Thanks jirst to its acli,emit origins, persists es en today! ) I authors of
and then to the spirit of competition Volume II[I[ say i irt ( .

a



. READING AND THE TEACHER OF

Although the see (union, se howls of this
country luxe never set-Led college -bound

. pupils exelusixely, the stieLess at college
of their students who go on to further
training has ale., s been a major clement
in- judgments of the quality of their in-
struetion. How to Lire adequatek for
those preparing for college, including the
so- called "gifted,- and at the same tinie
meet the needs of chose seeking a terminal
.education in high school is a problem
etinflonting curruuluni makers. An equal-
ly perplexing task is how to prepare stu-
dents fur college and at the sonic time
fur life outside an academic cmironmeni.
. . . (p. 439)

Litter they add:

The trend in schoi s Nlith a small staff
and limited enrollin tit was for many
years to let college entrance require-
ments dominate the high school program.
The last two oc three decades have
seen significant efforts to consider the
prepeation of all suadents, whether bound
for college or not, fur thc demands of the
1, orld outside the school. Manx schools
ha% c made changes in this direction.
Others have been untouched by the
movement.... (p. 440)

The Committee for Volume III gave
forceful recognition to reading needs and
the implied compe nee of the teacher in
meeting those needs. Of special interest
is Chapter "Develo i Competence

Reading':(7). The ve pacts of this
section: Discuss:

Reading -An All-Se hool Re'sonsibility

'Major Strands of the Developmental Pro-
gram in Reading

The Special Province of the Fnglish
Teacher. Developing the I'sential Skills
for Reading Literature

Ileine'dial Reading in 1 Classroom_rassroont

Identification of Individuals Needing
Clinical Help

The .0-nportonce of do eloping skills
for literature. is stressed.

3-

..NGLISH 3

Maturity in appr,pciation of literature pre-
suiiosts the deCelopment of skills essen-
tial to reading the Larious literary ty pes
no. el, short story, poetry, drama, biog-
raphy, and essax or article. In general,
these skills in specific application
to literature of the basic silent reading
skills w ith the additional consideration
of difficulties posed by the different lit-
erary t pes. Again, the teacher's essential
task is to train students to think with
larious kinds \of literarN material aecord-
ing to the purpose in reading. Of ctlurse,
these skills, like an reading skills, will
do clop gradually aeLording to the read-
er's intelligence, interest, and general
maturity. (p. 179)

This general statement is followed by
specific brtakdown and discussion .of
sub-skills under each of the six literary
types.

Tile publication of the NOTE Cur-
riclilum Series was a part of the revolu-
tion of the fifties. Across the country,
English teachers began to form com-
mittees, to reassess their goals, to revise
their curricula, and to recognize their
need to continue and extend their own
preparation. der the influence of the
series, net , flex ble, tentative Guides in .

English L nguage Arts began to appear.
A %Cave o much needed, long overdue
curriculum form, almost tidal in pro--
portion, was t in motion.

In actual ractice in netriV sc ools,
however, en phasis came to be fo red
on skills to the neglect:of substai"e
content. Inevitably, further changes be-
came necessary. New scholarly research,
particularly in language, communitation
theory, and the learning process brought
about mounting concern aQd discontent.

Strong new influences 'Werc_,..s& in
nrotidn. In 1959 the College Entrance
Examination Board appointed the Com-
mission on English, with the ,broadly

'stated purpose of improving the teaching
of Fnglish in America's schools and col-
leges. Their influential repoxt, Freedoni
find Discipline in English, was published

4



4 WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT HIGH SCHOOL READING

in 1965 after fis c %cars of studs and
'exporiment, including tw ent% summer
institutes in %arious parts' of the cOun-
trs, which brought together school and
college English teachers. Theirs IS an-
other answer to the question, "What is
Englislf" ( 5).

It idle Commission] sought to encourage
and facilitate a gradual uatiomcide un-
procement in curriculum, teacher train-
ing, and methods Of classroon, instruction.
Its stated goal was to propose standards
of achievement for college preparatory
students and to suggest of meeting...them. The Commissions concern IA ith
college preparatory courses in secondar>,
schools mac seem to hase been narrou.
. . but better teaching of able stu-
dent', glee ts the %%hole school . . In
linking this appointment [of the Com-
mission on English') the Board kelleeted
widespread concern that secondary school
English, through a long process of dif-
fusion, of trying to meet many needs
not met elsewhere' in the school, was in
danger of losing its identity altogether.
Someone's wry comment that English
teaching' w as not a profession but a pre-
dicament seemed too close to the truth
for comfort.
. . In the Taus elementary ears . . .

the group pcading, spelling, word study,
penmanship, composition, oral work] is
gradually compressed into a fifth of the
school clay and is merged into a single
subject called "English." The compres-
sion has merit because it brings together
seseral actisnies that have much in com-
mon, but it also has defects. In the first
place, it makes separate 1.5, ha t is naturall%
a part of other subjects.... In the second
place, es:led.- because the composite
called "English," as it emerges from the
elementary school, bears on all studies, it
invites a further accumulation of responsi-
bilities be the nglish teacher. At one-
pole, the study of logic may bc,,adtled,
though it is surely as much the province
of geouley) and physIFs as of English,
at theAther, social conduct (how to use
the `tcliphonc, how to w rite letters of
imitation, how to face teen-age prob-

1. 0

Inns) 1113N L131111. time and attention.
\\luxes cr ma% be said about the absolute

m th of sonic of these nutters, it is clear
that inclusiveness is not a very satis-'
factor% principle of organization for the
curriculum in English.
What is the school and college subject
called "English",' ...The answer rests on
the unstartling assumptilm tIlat language,
primard% the English language, consti-
totes the core of the subject, and on the
further acid quails unstartling, assump-
tion that the studs and use of the En-
glish language is the proper cuntcnt of
the _English' currieuluni. . .

' The English curriculum in the aver-
age secondar% school toda% is an unhappy
combination of old matter uirrEriewed
and new matter that rarel% rises abose
thett%el of passing concerns. Macbeth
sees with the Ix riting of thank-you notes
for time in the curriculum, and lessons on
telephoning w ith instru;.tion in the pro-
cesses of argument. (pp. 1-3)*

With specific reference to the build-
mg of the curriculum, the Commissiort
states (5), "The catchall character of
many English programs ,results in con-
fusion of purpose and diffusion of re- ,
sponsibilities, both inimical to .good in-
struction"; and in its recommendations
it sought to asbiec "that clarity of
difinitron hich is of prAnary impor-
tance." Especially pertinent to this article
is their 'recommendation: "That the
scope of the, English program be de-
fined as the study of language, li2ra-

'ture, and composition, written add oral,
and that matters not clearly related to
such stud% be excluded from it."

This CEEB report was a part of the
curricular reform that began in,the early
1950s and has swept over the schools,
eifeFting dramatic changes in the class -'
roc s, Its influence was strong and per- i
asirc, and the triadic curriculum (lan-

guage, Literature, and composition) took
hold. Ohe of its effCcts w as decreasing
emphasis on teaching the supporting
skills, including reading.



READING AND THE TEACHER OF ENGLISH 5

St. hook. With the addition of English
. . . assistance became extended -to the
(subject] required of all pupils thryugh-
Out their entire public school experience.
Pros Bum; fpr reading ... make the act a
piece Of legislation preenimentk con-
Lensed with teaching and teaching meth-
ods....

These infisiences base been salutary
but, fortunately, not final. Perhaps, as
the CEEB report says (5):

Restlessness about the (plains of En-
glish instruetion has existed among I n-
glish teachers fur decades. It nias be
n ue that thoughtful highs's teachers
have alma\ s been and aim ays ss will be
dissatisfied w ith their performance. be-
cause English, unlike other subjects. oc-
cupies a celytal position m the instruc-
tional program of the vountrs's schools.
. , . (p. sn)
Ferment, leas ensnel 11CM, ideas are

still at N1, ork producing neededareadmst-
ments in definition, and consequent mod-
ifications us the preparation of English
teachers. Dissatisfaction and debate over
the curriculum guides of the '60s in-
dicate that changes are again imminent,
Teachars are' becoming increasingly un-
easy at the prat:tic-Al effects of the triadic
organisation of Engliqi, N1, hidl in opera-
tion in the schools ignored wens 'dual
differences and put disproportionate ef-
fort in terms of class hours on literature,
m um composition, and language, w ith
little, or at -Ys orst almost none, 911 the
skills on which competence in these very
areas is lysed.

One recent far reaching influence on
definition, N1, ith implications for the
preparation of teachers of English, is

the National Defense Education Act.
AIeckel (21) says

NDEA legislation has turned the atten-
tion of the cosmos to the most 'basic
p,oblein of democratic education the'
impros einem of classroom experiencos" in
essential academic subieets!if those pupils
ss ho hate been the mosti aitficuls. to
teach. The as arlability of federal funds
fotlhis purpose k therefore the greatest
potent factor In teacher education w-
ets and the greatest educational debiese-

, mem in the histors of the American
people. As long as NDI,A pros ided assis-
tance only to mathematics, science, and
foreign languages, it 4mainiti benefitted the
college preparatory students in our

11.
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One result of this federal legislation is
that it is apparently going to force us to
reconsider the dekution of our subject.
During the last Tem- years, concurrent
ss ith the efforts to improve the high
school English curriculum of university
preparatory students, attempts hate been
made to formulate a new definition of
public school English instruction. Con-
siderable consensus developed around the
definition of English as instruction in
language, literature, and composition.
This trivium, it has been argued, con-
stitutes ss hat is essential in English. Fed-
er.k1 legislation appears to be forcing us
to and a ism. orientation. In Wash-
ington ,the tritium seems to hate been
reeogniied as nut comprehensive enough
to sus e as a definition for federal legis-
lation that seeks to improve the English_
instruction not only of the more- ca-
pable stude,,nts in our schools, but of those
whose culture and environment have not

Vrosided educational opportunity, those
ho lack reading proficiency . those

fu w hum the learning of F,ngliSh skills
has been and still is a seriuusk frustratv
and unpleasant process. Certainly the trite-
win tends not to direct our thinking to-
ward the oral aspects of language, which
linguists would -see as essential in our ap-
proach to I nglish usage, in teaching the
eulturalls deposed, in teaching leading,
of m insteucting those for whom English
is a second language. The tin nun has en-
eouraged the idea, especially among those
ss ho are inclined to bt congenial to it,
that ,the teaching of readingat least at
lower les els of skill is not really English
teaching at all. It is, of course, possible to
put forward strong arguments fur this
point of siess. If we hold it, bosses er, the
consequences for American education are
eh great. Not milt the nature of En-

slish is at stake in the issue but the vely
"future of public cduCation.

A
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So far this paper has been prunarils
concerned with the tontinuousls (hang-
ing definition of "English" ,lid the gross-
ing importance and recognition of the ,

reading component. In sunimars eras
I stress the point that these aspects should
he perCCIS ed ss ithin the ,ills as s tem-
porary ft-3111(2\S ot4 of the total pro-
gram, the emerging definitum of w
ma% be tentatisels stated as "Inglish-

I,m,guage, literature, eomposition,
the supporting skills of reading, \\ thing,
speaking, and listening. It begins to look
TA% as if C a re about to hate another
medding in this Englist NMI\ and bring
together in productne assoeiation these
tut) important main bran( hes. the cog-
nal\ c and :deem e aspects of content,
and the supporting competencies. or
skills.

What Is the Reading Component
of "English"?

NA'hat is the reading component of
"English"; What are the aspects of read-
ing for ss hich the English teacher has
responsibility ; Emphasis throughout this
paper on the skills ins ed in inter-
preting urnten symbols and on those
required for reading ss ith depth 'and
insight should not obscure the ultimate
purpose for u hich these skills arc taught
-use in the cognitive and affective pro-
cesses of product's e thinking. The sci-
ence and art of teaching English come
together here laying a sound foundation
and blinding the superstructure which
MACS possible puss er and delight in lit-
erature. lo lose sight of these main goals
qould be something like getting stuck
ss ith finger e\ercises in phis inn; the guitar
instead of making ..real nuOc. Or to nut
in ,mother metaphor, like making bite
`sauce in learning to cook You're not

Coei MI can do But also
s ou re not a cook if that's all s ou can
do Fhe fume of the game beie is use

Vhat skills comprise the' reading com-
ponent, Definition is again in under.

RtAeareh has not set isolated all the
,skills lilt ohs ed in the comple\ act or
reading, but eel tam ones are known to
be 'usu. If the seeonslat% school (rid
presume, optinustiealls , that pupils enter-
ing iinuor high se 11001 had mastered the
primary decoding skills, ind. could ,l.ls
contest and other comprehension skills
to unloek meaning, the reading cum-,

ent in the seconifar% school would
still base to include pros 'sum for devel-
uping more sophisticated x (it abulary
and for further refinenient of the slAs
needed for reading factual material and
fin reading literature. Also, because
mans students sit in a setouslars school
but perform at an elementar% , school
les el, the reading component for sonic
time mast need to Inc lust
primary skills. f'

c more
,

Any listing of skills included in the
reading, component of English is to some
degree arbitrar \ ut the folios%. in# one
bs Gunn and ( thei s (N) is reprevnta-440
tit e-

.
.

VOCABULARY SKILLS-abilitx- to_yse
contest clues, to use phonetic and Ortie-
tural anal% sis, including ss Ilabication, to
use the gloss a and the *dictionary, to
utilue ss idc a ated reading to enrich and
emend.. ss ord ni ii 1 ,

4C0 11PREHENSION SKILLS- ability
to find and to understand details and main
ideas, to relate supporting derails to main
ideas, to see and understand the sequence
of ideas or es Chits " .

s%
'

__,

STUDT SKILLS I OR WORK-TYPI,,
REAPING-ability to define a specific
purpose foi reading, to adjust the method_.
of reading to ones purpose and to-the
nature of the Material, to locate informs- \
non, to use intOrmation, to remember
ss hat is read

,

CREATIVE-RE/11;1NC; Si ILLS-shilic
of a lugger order than literal comprehen-
sum-abilits to drays conclusions and to
nuke inferences, to Anticipate e ents and
to predict outcomes, to use ideas gained
through reading in a nest situation. to se- P.

1. 11..1
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Ica t ;Ind to use seral yin! ,.ts of into!
non ut aids ing a pi obit
s alltiltk of information and to identify
the' ss itet's pin pose, to distinguish tic
ttt eell the It les Mit and the little\ ant, or
the imoortant and dn. ununpol t mt, to
distinguish betsseen cause and elleet
dt,t111g111,117hettt el n t It t .111t1 opinion

II FRA 1:10, S

(l. Isla\ S understanding and ap-
preuaring-hmi literature c an enrich pet -
sow' its tug tin nigh insights into the .s as s
who, teij, think, and Ilse,

boss lm t nine s rat des clop aesthetR-
. 5 ihR s.

hots Int rar. can hi' Used to
Ondel otle,e1I lute

1141t tit anthill sits dolt, plot
tic I he) reseals t hat at tt. . I1,1% he

HIM and setting , hiss sitting
inilutnt es plot 111d6t harts fel ,

(toss lthaiattiri,ncs of daft lint lit(tars
forlys atfet r the ss citing mil leading
of Imiature, hiss the reading of lit
ct .tin (.21, die IS hest bl s ISU.111/111g c harts

r, and setting, host it I t, enriched ht
aring halal ter,' tins et sation and

voices,

The Ieticenl tit tt story ,ti dif-
fer( tit _points of Is 1.1`,C of fl,P.11-

tin I.s and other mut patteins, the and
importance cif toitshadtm mg s hits, the
ust of (lest ripos r and die( toe C \
scans, the use of ,mistily I Midi figurt s ot-

tepee( it, rhs ust. of humor, ao're, non ,

the mood and 11(hs flit poet e Irate, it, the
etict t, of t ht my and rhs thin
t5 pcsot pIt to tetrin, the etre( to t 'less of
Not d Imo r%

1111 sithttt,inlcnt of Ittu11111l through
vial is ailing, the enjos Mein of httI
the ()ugh appirs tans C listening '

I Al 11 Shill 111 any sue h a listrng
in It alit hale aIustcr of sub shills

tt hie 11 111 prak.nee mak need further
hrc.thdott 11 to meet the Xide range of
student needs.

\rtempts to handle- the icadtng needs
of the teeming, department:lived sccon-
Jar% schools has c not been phenomenal
It Aftei= res lekk ing research
in leading m 1963, rownsend ( 31) sum-
mit lied the inhilmong effects of certain
organisational patterns

It seems pt ((liable that the des &Innen-
tal sequent e of a prOgr un in studs skills
is interrupted In the lunaor and senior
high 55 boil prat nee of departmental
55 of k !Imo>, the position of the tii.hole
reading prop am to ;he secondart 's ears is
not hs am means settled, school practice
aris a great deal. One school mas make

tc iding ati adjunct of I nglish and Intuit
studs to Itter3I k materials It this
,shoot then eyet. ts the teacher of the
content subittts tai 'MUM(' an thetesluuie'-
incnts as Tics bear on reading, it may be
Limiting failure I het(' is a lath of CV-
peneni e and training m the teaching of
eading to contend ss ith, and the cArent

stress on subject matter specialization
n ,p1 odut e teal hers es en less ions er-
salt ss ith t eadinf; problems.

lot c recenth. Earls (I I ) solved a
,

sunuat idea.

Stnels the leading prop am stands to
sulfel trout increasing spetialization If
the s pericn« of the junior high school

duplicated. I lei e si e hat e seen de-
partmntalization make es cry teat her a
subl« t stick talrsr t in intent, if not in
tut) and non a Rat het of leading We
has e wed to pull up the situation Its
(-real ing esti a (sailing u.lasses that isolate
slttls insti its non from the learning of
sulm s t matter. or sic, has c tried, st ith-
our suet ess, to train st eel
spcs ialtsrs to intthods of teaching r

wands , piepatmg teacher%to teat
juts listing of discrete shills does not
indicate die sum of A preparation for
ti at lung the rt. ading brit lionent of Favi.
,Nish lore important es en tip,n prep-

1'3
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aration for mac lung the skills, is prep-
aration fur des eloping in students the
*lines, habits, and attitudes w hich lead
tow ard real hterac . These include the
five discussed by Squire ( 27 ) in "'Arent:\
and Latefatuk."

1. Comp, tem i iii advath cd reading
skillCompetence in comprehending the
meaning of difficult passages, skill basic
to the des ch,pment of literary apprecia-
tion.

2 Com peten( e ut free rah skill\ of lit-
trktry ,oral, oSkill in understanding the
saucture, the tone, the pacing, the imag-

-the units of form and content; skill
ui percco mg w hat John,Ciardi calls,the
"how" of a selection as distinct from the
"\\ hat"4-skill in perceiving the interplay
of the human insight and the poetic
technicalities "`a matter not of WHAT
DOUS MEAN,EAN, for no one can say
entirely hat a good poem means, but
of HOW DOES }T MEAN, a process
one can conic Much closer to discussing."

3. Sunk seise of literary tradition A
beginner's grasp of legend, folklore,, and
the ongoing literati tradition understood
less as a body of information to be assim-

- lilted than AS a background for interpret
Ng allusion. Since such understanding
is acquired only slowly, -schools ,might
direct less attention to implanting, such
information directly and more to help-
ing \ oung reladets understand. the as s
ut c hich allusions cimscv meaning.

4 Favorable ImInt4....t.e. ,ipprou In:14g lit-
erary mtcrpretation-- Attitudes and ap-
proaches 1, hith contribute to sound in-

Such personal c hai actens-pri.fat
ties as

ll'iIlingness to suspend judgment Iii
amming a selection and to scanf h

for all ',wadable cc idence.
Flesibility in interpreting Aneanings-
to modify interpretation as ncu e \
dence is discos cm!
Response to t4 emotional meanings of
a selection as \\ ell to the intellectual
meanings.
'Desire to look fur multiple ineanivgs,

recognizing that the richness of' possible
interpretation is ()fun a sign of \\ orth.

The cc as "a reader approaches a lnerar
selection is as important as his ~kill in
reading and anal\ zing. Thy habits needed
arc those si hid, open the possibilities of
hterar\ responst not those that inhibit
such response.

5. .ildtivation for continued reading 05:
htcramrez-Without desire, a highly edu-
cated, intelligent reader does not apply
his skill vroo mam of our high school
and college graduates fail to turn to hooks
cc en though the \ are capable of such
reading. As teachers, let us realize that
permanent interests and permanent atti-
tuOes tiny ard readings as .important
as immediate understandings.

if \\ e can aclue\ e these fi \ e goals, we
shall go a long cc a\ toss ard achie \ rug
real literde \ in literature, and the e \
denee of literac y cc ill be far inure afi-
parent than it is coda .

The reading component of "English,"
as is fortunately coming to be _realized,
includes not (ink the basic ability to
read, ' but also the ability to read in
ereasmgIN difficult factual material, as
x% ell hs the ability to read literature

Ith depth and insight.' We in secon-
dary school English can ignore an. one
of these three facets only at the peril
of our responsibility to society.

What is the Preparation for
Teaching the Reading Component
of "English"?

College t\ perienee that permits the
preparation of teachers to remain out
of touch' \itli the realities of (tpr own
culture in general, and Nl Ith the realities
of the secondary school .in particular,
is indeed culpable. The emerging re-
definition of "English" indicates not
merely a semantic change, bat a new
philosophic point of \ kW and a praCti-
cal recOgnitioti of responsibility.

Concern 'ahoy preparation of En-

1.4
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ghsh teachers is manifest outside of the
profession. Ilse oflumunit% eoneept of
Fnulish is a case in point ('arisen (4).
after eompleting one hundred 44),m-sa-
nt/IP+ of vista ue t1011 111 1 nglish t

Grade 2 to Grade 12 w ith appi ()sumac-
Is ten of A. rN anon:, at eat. h grade lc% el,
cone lulled that communities see English
.is A three -pr vngcd affair, namely, that
higlish is the teaching of reading skills,
that it is the subieet which, students
should Bairn to use language without
Waking a fvol of oneself,- and that it

is the content arta rn which students are
inn ()due ed to the "ms steries- of litera-
ture

(Minn tided that professional
groups in F11;411411 look realism:ills at
the aetual situation the trenches--
of the public school.

Mei sand's ( 22 ) research also illustrates
this piddle cone ern. Ile reported the
mesult\ :of a stink of attitude toward
Fnglish tea( lung I'he caiisensus inning
four hundred respondents ( educators,
business exceutis es, he4ds of state de-
partments of edue arum, and editors) s% as
that in preparing English teachers greker

-emphasis be put on the de% Clopinent of
reading skills and tastes.

In addition, such seenungls remote
trends as changes in administrati% e or-
gamration of the' 11111111k S(.11001 113'11 a

lIcaring on the Fnglish teacher's prepara-
non \cc ording to NC I F ruttneti-
Giam% ( 2; )

-1 hi gre At ie nuelit in si 11001 re'org in-
iation has, indirec tls , spec di( iniplii a-
non% for teal hers .1 I nghsh si ith parne-
til ir focus 011 the Junior high se hool

1ehi,m1 the' creation of the middle
se himl are the needs to create' new echiCa-
tional programs .and new curricula, in
NN, hu h the Ist'N teacher is the teal her of
I ntzlish. ("p 4.0)

One effect of the new middle school
is the stepped-up need for tumor high
school English teache'rs to include in

01 NO lAH 9

their professional preparation w irk in
the teaching of reading and in literature
for adolescent youngsters.

Chingos in our culture, among them
changes in the high school population,
has e forced reassessment of student
needs, which in' turn ha% e effected reas-
sessment iif teacher preparation to meet
these realities. Because Karlin deals

here in .this bulletin ss ith the range
of students' needs, I wil4. use here as
'illustrations only tNt o studies on two
ingb school les els. !Alton ( ) studied
the nature of the process ins oh ed in
reading poctt%. Her subjects w crel
te, cut\ -ty o ninth grade students whose
IQ scores ss ere alms e 102. From their
natcrpretise responses in reading poetr,
Lefton concluded that, obsers able dif-
ferences berAi cen gookreaders and poor
readers include superiority not only in
grasping both the literal meaning and
the broader meanings inherent in a poem,
but also in responding to w hat the
read and in associating the new IN ac-
quired ideas w ith their own pros ious
experience. I he higher -le% el readers

ct c more familia? with poems and
poets., tiles bad more positis e attitudes
toward poetrs and had enjoyed more
fa% orable experiences with it.

Rogers'. ( 25) snick- of the range of
leading abiline; which English teachers
must 'be prepared, to meet is reported
bs . Strang and Rogdrs (29). The studs'
anak red the interpretive responses of
three classes of &le% enth grade pupils of
low, as (-lave, and high ability in read-
ing a short s,tor . N% o questionnaires,
as 11 ell as introspective and retrospective
techniques, w were used in interviewing
sex ems students Awls sis of data re-
riled significant differences between the

high and low er groups in their grasp of
the literal meaning of the ,story. The
report continues

. .

those on a lower lexel were less aware
of .5 arious %tor% clement', and more often
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LON. d to re «11,,111/t. lilt 111.1111 eye of s tit
stir I het reported noire sensors

uupie:,swns sshde c. adwgind shorted
tt antle less Auks to understand

and" surds
In Mill Si 1 ht.1 .11' had nose kilt%

in re( oginimg the sigiufiearsec nt the
title and less ow are lucs to
setting I he s M. etc less abb.' to sense:
tilt' 1110011 of the stars , and to ondu stand
the author's s less poiRt. 1heyiiiissed some
finer point; of e hal-act-en/anon.
in bask reading shills suck as grasping
the purpiiise bat theyai agi aph, ide ntif ing
the niam_iticide (its. undt:rstanding the
transitions of the narrate C. the low de% el
re ,Itlt P. 55 t r e also less P. (imp:tent than. thi!
I uglier group I hex 14d snore diffit. alts
Ft 111l1111)t. ring factual infmrinatiot,ind
sserc P. s, likely to seek meanings for ideas
and M 4)1 t1S that thee had misunderstood.
. But die did ren ',ember the attitudes
of di( character's after a lapse of ten das.

I. he poor reedeis aho had a teticlutt5
to sate I,eisunal iipiniow, that 'acre often,
irrelp ant to am real appraisal of the:'
stots, \ los, of them missed tlut

. . . .k comparison beim n the P. rim-
e of the loss- and high-level readers

iodic rtes loamy spei die reading sliolls in
u hit h the niajoraN of Iles enth grade
students need more practice and. instruc-
tion

klounting eSidence of the range of
leading,abilitN -calls increasing- at!ention
to the importance of prepartng English
tcach?i5 to 1.110M and to Select reading
materials of apprtpriate ideational, s erbal,

,andineehanical comple\it. \iikennan's
1.) studs' of readability throws light on

this ,1St problem. if sass in part

. u is (ntirely 111-01)(1- for a.ntliorogies
lore fors gift( d high soul se min
and e kilt ge tr,,howo to he more
cult serballs. .111(1 11101 ;Mph, k

ham. ally Cons ersely , anthologies _in- '
tended tot the 1111110F high uhool student
Of for till .11o11 .1l Atit.1111( si'mor high
,1I11.11,1 q11111. lit iiitild be tat 1 loss t. 1

1 It ltlt ne t 01; kWh (Jim; and Mel hank al
oniplI. SIT \

he P. harts l is cal that there
rt few. , if am ,. lncraturc anthologies
hat e be I Vatl at the "Indepe,ndent
s (1- IA alts xecindar' school students

in,the bottom .2i pet rent ... inasmuch
as slid, studcniS are reading at fifth
grade and below . H,ene e, thousands are.,

.,"M hat I te mu 'functional non,readers of
literature, unable to read the anrimlo-
gies being used in their St 110015.

rtaink , there ate 3,000,000 or
more s ouvg people tit our see undan
se hinds ass ho e annot read the literature.
booLs' that 311.' EON ell to 111(11.1. Phis is
Ella the fault of the. hooks, for the
are beautiful e reatiotts, assembled b
k (untie tent anthdlogistl, carefully- edited,
.11 ell-Illustrated. .4 or teens of those still-
dentsi book of lesser eiamprexit cmild
be handled, thus it impinges upon the

nep irtmems ro Adopt a multi-
'test appro:lc h. and to knoir the tnde-
punkin literature reading leN el of each.
student... .

It hi' probable that "literature" an-
tholugles designed spec ifie ally for "flint-
to WW1 non-readias of literature" arc nee-

'CSS,1 IN. to pros ide evosure to the .1 allies
of literature in Its niam fornr.

/1,

is not competence 'm instruction
belies cd to be predicated on the teacher's
lions ledge of content, methods, acid pro- ;
cess,as well as on other factors% \\That,
its the es idenee concerning such
edge= In 196.1 the NC T, Committee
on National Interest and the Teaching
of lingri%h (8) sitmmariled ;.,g follows
the smith of tea( her preparation.

\lore than Co per cent of the colleges
reql111 e I students maloring in second:Ky
I ugh sit] to complete eighteen to tw enty.
four senicher hours in literature: more
than tw o-thirds of the colleges require
k our ses m 1 nglish literature, American
literature. and Shakespeare. only one-
third Ft Titre 51 oils in 51 orld literature.
Only one-fifth . . spec ifs the need for a
t 0111 a in e mile mporan literature or in
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litc Li% vritic eau or krith.al analysis. l'eu
institutions prOyide for the studs" Of lit-
erature w linen for adokscents. (p. )

In another t4ittly McGinnis (20) sur-
y CS ell the prepaiatian (4. teachers and

frisight into reading' needs of their
pupils She analyied responses from
.370 high school teachers in Michigan
to a questionnaire '1'concerning. the per-
centage of their. students possessing
reading skills essential for required work,
expectations for assuming this responsi-,
Wm for teaching reading,-and under-
graduate training for this purpose. In
addition, she anal\ ied replies of 1,029
college freshmen w ho lud recentlygrad-
uated from high school to sween ques-
tions concerning that high school ,read-
m: needs and the reading training they
h. I recce cd.
/ 1 he teachers estimated, that cur-third,

rhcir students did not read w ell enough
/to do the reading expected in high school

/ classes. kVlule 82 per ,cent of tics teacher's
/ said that they had learned in college

that reading skills could, he improved,
Ivs\ than 10 per cent Irad learned to
teach rcadyig. SlYty -tint per ecru of the
eulltge ficslunen icportcAlurthdr high
school teat hers had not taught them
how to improy c their reading sk4s.

'ObY ions inferenc'es**Inv be (Own
from these data coirning the adequacy
of. preparation for the English teacheP's
role' as a teacher of reading- and as a
teacher of the ry ading of literature
Further es idenv c of yy hat 'the preparing
instautnin,',have been dingor nut do-
ing about the. teaching of reading was
reported by Stratemevr( R(0. In part, she
used data secured b the I Ian ard Car-
Rev 'Reading Study on the preparation
of prospecoY c teachers. in C30 colleges
and uniersities distributed (A cr fifty
statg.skand 4ic District of Colo n -1:hcsc
data show that college courses tend to
neglect the` teaching of reading the
secondary schools and that bill rarely
do prospectlY e high school teachers re-

cure

er

A 't

11

(A% e any kind of preparation tit teaching
reading.

A significant factor not to,lic lost sight
of in discussing the preparation of En-
glish teachers is the influence of the
instructor of the college course, Methods
of leaching English. His emphasisor
lack of reading may, well be a
reflection of Ins.own training. Evans and
Cardonc (14) studied the backgroondsof
569 instructors( in the 402 institutions
w Inch offered separate course in En-

`glish methods. Uf these instruc ors only
5 per cent had, taken, some coil se work
in Literature for Adolescents a d only 8
pet cent hail taken some ooursc work in
the Teaching of Reading. Is it s irprising
that to discover that the key fii dings of
the Study Include the statemen , "Little
stress is placed on the teaching of read-
ing";; Might it not also be poss ble that
the findings of this study have a causal
relation to the discovery rept ted by'
Smine ,( 26) 'in his discussion f prep-
aration for teaching the "NeW E glish"?

Biif think . . . of those'who for wcnty-,
the cars have proclaimed that ( tar pro-
gram rests upon the four languag, arts of
reading, yy riling, speaking,' and li teeing.
(The NGTE study of schools p ograni
revealed th4t listening and speaki are
irtuall ignored m the ovcrwl dining

.111,40 r of secondary schools, at d that
daring tire' last sis years of ou high,
school programs, ) a ing itself r ceives

"t4,recious little atttlna n. Indeed, it diffi-
cult to 'vine a subst ntial number ( f high
school, teachers of. nglish who ar even
yy dim; to admit y rbally that they share
any responsIbility for the teachi ig of
reading: . . . the (1;ounciNecent)) -con-
cluded study of ti c continuing Mu -anon
of teachers Irevea cd that] 90 per c nt of
all secondary teat acre (say] that th v are
not w elf prepared to teach reading. .

Presumably teachers Of reading sl odd
theniselv es be readers. Although one
w (odd be on thin -ICC in drawing any
1,:f,lcin. es Ain't high school En Tilsit
teat hers from the following study, it is

I'1
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Intcresting and quite possibls it might he
Instructs e to note I' lagrass 'S ( 12 )
covnarison of the teachers' reading hab-
its and hbrars backgrounds and the same
abilities of their sixth grade students He
sported that w hen a teacher's reading
alias and Mini-) backgrounds w ere

1vand to lie signiticantls low , then the
r ading and hbrars skills of his class w ere
si mificantls low, and vice versa.

Preparation in the "w hat," or in the
substantive areas must, of course, hat e
highest priorits, But preparation in the
-how ," or in the science and art of
teaching, must 'also have high priority
Hoetker (I (1) presents supportis c evi-
dence of w hat can happen w hen teachers
arc inadequately prepared. He studied
the questioning behavior of selected
ninth grad(.; teachers of English and
found a question asked el. erx 11.8 see,
otitis in classes of average pupils, and
every 5.6 seconds in classes of slow
pupils. He adds. "When oral reading was
not taking place, litcratAire was taught by
asking questions at five or more clues;
tions a minute."

Harbingers of change bad begun to
Appear in the impressive academic aild
professional leadership taking cognisance
of the reading problem in the secondary
school, and recommending appropriate
changes in the preparation of teachers
Conant (10), in his, study of the edu-
cation of teachers for the sechndary
schools' of the United States, recommend-

, ed that all English teachers should be
prepared to 'teach reading skills, and
should be familiar w ith literature for
adolescents. Grossing concern among
practicing teachers ma be inferred from
Burtot's ) prediction in the Golden
Amu\ ersars Program of the NOTE,
which featured foraasts of the status of
English in 2010, the Year of the one hun-
dredth anms ersary of the Council; lie
based his statements oh the interest ex-
pressed in manuscripts submitted to the
English Journal during the preceding

l I/ C I-1 0 0 R G

tit e ears, and gas e as tw o of his pre-
dictions greater responsibility for the
teaching of reading, pd, recognition in
the literature program of books w ritten
expressIs for adolescents:

\ leans% He, a special committee of,
the Curriculum Commission of the
NCTE, under the chairmanship of Bur-
ton, w as at w ork on a Check List reflect-
ing modern, research and scholarship in
the teaching of English, as well as tested,,
practice, designed to aid faculties in ex-
amining their English programs. The
criteria set forth in the Check List (2)
are of signal importance here in their
implicit demand for English teachers
w hose preparation in content and in
methodolog enables them to meet these
criteria. The main headings of the sections
on Literature and Reading are as follows:

Check List for
Ewluathig the English Program in
the Junior and Senior High School

LITERATUREATURE

1.1s liteQuirc study planned so as to
gixe- balaiued attention to- (a) the ku-
dLnt's de% elopmeno through literature
luk greater insight into human ex-
perience . . .

2 in each of the grades do the students
si;tuly intensively several major works
vpropriate for the grade=

i+. Are the selections for group study in
catii grade chosen carefully in terms of
their enduring qualities as literature
And their appropriateness to student
interest and abilities=

4.1s the anthology -textbook, 'if one is
used, regarded as a resourc rathe'r
than as a course of study)

C. Arc organisational patterns of the lit-
erature pro tram in each grade de-

'termined in terms of the 'age levels
and ability I %els of classes)

(3
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eXteliq c indi% 'dual reading a deli-
?nirels planned part- of the literature
A program-

Does the liter attire program reflect a

bah (.4 In ApprO,IC ht.', to hteratui e and
.: in classroom procedures, as (Ming sot h

practices as overemphasis on enforced
memorizing of yerse, isolated defining
of 'Reran terms, strained or forced
correlating of literature w ith histon
or other disciplines, oseremphasis on
paraphrasing or on seeking "morals")

RE \DING
I Is instruction in reading and studs

integral part of the c urn( u-
Ium in all sublects=

2. Does. the program gis e attention to
novo% (Anent of s ocabulars and of
techniques of w ord recognition=

i.I)ocs the program aid students in im-
pros mg the s arious skills necessary for
comprehension in reading . . .

4 Is the school libraty adequate to sup-
port the reading program?

/101:: do tilt' teaCiler3 11.'1CU* their prep-
ardtion

Nine r cent do not feel well pre-
pared /61,1.-h reading.

Fifty per cent do not feel w ell pre-
pared to teach literature.

If Art Irre the teacher3 interested in
studying?

1 he courses rated as of highest inter-
est and value for further work were:
study of methods and curriculum, 68
per cent, literature for adolescents, 57
per cent, teaching of reading, 56 per
cent, and literary criticism, 49 per cent.

Ihc report continues, "To the extent
that their ow n evaluation of preparation
mat he accepted as an adequate index
of need, the data point to the over-
whelming concern of suchtteachers with
their lack of comittence in teaching . . .

reading...." W. l'6)
The Comfgatee made major recom-

mendations for action by national, state,
and local authorities. Of relevance here
is the one recommending the develop-
ment of institutes and workshops on the

iS tht.re atailable for coach classroom specialized methods required for teach-
an abundant supply, of reading ma- English. On the basis of the profile
tenals of interest to studefits and a}> of continuing education presented in
propriate for a w ide range of reading
arhiesenicnt le% els=

their report, the chairmen say:

As might be expected, interest in the
preset ice. losers ice, and continuing
education of teachers of English is assum-
ing impressit e proportions. One of the
most important of the recent influences
is the 1964 report of the NCIT Commit-
tee on National Interest and the Con-
tinuing Education of Teachers (9). This
studs is based on the replies to 10,000
questionnaires sent to Junior and senior
high school principals w ho gave them
to three "representative" English teach-
ers, each teaching at different grade
levels. Among the questions and re-
sponses, the follow mg are most pertinent
to this paper

. , . secondary teachers of English . . .

feel less secure in teaching reading than
in am other aspect of the Fnglish pro-
gram. bulged sonic deficiency in this
area was admitted lw almost all secon-
dary teachers, (who! ss ill be responsible
for maintaining and extending the basic
skills. Employing specialized reading
teachers in the.secondary schools, a com-
mon practice m many states for offering
a single mtensi% e course in reading, is not
likely to reduce to any degree the con-
tinuing responsibility of the t icher of
Fnglish who must supervi each stu-
dent's development in rea ing through-
out his vears.in school. 0)

The recent statements regarding prep-
aration for teaching English are specific

I .)
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about the nu fusion of rs tiding
\rnong the most impress's e and t e-

spoivale is the one ft om the Illinois
Stare- ide (.ul tic uloin Center for Prep-
aration of Sec °tidal School I C3Cht.,.P.,

of English PI I ) i 17 ) I his studs
group Inc hid( d rcl,rescnt.ttoes .1\\
II OM the depal WILMS of English and
&A( non of t CM -tU. Unl

Ihmmal
Sonic Ion Xl ledge of
son res tit e and
des clopmemal
leading tee !multi( s

sities and «,11cgcs in the' pt oc css of c on-
ducting i tit e -\ cat stud\ of w \ s of
imp Os mg tc,ic her cdin. an( m, the \ pub-
lished t lo()C 1 a \t to king guide, -Qua h-
ticat ions of Sel. unktu s School -I eachers
of 1 nglish \ Piclunntars Statement."
Elie qualification dealing w ith reading
lists du ce levels of competence

Good
\loclerme know ledge
of ( onectis e and
i(nis dial reading
rec lunques

B \ 11168, the impact of these notable
earlier studies was producing results such
as the English leacher Preparation
Study, Guidelines for English Teacher
Prepaianon (1; ). 'Dim Guidelines are
in debt to mans studies, including the
recommendations on, the preparation of
teachers in The Education of Teacheis
of Euclid' for American Schools and
Colkces i NCTE, 1963), Ficedom and
Docipline iii En,L;l1.41 (Commission on
English, CEEB, I 96i), and numerous
studies of the NCTE Conunittce on the
Preparation and Certification of 1 eachers

`P of English. In discussing the nature and
purpose of the studs , the committee says

the Guidelines are intended to sug-
gest desirable cloupetencies for teachers
of F nglish ..,and ss Ede it i English I en-
«onpao mans areas of studs andf*!mien( c., I. sh is herein cons cis et' of
as a unified ( i ripline . . }though I ii-
glish studies in American colleges and
units ersines has e emphasized c Inas ',,tly
leading 'and appreciation of literatult

.)
' preparation of the , . . secondary sohoor

teacher of I nglish must include work '''`
III . reading and appreciation of liter-
ature, both to extend the teacher's ow n
background and to prepare him to meet
the full range of his obligations as a
tea( hFr of I' nglish

G !defines V and VI have particular
mg on the preparation of the En-

,SUpenor
relatis els thorough

knoss ledge of corree-
ns and des elopmental
'Tiding techniques.

glish teacher *for his role .is a teach(!
of reading.

A.4

GUIDELINE V

Elie teacher of English at any level
should has c an understanding of the rela-
tionship of adolescqm- des elopment to the
teaching of English.

I le should in a formal ss as have ;ruched)
human lichas tor, ss nit emphasis on the

,age d is el at 1/4 hiLh he plans to teach,
ank141ould explore relevant research on

adolescent des elopment for its pos-
sible implications for the curriculum
in I nglish.

I le should lie ass are of he grow Mg
know ledge about the specific re-
lationships betty cen control of spo-
It'n language ( sentence patterns,
t oc abulars . dialect ) and success in
reading.
I lc should leeognize aspects of child
des t opulent that ss ill help him se-
let t literature ss Inch adolescents are
likels to understand and enjoy.

Ile should he familiar with theories
of reading and be able to apply ap-
propriate methods to improve the
reading abilities of students at various
levels of achievement and ss ith various
rates of progress.

The secondary school teacher 01.

English should have an understand-
mg of des elopmental reading, par-
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tic olarly at
high sc11001
utilize that
teaching.

the and sctuor
IC \ els, and b'e able to
understanding in 'hifi

' GUID I,INE VI
The teacher rift English at any level

should base studicd methods of teaching
English and base lad supervised teaching.

He should ,haye', learned how to cor-
relate the contents and skills of listen-
ing, speaking, reading,.and w sting Ny ith

, one another and with other subigtts in
the curriciilum. I 0 /

High School English Instruction- To-
day, a most recent NCTE study' re-
ported by Squire and Applebee (28) is
restricted to "outstanding English de-
partments.- I his study just may pros idc
the Joh still nccessa y to nifidcrnitx the
preparation of En lish teachers. The
committee made a stUdy in depth of 116
cooperating schools,'Iamong them those
which year after year grMuateci =dents
teeming NCTE Aelueyemene Awards
in English, an eqiial number of schools
whose English .06)grams w ere highly
regarded, and fork; -two , additional
schools, including indOendcut, Catholic,
and compitehensive high schoog engaged
in expsreental English programs.

To assess and report on the English
programs, this studs used classroom ob-
sen ations, nick 'dual iintervie.ws, group
meetings with teachers and students,
and specially designed questionnaires and
check lists. The ins espgators ads anced
twelve hypotheses, which they believed
to be characteristic of strong secondary
English programs. T e follow ing one
assumes certain prepar tion and compe-
tence in teaching reading.

schools wilt i provide compre-
instructiOn in the skills of read-

ing for all pupils, and, In addition, special
instruction for .:upits whose needs and
abilities warrant more individualized pro -
cedures. (p. 240).,

,
.

The
bet

EACHER OF ENGLISH

In discussing content emphasized in
clas"sroom teaching, they say (28):

Analysis of classroom reports led to a
number of siguifioant deductions, prob-
ably none so revealing as the tendency
to emphasize certain coMponents of En-
glish almost to the .exclusion id others.
According to the feports on 32,580
minutes of classroom observation, the
teaching of literature is einphasized in
the high school 52.2 per cent of the
tini more than all other aspects of En-
glish combined. In contrast, only 13.5

per cent is denoted to language and 15.7
'per cent to composition, while other
aspects of English [speech, reading, mass
media, etc.) receive even less attention.
(pp. 40-41) . '
Otis iousk these grim facts reveal that

the preceding In pothesis about instruc-
tion and 'competence w as not supported
by the eNidence from even these "out-
standing schools.

Grommon (6), in The Education of
Teachers of English, VOL V of the
NCTE Curriculum Series, concentrates
on the preservice preparation of the
English teacher. In making his recom-
mendations, he draws heavily on many
sources. (a) The e-Natio-nal Interest and
the Teaching of English; (b) the 'com-
prehensive study of the literature require-
ments listed in the catalogues of forty-
six institutions of higher education di-

ersified geographically and as to type
(.i.e., liberal arts, teachers college, univcr-
sits ), (c) personal letters from facul-
ty members in Narious representative in-
stitutions, (d) ,unpublished surveys, and
(c) professional literature.

A recommendation relevant here is
that preparation, in addition to including
attention to the teaching of reading, also
includes methods of teaching literature
for adolescents.

He describes as follows the recom-
mended course in Literature for Adoles-
cents (required by 16 per cent of the
colleges reporting):

2 1
a
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I he prospectn c teal het sh\itild be gis en
the opportimits 'to becon aequainttd
ss ith liter:ars ss orks of_ the past and
present appropriate to the secondary
school Ihe course 'should prepare the
teacher to nicer ss hates er the specific
needs of his future pupils inav be Ile
should learn the sources of information
about the gross ing body of literature
for oath and the criteria for anal ling
and selecting books appropriate to the
ss ide range of indrs idual interests and
capacities of the adolescent reader. . .

( pp 282 -2H3)

Surely, preparing to reach literature
implies developing the ability to direct
both the independent, extensive reading
of pupils, as well as their intensive study

-of a literary selection. .

The4, authors of the report 01 high
school English instruction summariAc
their tindings'relet, ant to our topic (28)
as follows.

+ff

. . most schools are failing to pros' de
any integrated. or sequential training in,
reading t . . for classes at any level.

'remedial, as erage, or ads anced:
Reading is an essential part of the

English program, it ins oh, es not only
fundamental skills but also' important
attitudes cosi ard personal , reading, the
selection of reading material, and, in
its' broadest sense, the program in liter-
ature. In the schools usited, the teach-
ing of reading was view ed by the ma-
writ h nghsh teachers as something
foreign . . Few teachers seemed to re-
late I teaching reading to the teaching Of
a sensitis e, acc mate fesponsc to ss rotten
communication, literary or ()thaw ise. . .

(p. 152)
as high schools are now organised,

strong developmental reading progravi
for all students seems likely to come
one as English teachers in general see
the differences bets\ een reading and the
teahng of reading, between literature
and the. readzng of literature. It is not

'likels to conic, for instance, until the
high school tcachcr of English is more
am are than he is at present -that
alit h 'Nuts ('at car he has an obliga-

ro
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non to prepare student; to read other
Shakespearean pla s s as ss el . 'What special
skills are needed to read a sonnet: To
anah'ie an essas 'Co coin' ehend a met-
aphor: Questions such as these desers e
much greater attention' th in they cur-
rently reed' s e.

The applicatnill in the lassroom of
modern cruical approaches to literature
Is another practice that shot Id inevitably
ins oh e the acquisition, of lore mature.,
reading skills. If teachers s mid start to
lc( (ignite that the teaching if literature
in high school midst necess. rile involve
the teaching of readingi times-

, it ss ould at least be begintiing.
But in the long run, even more basic
skills moist be a part of any sound pro-
gram of reading instruction. . . (p. 56)

Today, preparation for to ching the
complc. reading component o "English"
is finally beginning to get Ion r o crduc
attention.. Evidence of need is aIJ but
overwheliniig: In summarize this dis-
cussion; mat I oversimplify a d sum up
the literature on the subject y saying
that the English reacher's p eparation
must encompass cognitive and affective
elements. It must include broa 1 general
education, rich vecialized stu in En-
glish, and professional know ledg of read-
ing. But es en if the English teacher in
his role as teacher of reading hath all
this, and bath not tli ability to prepare
youngsters to enter imaginativ ly and
emotionally into the literary ex erience,
hc)iath indeCd become as a brassy cymbal
and, at that, a cymbal that doesn't
even tinkle effectively.

Predicting the shape of things conic
is hazardous. Bait predicting the future

, shape of multi-faceted "English" is less
risky. Almost certainly one of th a .facets
will be reading, and it will face, if not
too ard ARcca, at least toward I terary
Salvation.

ho know is not enough. To know
and to know what is good to do, is still
not enough. But to know and to know
w hat is'good to do, and to do it, ah. there
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is the desideratum tit:youth.' to lie%ished
-and sought aft6. Nlarckw ardt
( 19) may I quote Icons sdn and sac ,
"Come my friends, 'tis not too late to
seek a no% ur sorld Push off."
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What Does Research in Reading Reveal

"Abcut High-School Student?

Robert, Karlin

Profe,ssor of Education
Queens College of the City University of New York
Flushing, New,York

Ispite Of. the fact that there is an
nu_riasing .1k1 rulos of the whdoin in

establishing reading progr,ams in high
school, a comparatively small number
of our oath receive sNstematic instruc-
tion in reading. Educabors who studied
this phenomenon ha\ C speculated about
instructional ewlanations for the ap-
parent otnis.si,on the belief that responsi-
bility for teaching reading belongs solely
to elementary schools, the lack; of N% di--
prepared personnel to direct and staff
programs, an unawareness that large Aim-
bers,of high school students might profit
from direct help,

Our purpose in this section is to
underscore the need for promoting read-.
mg .1S a common denomintor of the
high school curriculum, to provide a
base for appreciating some conditions
that influence growth in reading. and
to encourage efforts in behalf of all our
srudents.

ReadingAbility of \l-iigh School Youth

I cll du our Ugh school students
read= What CN 'dem do w d have of the
iclat,ionship tw ecn Lading aLluck unint
and academe succe Just N% hat arc

the reading nccd of must s oath? Re-
search offers us' ;Mlle alISN% Cr!, CO tillSC

Reading Achivetilleif t

A number of investigations, as well as
&sets ations, provide information about "0
the reading ability of students we teach.
One large metropolitan SC11001 SVStCM
studied the reading status of its fresh-
men and sophomores and reported that
ON Cr 40 per cent were reading below their
potential ability. More than 23 per
cent w ere found to be reading two to
five or more years below grade level
112). The reading scores of over three
thousand high school students in a mid-
western state showed 'why its schools
should establish developmental and reme.-
dial programs without delay (43). Coo-
per (8) reported that 36,000 test scores
A.rawn from a southern state showed
a greater variance between reading abil-
ity and grade placement at secondary
ILA cl than it cluncntary loci. Ramsey
(4S) found in his state that eighth grade
swains ac hie\ cd riading levels signifi-
,cand belA grade norms.

l'hcsi and other studies cm onst ra te
yuitc ionLIustk cIN that a considerable

19
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portion of the high school population
does not read as well as it should or
could. Another way of stating this vy ell-
established fact perhaps as many as one-
fourth rand in sonic areas an ev en higher
proportion) of student, lac I. the reading
skills they need to read the books M
the- 5. on IprClICIISIMI es iccted of them
Is it any wondcr so many buy s and
girls fail to grasp bare essentials, not
to mention deeper 'meanings"

School ,Siiccess

It is no small vy under that larg,e

^47

nuiii-

50 pi: Lilt left' school before the
tv clfth grade, w hike lust ov er 14 per
cent in the highest quarter of reading
left before graduating. She inter\ Cd

the dropouts tits y can later and dis-
eov mil that iii most cases they gas e
poor leading as the cause of their prob-
lems. Erustranon, embarrassmentmd
bortdoin welt. products Of their e ondi-
non. Pent\ noted, also that a v ci laige
pereentage of the poor reaucts w ho
dropped out of school as wen as those
who remainip had the ability, to read
better. She LiJplored the fact that propor

hers of high school students do !molly in help in leadingy as not as adable tri them.
English and other subjects. Many fail to Penn's findings arc corrohora(cd by

complete their textbook. and supplemen- Bledsoe (2),Naehman 36). and Whit-
tary reading satisfactorily. That success more (64).
in school is tied directly to reading 0 ;Who will deny a eltis assoeiativi.i be
achievement has been doeumented by tu Len leading ability and school acIticv c-
the findings of research and experiences went; What hope is there for our poorer,
of teachers and administrators. The in- readers to dein e sonic satisfactions from
fluenec of reading ability eye') on sueh then (flints" What is the school's re-
a subject as mathematics is recognized. sponsibility to all students' The answ er
Call ,and Wiggin (5) compared the.1C CC- Co each question seems clear, if we can 1

sults of instruction in understanding v%t'ird send a man to the moon, it ought to be
meanings and ty ing them to mathutwneal possible w ith persistence to make a real
sy mhols with no comparable hap' in impact upon the liy es of y truth
solving word problems. They found 'that through better reading,.-Sinely vy e ought
the students who received thc instruction not settle for less.
(from an. English teacher!) achieved
better results than did the students who
did not receive such instruction from
their mathematics teacher, Fay (14)
studied the relationship of reading ability
to different achievement areas. fie re-
ported that students of superior reading
ability achieved significantly better in
social studio than students who did Lot
read as well. C,arter (6) found that better
readers.have higher averages, study
better, ind arc happier in school than
poorer readers.

Perhaps one of the most telling studies
that stiught to appraise the effects of
reading ability on school performance
was conducted by Puny (42). She
found that of the students w hose read-

Reading. 0

Naturally, teu.liLrs .tif English spend
A eonsiderable, aniount of tune in the
reading and studs of literature. .It is
hardly necessary to explain the reasons
foi- th'e emphasis they give to this elf-

fui t. But how MIR h time do they spend
in teaching their students how to 'cad
literature' A iecent sun eY of English
teaching practices tcportcd by Squire
(56) covered 158 high schools. In the
tenth grade less than S per cent of the
instructional time was devoted to the
teaching of reading and in the tw elfth
grade less than 3 per cent. Oh% iouslY',
the teachers in these high schools saw
little reason Pit des ore more time to

ing was 111 the Iuwest quarrel, close to reading insane non. As Squir,,F. suggested,
u

Li 0
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it IS possible tiles I. \petted their students
to heetune disccruirw reader, of litera-
l-me meals fium reading. BA the .es
duae shows the eontrars , MINI ALS Chi

Stlidl MS 1110 l
\ lad in of the fact that .,50
1.11C111 are deficient 'reading, it becomes
es lI1 noire neeessars to help them UN
milt then weaknesses and actin.% e to the
\tent of %% huh each is capable.
\\ hat air the shills needed .bs stu-

dents to'read literature ,ltd other con-
tent' Slue lie i ;4) lists the follow nig
uneleJ stainling and intelpreting the con-
tent Ind grasping its urganriation,

spec ial ocabularies, concepts
and se inriols. esaluating lot is read,
selecting i aerials, leeallmg and appls-
ing what i, read. and broadening inter-
ests, tastes. Ind everiences Sonic of
these ate often uteluded Among the studs
shills. It is apparent that students with
general teading posses~ some of
these skills rioll eN IsnoN now
that not all of them can be taken for
danced, and that it is necessary to offer
direct instruction in IlluSt( FA, en students
themseses bisCenk aware of their
leading and studs weaknesses \lichaels
( 4) repotted how des emit grade stu-
dents pt. ree eil their reading difficulties
of lite6ratntv, 111'4(11N TIC1111Strl Ind
plane geometrs

\ number of im e stigations pru,ide
support for dim eet instruction to specific
leading skills and for reading in the
content areas. \lanes ( ;3) and Sochor
( lowid that interpretatis c reading
alidits appears to be independent of
liter .d reading ahilits in science and so-
cial studies, respeetis eh flu results of
a pi tied studs (- .undcrscore
the importance of dealing with the 0-
( ahular% of mathematics in milking

d problems lel)onald ( 31 ) in swu-
m:in/mg the research on reading flexi-
hilits concluded that there is need 'foi

tvse ste mane in truCtion in des eloping
,

ahi, nis to read for different purposes

.rt

f.)

Strang and Rogers (58) studied the re-
sponses of high school juniors to a short
stiffs . and concluded that there are
marked differences between good and-
poor readers in their Auks to respon3
to literal and implied meanings. Hus-
bands and Shores (24) reviewed the lit-
erature and concluded that reading con-
sists of different abilities that are need
for specific purposes in various content
treas

Delioer and Whipple summarized the
implications of these and related studies.

I bus, reading is not a generalized skill
that, once dee eloped in an-English class,
can be applied in a special field. Rather,
reading ins oh es the ability to interpret
this or that particular area of experience.
Basic instruction, no matter how excel-
lent, is not enough. Reading abilities
must be dec eloped in the areas w here
the\ are to be used" (10).

Personal Factors' and Reading

Is it realistic ro expect^ equal perfor-
mances in reading of all our students%
Perhaps ;he answer to this question will
lie found in another. Are all our students
of. equal height and do they possess the
same athletic prow ess% We know they
are quite different in many respects, not
the least of which is reading ability. The
studies cited earlier (8, 12, 43, 45) as
w ell as others fielded results which
underscore the exiience of significant
differences in reading performances, not
onk betw ten grades but also within
grades. A number of personal factors
among w Inch are intelligence, sex, inter-
ests and attitudes, and language develop-
ment accounts for some of these differ-
ences

/me/I/gene,'

I here appears to be a significant fe-
lationship between reasoning ability and
reading ac hieN enlent. Paterra (41) sug-
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ges`ted un the bash of het finding, that
reading' should he unproved through
programs that stress erba I reasoning.
Ian- I alhe Ii i 2,5 reported that his ad-

.111( Cd readers s crc better ahli to du
abstract dunking than his Poorer read-
ers Braun (-l) reported a significant Wi-
fe re nee m one ept formation. between
her superior and poor readers. PIarootu-
man and rate obtained eutrelanuns
hem Len reading test se ores and sec en
intellectual alrflities described IA Guil-
ford Both I lams 20) and Vransella and
Ger\ er ( ) concluded that the relation-
chip betcycen IQ and reading .1,,111C.1-
Mil. d hs i,ueh tests as the Stanford-Binet
and WISC, respeetic , increases cvali
c hronologie al age.

thatthis
point it Is nee es"sarc to affirm

that some intelligent. ( tests fad to dis-
tinguish between sloe learner, and poor
readers. I' perimenters has e noted the
truth al_ this observe anon. especially \S hen
group verbal tests are used t assess men-

tal .11)1114 . Sue Ii tests usuallc require
reading abilitc to insure ,high perftli-
mane L, ohs music, poor reader, are pt. nal-

d under these e ire unistane es l'oo of-
ten students of as (rage and sup. nor
alibi is inferior learners
on the bash of the results (rum inade-
quate tests

wither Lairtion e ought tint to
,1,041111e that slew k.irn(n are unable to
pi ()fit from reading instruction Mut
thew require is a Illof model gel\ paled
program wwith earcfulls selet. ted ma-

tttiaTs ()per ,gnud.tnee I he fact
that this Foul) of students seine to learn
\\ 11 through pi ogi ammed mstrue non
55 h Annbines the aim enienouned cull
ditions suggests i s osunaldt t Lou ns ft um
real effoLts to teach th011

Girls sve m to hat e a slight edge oc cm
,lbws in reading de\ c lupine nt Whethe
ur not the different \ Ist,. because of
constitutional and of cm minim ntal eae-

toi s t mains to be determine( . The dif-
fereneeS, hots Cs Cm, Weill V be more
marked m the fin-man\ c \ cars rather
than during the Liter ones. Singer ( SO)

rk. poi red superior at. hies (Anent in r'eading
speed for girls in the sistfi tirade. Sev-
enth grade girls in the below ,ana above
norirral ranges of intelligence surpassed
tnic s of i omparable aligitN in reading
woiabular. t S 1 ). Other in. estigatorsi
( ;01 obtain( d sinular i esults in the abo4 c-
aw erage I° range but tile differences
lIetec cell bow s and girls decreased
age.

Bows a all serious reading problems
outnumber their female counterparts
about four to one. Whether or not this

. phenomenon is the product of pllysical,
cultural, and other societal condition
is a (p)V41011 w hose ans\ er is unknoch.
,Spe!.. illation persists in the, absent. e 'of
hard facts.

biteiests,,ifid ,4ffitud(.)

L

The interests and attitudes Cc Ilia ad-
olescents, possess seem to has e a profound
influent.). upon their t otuling behatiors.
Sue h personal fae tors Afac e their origins
Ill home and ()Our ens ironmental set-
tings. Past and ongoing esperienees ac-
Count for iartmons in mom anon to
learn and in actual performance.

1 hex is an accumulating bud\ of
Rhin. e about the intim:nee of home

((indium-is on students' reading des Clop-
mem f Iughes and Willis 22) found that
parents of students cc In) read w 'Lick,
read more, and had inure interests than
patent,. of anothe t gt oup of students
matt lied for ses and intelligence. Wat-
son 62 ) found that poor reading drop-
(Arts e ann. from l('ss stable and low er
sue n)-econonuc homes than did success-
ful high school graduates. lesbian (26)
concluded that successful readers had
parents cc hi.) had show n great interest in
leading and books and to school work
and sus ho built solid Lund \ units Mac-

:i?unald , 32 )0 reported thlt parcifts of
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unsuccessful male readers ss ho attended
public schools possessed significantly
more negatisc attitukles than found in
parents of successful students.

The des elopment of ss holesome at-
titudes toward reading has been the sub-
ject of much discussion and research.
Mans w Titers has c suggested that if
reading is to has c a place among fasbred
dais ities in ss hich adolescents engage,
basic human needs must be'met through
it. Perhaps the one need w hich is met
most directls bx reading is the need to
knot.. Research on the reading "pref-
erences of high school students tends to
support this judgment. Shores (49)
sought to determine Nk hat the seek in
books. He concluded that information
about national and international prob-
lems rather than about personal and so-
cial !natters dominated their intcrcst.
Vhitman (63) polled large numbers of

superior high school students and found
that the ,sclected books which helped
shape attitudes and pros ided informa-
tibn.

Perhaps one of the most significant
outcomes of research on the interests
of high school students is the recognition
that reading ;.references of Elos s and
girls x ars and that-these prefercuces do
not seem to be greatls influenced bs
reading Ailits or intelligence. As a
group, boss prefer books which Lon-
tam elcinents of cxcitement, suspense,
adventure, action, and humor. Girls look
fur books w inch deal ith hive, sadness,
home, and mystery (38, 57, 60)..1'hese
differences in reading preferene could
have some burin upon the o itcomes.

,,of our efforts to teach reading Illand in-
still in Nouth a lose for reading. Ma-
terials ss hich fail fo Satisfs are not likels
to promote either goal.

Language Development

Differences in .Linguagc scan
to account for some of the sariabdits
m reading ;wines cmcnt. A longitudinal

studs of oral language by Loban (29) in
hich he contrasted high and low

ac hies ers in language des elopment
showed definite relationship between
competence in the latter and reading.
Strickland k59) recorded the spoken lan-
guage of children and after. anal' zing
structural patterns concluded among
other things that those w ho made-more
use of them ranked higher in reading,,
both oral and silent.

Vocabulars- des elopment and read-.
ing achies ement have been the subject4
of a number of investigations. The con-
clusions that socabulary and reading
comprehension tare closely related and
that word knowledge is one of the sig-
nificant contributors to meaning haze
been confirmed (39, 47). Holmes (21)
and Singer reported that vocabulary
pia\ cd a crs important role in account-
ing fur high school students' power in
reading. Know ledge of socabulars both
in and out of context helped to differen-
tiate between good and poor readers.

Research on listening and reading,
both receptise skills, has been summar-
ized bs Dukcr (13) and Devine (11).
They reported positise and high correla-
tions bet-ween them and concluded that it
would be useful to study further the
nature of this relationship. Both point
out the distinct possibility that similar
mental proceSsek.a,ccount for,reading and
listening skills and that additional -re-
scardi on these questions might provide
guidelines for teaching,gtrategieS.'

Reading for All Youth
Inasmuch as our free society requires

Mall to attend school until the age
of sixteen or sesenteen is reached, it
seems faith obvious that aside from the
commitment we have to education gen-
erally, we must be equally committed
to the proposition that every student
has a right to Instruction from which
he can profit. Acceptance of this tenet
precludes anx Justification fur pot pro-

2 .)
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%Anil _doe int Lila I programs that sere e grammar Spegle r 55 ) desk. ribed a-
s midi. rims it is not difficult to es-. le rent programs for die (kaki\ antaged
plain measures designed to aid the dis- h included reading of books and
ads nt.34k.d and the slow learner as se ell ,niagaiins to build A better syli-nuage,
as the gifted, I he fact that these popu 'and reading skills. using "esperience
lotions ire difficult bu reach is no e \Lust stories- for eorreetis e reading,rd in-
for ignoring them tri glue mg, -trailitiona Inevatu re through

oral readings, films. tapes. TVInel
Drs.hivantaged cordings.

It should he oh\ ious that there are
nu magical formulas for use erConung def-
icits in c LI ICU rall \ disaihontaged stu-
deius., \inch more has to be know n about
the interrelationships of factors that dis-
tinguish this school population from
others and hose teachers can best deal
with them. I loss es lr, this state of af-
fairs' should not be used as fit excuse
for indiffetencc and inaetion. 'Some in-
roads into language 'and, readhig de-
fieicrie les has e ban made, our continu-
sing efforts through' practice, demonstra-

. nun and research arc like's to has c a

sa 'mar \ effect upon the ae hies mews,

Efforts to describe disad \ anraged or'
(..ulturalls different adolescents had led
to the conclusion that the \ cslubit sim-
ilar e ha raexerisucs but that there is suf-
fluent sariation among them to ss arrant
consideration of apptispriate eiluoational
um noninctits Studies show that the
gencians are ss cal.' in the use'of spoken
and se ritten English (28, 52), that the
are gencrallt educational's retarded (16.
401. apt' that they possess, a low les tl of

.self-esteem and aspiration (I, 18'). Hunt
and Dors era ( 23)- found that their 'de-
gree of self-determination was loss er

than that of middle-class adolese cuts but
that they show ed great variation in con-
ceptual level. Others (1, 35) also point
out variabilities among culturally dis- -

adOintaged youth: Slow learners are not to be confused
The fact that mans disaehantaged ad- ss ith' the monad\ retarded or educable

(descents arc w eak in English and read- mentalls retarded., " Fhe slow learners
mg has produced specific recommenda; *ill the highest inte lice tual group of rc-,

Mins regarding this aspect of their edu- wiled' eluldrcn and arc largest in num-
canonal programs. Bloom ( 3) res less ed her. Elie\ form the 15 to 1' per cent
the.; research and recommended greater of the se lituil popp 4tion that cannot
emphasis upon' language des elopment quite 'keep up' and ,ii-t: Usl1.11k doing
and reading. Wachner , (41). desCribed the poorest se oil. in 'dle Yegular class -,
the Detroit Great Cities eriueet and its rooni. Slow 'cal ine rs arc essentially nor- ,

adoption of the e' ire program in English awl in their enuitionnl, social, ph\ sical,
and social studies and the establishment and Dmor des 'clopment. Es en in Intel-
of reading 'minus men( classes and read- lee tual des clopment. the slow learners
mg rooms. .1 tasl, force-of the National ,arc at the loss ex fringe or range of the
Council of feathers of English ( 37) ob- ruprinal group, no, ss hile the\ are re-
served mole than tilt\ pi ()grams for the t,irded and consequent's 'use difficult\
disadvantaged and noted the traditional in 'keeping up' w 1th the rest of the
use of anthologies se nth students se ho class. their des iation is not so 'great that
N% ere neither capable of nor interested in the \ Lamm hi: adequate's educated in
reading the selections. It recommended a regular classroom situation" (9)
literature appropriate to the abilities of From this description it ,ippea-ill ob-
students and de-emphasis of .nailitional l lolls CILlt slow learners ate capable of

of all our stucrents.

The Slow Learner
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maste.r,ing nom reading skills and shar-
ing the Jo s of reading for pleasure.
Hair reading needs at, the high school
keel % III be .15 varied as those of other
students, but a larger proportion of slow
learners w ill be found at the lower
ranges A number of disadx antaged stu
dents .i.re know n to be slow tearnersthd
programs for them require adjustments
on more than a single level.

For a number of reasons, a soxx,
learner is bound to be behind the "nor-
mal. reader by the tune he enters high
school. And he is likeix to fall behind
further unless he nee! es helpbut at
a slow er pacethat most of his age-
puts also require. Not unlike othei

he probablx has some xxeaknesses
in word identification, study skills, and/
or comprehension. Although he is not
likely to engage in higher academic
studs ,' he needs the same opportunities
to develop and take his place in an in-
creasingly complex society. Teaching
him how to read better through pro-
grams suited to his abilities and re-
quirements will enable him to experience
some successes in school as well as pre-
pare him for the responsibilities he must
assume later.

Thc Gzitcd

Do all ()Lir gifted students achieve
readint to the extent of w hick thex
arc capable:, Can they profit from read-

instruction; that there are under-
achievers among the gifted has been doe-
umented by Combs , ShAx (48), and
Pippert and \rcher 44), among others
Krippner and Herald (2i) conducted an
in est-igation to determine if the causes
of poor reading among gifted students
differed from those of average students.
I-hex found similar explanations 'for
reading difficulties for both groups
Woolcoe k (65,) studied the reading hab-
its of gifted high school girls le R.-
ported that tl*ir evaluation of reading
\Nut:110,w,, included deficiencies in xo-

eabidary and skimsining. A metropolitan
school sy stem organized an intensive
reading program for gifted students, Im-
mechak and delay ed results confirmed
the v,dues that such programs offered
(46).

From data secured from these and
other studies, it seems reasonable to con-
elude that the reading abilities of gifted
students vary, and that instruction to
help overcome any deficits these stu-
dents mightiThav e v ill be as beneficial
to than as to other school populations.
To exclude gifted students from de-
elopmental and remedial reading pro-

grams is unrealistic and possibly dam-
aging. Our responsibility is to provide
for alb outh, to do less fails to serve
them and society.
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T HE attitudes of student readers y ary
yith the personal predispOsitions of

each reader. They are affected by an
indniduart, skill in responding to a liter-
ary work,, by the ethical, experiential,
and literary background that, each brings
to readingi by elements of the content
within each reading sclectiOnmd by
tile form jri w Inch the work; is written.
I hey are influenced, morcoier, by the

m'ay, in which a selection iq presented
in the class' room, how it read and
discussed, and how the teacher organizes
instruction. In short, what i1 presently,
known from research suggesrts that the

impact of the attitudes of individuals
tends to be unique, personal, ind highly
unpredictable. Still, research h4s suggest-
ed certain common characteristics which
need consideration in planning high
school programs in literaturd. In this
article, thcst. findings arc sumitarized in
five separate areas.- the nature!

!
of read-

ing Interests, the nature of reinnse to
literature, the effects of reading on the
individual, factors Involved in taste and
appreciation, and the effects of instruc-
tion.

The Nature of Reading Interests
I'or decades the reading interests of

adolescents have been intensively sur-
e eyed in a series of. studies, which, if
often superficial in design and naive in
their failure to identify the personal
attributes reflected in the interests, have
at least provided the schools with abun-
dant evidence concerning the choices
that y oung people exercise in.their read-
ing. That such studies have had a con-
siderable influence in affecting books se-
lected for supplementary reading pro-
grams in the junior and senior high
school has been demonstrated by- Nleckel
(35).

In 1955 Robinson pointed to more
than 200 special studies of reading pref-
erences, and at a slightly decelerating
rate, more have been reported each year

.i48). Among the more significant of the
early studies are those by Terman and
Lima (66), Thorndikc (67), and kVoll-
nar (76). The findings reveal broad
agreement on the factors involved. in-
telligence, for example, is not a markedly,
significant 'factor in affecting the read-
ing preferences of a majority of readers;
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sex difference, on the other hand, is
highly significant. The age of the read-
er appears as a more significant factor
during the elementary school years than
later Tele% ism also 'plays a major role
in directing interests toward the social
life of a highly mechanized societs ic-
cording to exhaustive studies bs Witts
(14) Differences in socioeconomic back-
grounds seem to affect reading prefer7
cites. Boys and girls in middle and loss
socioeconomic groups, for example,
tend to read first for recreational pur-
poses, then for informatise, identifica-
tional, and aesthetic purposes (17), Dif-
ferences in the reading-interests of x ar-
ions racial groups hose alsobecn noted
in recent studies (41). Black students,
for example, express a stronger prefer-
ence than do Nk.bitc snidents for reading
current material, such as magazines and
new spapersmd also for selections deal-
ing ss ith personal Problems and social
relations. Specific elements of content in
the reading material evoke markedly dif-
ferent response patterns. Scientific
themes and such elements as humor, sur-
prise, and a stirring plot tend to appeal
to most s (Sung readers. Boy s respond
well to sports, action, and adventure,

'girls to romance, fictional (as opposed
to real) characters, and depictions of
adolescent life. Using personal inter-
siews ith 153 boss in Grades 4, 5,
and R, Stanehfield confirmed 'sex differ-
ences in reading prefer.ences reported
in earlier stadies and sty cd the impor-
tance of using books ss 'th masculine
appeal during earls adolesc lite (42).

Norsell sudied the reactions of large
numbers of \ oung people to specific
titles frequently included in school pro-
gratin. His influential s irk has pros en
helpful in determining which standard
works to require in the curriculum (38,

sided bs Whitman's report the titles
1sool39). Helpful suggestions arc ro-c .la

Wm
which superior college students recalled
as their most memorable reading ex-
periences in secondary school (71)

Studies tend to demonstrate that ti-
tulles to reading and skills in read ng
ins °Ise different factors. Clarke, for x-
ample, found that most retarded jun or
high school readers responded well to
specialls ss ritten stories about char: e-
ters with whom the could identify, t
only half improved in tested reach
achievement (10). The aesthetic quali
of a selection dues not necessarily stim
late a positise reader reaction. Simpg

rind SuareS asked 4,250 junior high scho
students to rate ,862 short stories,: th
ono's zed the 77 least-liked and best-lik"
selections (54). Among the factors.
high appeal were physical action, co
flict, suspense, a single unifying io
and concrete and clear language. A
the selections least-liked by the student
w ere stories considered to he well tvrit
ten by adult critics. Jpngebhtt and Cole
man tested the reactions of 4,488 children
to 32 selections and confirmed that reac-
tions nvsttle and content varied with
ageilthough they found that certain
selections had general appeal (28).

Squire and Applebec reported that
16,089 students in outstanding high
school tnglish programs read an aver-
age of eight hooks a month and. ex-
pressed a decided preference for the pub-
lic library as the source of books for
personal reading (60). The investigators
attributed the preference to the inade-
quacss.uf school book collections. Re+
peating their studs in selected schools
in the United King(*)in,, the same Investi-
gators found similar rekults in the read-
ing preferences of 4,301 British students
(61). Like their American comiterparts,
the British adolescents reported ,reading

,about tight hooks a month, preferred
public libraries to school libraries, and
dispin cd similar preferences for various
literary genres at equivalentbageS. 'More-
os cr, both 'British and AmeriCan 'Tung
people report reading out of school
about yhe same number of hours cacti

eckilthough two-thirds of the read-
ing reported bs American adolescents is
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assigned teaehci 5, ss he' cas (ink !me-
third of the' reading of British students
is so assigned. Indeed so similar %%etc
the pi eferences expressed bx British and

mcncan students that scs en ut the
then "sptscitic titles mentioned must fie'
quentlx as "particulark significant tea&
ing experiences" Im able graduating high
%chopl students, ate found on the INts
crom both countries. Lord of the Elle.,
55 a:, mentionsdmost frequentk bx the
16,089 Americans and 4,301 British, but
/984 and I ht Bible also appear among
the most frequentlx mentioned titles in
each countrx I he maior national dif-
ferences emerging from this comparatk c
studs seemed to, reflect compelling dif-
ferences in 'current social attitudes. in
the tss o countries. \\ll:reas British ado-
lescents frequently expressed interest in
titles dealing ss Rh the social class strug-
gle, e.tl, Son) and Lovers., 'American

ming people preferred titles dealing
with racial conflicts, e.g., Black Eike
lie, To Kill a llockingbodind Ct p,
the Beloved Cottutrr.

For teachers, librarians, and parents,
a comprehensne summary of ss hat is'

knoss n about adolescent reading prefer-
ences has been prepared bx Carlson
(7). Ius informed guide to books for
adolescents summarizes w hat is knoss
about reading interests, pros ides lists of
annotated titles, and suggests the role
that books 'can- plan in offering %ming
readers insights into new experiences
and sallies as w ell as confronting them
ss ith "the basic, eternal problems of hu-
Man beings, thus helping the indis ulnal
to see, himself as a part of an ongoing
history." Carlson draws heal dx on a

body of studies by individuals like Alm
( Dunning ( ). and Agee (I)' ss ho
anakied the assumptions about Liman
experience presented in books ss ritten
fiir adolescent readers and their Innen,
nal alne in the educate c process.

The Nature of Ropoose to Literature
Comparatw el% little is knoss n ,ibout

the %%IN m w Inch readers respond to a
literarx ss (irk and about the reader's
acquisition through reading offresh in-
sights into human behalOr a fleet

his personal attitudes Studies have con-
tinued to res cal that the nature of !Rer-
an response is a highh personal phi -'
nomenon affected bx dnotional reactions
to the ideas in literary selections (35, 5 6 ,
59, 21). Rogers stulked individual difl&-
ences in the responses of fourteen high-

el and fourteen low -lc\ el readers and,
found the variation in individual re-
sponses (as distinct from attitudes
ss and reading) to be unrelated to reading
abilitx (9). Whitehead found differences
in sex, age, ,and,. school less important
than the qualitiesof a novel in affecting
the reader's ease of identification (70).
Russell examined so entx -three studies
on the impact of reading on the in-

dis ulnal and identified four variables
affecting responses: the form of the
reading materials, the content and ideas,
the reader, himself, and the setting in
ss Inch responses are made (51). Russell
reported investigators found it difficult
to distinguish the influences bf reading
on other aeticities.

Ses oral decades of study have only
begun to dodo!), understanding about
the processes of response. In an early
anak sis, Downey related literary re-
sponse to the, psychological doctrine of
identification ( 14). She presented a three-
fold classificatiod, of responses: the
Ecstatic, ss here the self-conscious reader
is merged with the subject that he is

eniox ing, the Participator, where the
reader assumes one personality after
another, the Spectator, who is detached
from'the action and evaluates as an,ob-
server. Downey hypothesized that the
t pe and content of the literary selec-
tion "affected the, mode of. response.

Richards analyzed the misinterpreta-
tions of selected college readers of thir-
teen poems of unknown authorship, and
discovered not only stereotyped re-
sponses and difficulties in comprehension
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but also effects of general critical ,ind
techpical _prejudgments' which she in-
diviMal brings to his reading (47)
Rosenblatt emphasized the interaction of
the literary worli and the reader, sug-
gesting that individuals tend to read
works that IA possibilities fr sit nifi-
cant interaction (50).

Squire analyzed the responses of fift
adolescent readers Ito four short stories
and reported covariStion of literarx
judgments (dealing with form'al qualities)
and emotional self-involvement re-
sponses (59). Fewer literary judgments
occur while adolescents read the central
port4in of a story, than occur befpre
involvement" or-at the end of reading.
Squire also identified six sources of mis-
interpretation in adolescent responses
failure to grasp the essential meaning,
reliance upon patterns 'of.. stertotx ped
thinking, unwillingness to accept un-
pleasant facts in interpreting characters
and their actions, critical predispositions,
irrelevant associations, and unwillingness,
to suspend judgment until the story is
cinpleted. Using a similar method for
classifying responses of college students
to novels, Wilson reported an increase.
in the proportion of interpretative re-
sponses over prescriptive judgments,
suggesting that individuals max be bet-
ter able to control their emotional re-
actions as they groxx older (73). He
found that students begin involvement
with litethture in a comparatixelx grop-
ing and emotional fashion, with onlx
their later responses formulated in logi-
cal ways, and he urged teachers of litera-
ture to permit comparatively free re-
sponses to literary- works before consid-
ering a close analysis.

The suggestion in Wilson's studs that
the more sophisticated reader is able to
control his emotional reactions while
reading and thus achieve a more objec-
tive IT-action is supported bk the theoret-
ical views of Harding, who believes that
rile mode of response of the mature
reader of a novel can be regarded as

an extension of the mode of response
lb an onlooker ofactual events (24).
The reader not (th enters Into the ex-
perience but contemplates the experi-
ence, he know s that the characterg in a
literary selection Ore only part of a con -
cation bx w Inch the author presents an

evaluation of possible human experience.
x kw of the reader's response at the

receix Mg end of a conventional mode of
communication contrasts sharply with
the conceptidn of the process of re-
sponse .is one involving' primarily iden-
tification and x icarious experience.

F.arlx suggested that the maturity of
th'e reader may affect the nature of his
response and hk pothesized that as read-
ers grow older they pass through three
stages of responses. from unconscious

, en jo,, ment to, self-coliscious appreciation
to conscious delight (16).

Discussions at the Anglo-American
Seminar at Dartmouth College in 1966
culminated in agreement that the quality
of the literary experiences of each pupil
contributes more to the education of the
imagination than ,does mere acquisition
of knowledge about literature (37, 13).,

z In a report prepared for the Dartmouth
Seminar ktudv Group, Squire indicates
that one measure of a sound literary
education is Irow students extend and
deepen then responses to reading as they
progress through schools (58).

How Reading Affects Individuals
A series of studies have identified

some of the effects which reading can
hake on individuals. Waples and others
reported that adult reading had six social
effects. instnimentalkcquisitioili of use-
ful information, increased self-esteem
and prestige, reinforcement of personal
views, distraction from anxieties, and en-
riched aesthetic experiences (69). Loban
rcportedi..signifiLant differences in re-
sponses to reading of highly sensitive
and less sensrtix e adolescent readers, par-
ticularly to stories intended to evoke
human sx inpatin 33). Loban also found
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COnSIstent t(ndC11(..1, A, slIbiCl t5 to
ith adoICSL till nuns t fusels

resembling themselves.
Lodge show ed that the reading of

biotziaphy cite ;Millen( e the ideas held
by sonie minor high school students
( 34 ). Blount fou,nd the reading of junior
nos els to influence adolescent attittides
tow and the "ideal" HO, el, he also said
that factors in the no el (form, content
of ideas) ale more, important than factois
an the reader (sex, scholastic ) or
the setting in w Inch the nos el IS read

(4) 1 a tara ,reported that* the 'leading of
four nos cls about scientists affected stu-
dent concepts of scientists, although not
alw a 5 s iii posits% C WaN s ( 65 ). How ever,
intelligence and skill in critical reading
nos- part:ails muumwe tho effect of
bias on readitm responses. Brow n, for
example, found c fftually no relationship
between attitudes toward racial issues
and communism and the critical reading
responses of 270 tenth grade college-
preparaton students, although she did

report that las orable attitudes dorrekted
posawels w ith the number of correct
answers (6). lhat careful selection of
literature oser a long period of time
can affect the attitudes of large mimbers
of students is demonstrated by Daigh in

his awls ses of the uses of literature as
pcdagogu al tool in educating

in Nast Germany ( (2). while shunning
direct pohm akinstructum through liter-
ature, German educators carefully se-
lecked class readings and placed hooks
in libraries which aw aliened in
readers "the consciousness of being a
Geilimn- and developed "an awareness
of his duty to party, fatherland, and
people, all of whom had made sacrifices
for the common good." All es'idence
coalliicted by Da,gh, largely circumstan-
ti:11, suggests that die prop)» w as'rea:
sonablv successful, particularly on

s ming people exposed to several years
of relatively subtle suggestion.

A number of studies thus suggest
that reading affects nulls iduals m sarious

w s, but tlie nature of the interaction
is highly individualistic. Rtissell and
Shrodes and Herminghaus examined the
possible uses of- bibliotherapy, reported
the impact of literature on individuals
cannot be predicted and cautioned
against the indiscriminate Use of books
to promote change in attitudes and be-
has nir (52, 26). Sandefur and Bigge e\x-

* plored the impact of reading on ado-
lescent behas 'or (53). Recent studies in
this area continue to demonstrate the
therapeutic impact of books on sonic
patients in wlinieal situations, but also
the lack of adequate theory and pro-
fessional standards even in the mental
health fields 43). Although studies of
bibliotherapv are' interesting for whk
the reical.about the inipact of reading,
they seem to have few implications for
the classroom.

Factors Involved in Taste
and Appreciation

Studies have attempted to identify the
factors involved in the appreciation of
literature. In a" comprehensive review,
Smith and others recently summarized
w hat known about thy. development
of taste in literature (56). Williams and
others applied five tests of literary ap-
preciation to more than two hunai'ed
children and adolescents and found that
a generalsfactor of literary appreciation,
correlated with intelligence, accounted
for '50 per cent of the variation in re-
sponse, w hereas a second bipolar factor,
accounting for 20 per cent of the vari-
ance, separated readers preferring the
objective, form-conscious styles of the
classicists from those preferring the sub-
jective approaches of the romantic school
of writers (72).

Glum also identified a general fac tor
associated with such factors as liking,
emotional effect, mode of expression,
andappeal' of the subject, as well as a
bipolar factor distinguishing readers con-
cerned with rhyme, word music, and
tin thin from those concerned with Imo-
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clonal effect,' appeal of the subject, and
mental imagery (22.).

Carroll studied six dimensions of
style General Stylistics Evaluation, Per-.
sonal Affect, Ornamentation, \hstract-
ness, Seriousness, and Characterinfion
versus Narration (8). He attempted to
quantify aspects of style by analyzing
150 passages of English prose in accor-
dance with tw enty-nine adjectival scales
covering major qualities and traits. Hew
found a factor called General Stylistics
Evaluation indicating a positive ornega-
tive evaluation which seemed to support
earlier findings on the existence of a
general factor.

Pelt1 used Osgood's semantic differen-
tial to analyze the preferences of readers
for qualities of a work of art by apply-
ing \a set of twenty scales including
measures of vividness, depth, and clarity
to selections from'twelve major novelists
(42). He noted that responses to paint-
ings evoke more or less instantaneous,
attitude, whereas responses to prose and
poetry often require longer reflection on
the part of the reader. His hypothesis
seems to support Wilson's finding that
initial responses to literature tend to be
ambiguous and groping.

In studies of response to literature,
the- method of analysis may be of as
much importance to research as the
reported findings. Ipvcstigators have re-
lied on paper and pencil reactions, on
case studies of readers, on Nvritterf re-
sponses obtained after reading ns Fom-
pieced, and on scales to indicate degree
of identification. Forman found free re-
sponses more helpful than responses
elicited by specific questions in attempt-
ing to measure appreciation (19). Squir6
recorded and analyzed oral responsfes to
the reading, of segments of short stories
(59).

An important new tool for assessing
respohses to literature is provided. 1)N
Pun-es, who examined the written re-
sponses and comments of thirteen critics,
one hundred school and college teach'ers,

and tittwo hundred children (44, 45). He
identifiel. seventy separate elements in-
% oh ed in response to literature and
classified them under four major cate-
gories Engagement (involvement), Per-
ception (understanding), Interpretation,
and Evaluation. Using this method of
analysis in a pilot study of reactions to

'literature, he found important differences
in the reactions of thirteen-year-old
American, British, German, and Belgian
sttNents, differences which he attributed
to liaKying educational and cultural pat-
terns.

The Effects of Instruction %

Approaches to the reading and study
of literature introduced in the classroom
may also affect tlth attitudes and Ire-
sponses of readers. However, experimen-
tal studies of instructional proceduresin '
teaching literature have been sporadic
and disappointing, perhaps because re-
searchers have lacked valid and reliable
instruments for assessing the effective-,
ness of teaching. A few findings do sug-
gest s1 ays in which classi'oom approaches
may affect student attitudes.

Smith and Gallo, for' example, 'arc
among those reporting that discussion of
a book ith peers is highly important
in encouraging young people to read
(55, 20). Other influences which en-
courage reading are recommendations
of parents, hook displaN s; and book
clubk-The influence .4 teacher and li-
brarian recOmmendations seems to vary,
depending on the closeness of the re-
lationship established in other activity.

'Taba, for example, analyzed' the
..vonses of high school students in dis-
Atussing literature and reported that fac-
tual restatement of ideas predOminata
(64), Only 12 per cent of the students
generalized concerning the meaning of
the narrative. Taba noted, however, that
group discussion tended to push the
level of thinking beyond the levels which
individuals reach on their own. Support
for group discussion was also presented
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b.\ Casper ho found that adult-led
gurnor (Feat Bookxs discussions encour-
aged eh \ ergent thinking, the ability to
form new idea's (9).

Wolfe, Huck, and. King found that
the kinds of questions that elementarx
teat hers ask children about literature
ram nee the responses of e hildreri (75).
\mak ocal questions tend to stimulate

anal treat dunking. Similar ins estigation
rs neededat the secondarN

Sue le studies clearl suggest that the
nature reading is discussed
max t student attitudes, and the im-
portance. of teae hers adopting methois
of le whiz dis'eussiom_ hid, will en-
hance the. hterarx experience fury oung
people. Squire and Applebee recenth
found 52 per cent of all classroom time
ur seeondar English* dee oted tri litera-
ture, but lughle dopmated fix teacher
1,44.ture and recitation (60). lioctleer,
stud\ ing, the questio'n liehas iur of se-
lected ninth-grade teachers, found a

question asked ex ere 11,8 Augitnds in
:Is...rage classes and every 5.6 seconds

. m a slowcilass! (27). Small wonder that
sonic students do not profit from' class
discussions of literature.

.cs mson reported that the crew ing
of film t ermons of short stories, u hethcr
shown before or after reading, inipro es
the response of both ()tinger and aleler
readers and 'of good and iyfir readers
in the lumen Iugh school (32). Smith
demonstrated that the assignment of c er-
tam kinds of eleatnee wining tasks prior
to the reading of a short stor\ can make
a differ epee in the attitudes des eloped
be students toward the stiff\ and can
stimulate creatie e thinking about the
sthry. (57).

As a result of four cars' w ork in a
center for des eloping e urrieulum in En-
glish, Steinberg and others reeommencled
induem e teaching which encourages
students to make their ow n discos cries
in literature 63 losses er, LaRocque,
defining Inhale e tea lung sonic.% hat
more rigor oust , reported that a com-
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parcel group study in teaching figura-
tis c .language to 2.11 high school sub-
ieets consistently show eel inductive
teaching to be less effective than &Ne-
d% e teaching (31).

Nlodification of the overall program
in NA hieh literature is taught has been
suggested by sex cral rcccnt studies. After
res less ing modern criticism and the
work of specialists in teaching litera-
ture, Walker- recommended that class-
rvom studx include a careful analysis
of the w ork to see what structural re-
lationships exist the selection (68).
1 rie stud\ of structure, re'ported Walker,
broadens the base of literary appreciation
by enabling readers to respond not only
to its meaning but to the craftsman-
ship ins of ed in its creation. In an in-
teresting pilot study, Henry and Brown
suggested ,that teachers of 'English 'emu-
late ,strategies of thinking by explicitly
teaching \ oung people to understand
and appl methods of mathematics, such
as t creating a structure of relations
among ideas, abstracting, generalizing,
and interpreting (25). A ,pilot analysis
of tss o poems by four groups of stu-
dents consciously employing such strat-
egies Meled promising results.

A few recent studies advance hy-
.potheses for teaching and testing which
require additional ins cstigation. Thcy
demand consideration less because of
the eonclusic mess of their findings than
for their potential implications. Britton
found that student reactions to particu-
lar poems improx e with planned re-
reading of the poems, (5). Similar rez
sults ere reported by Rccs and Peter-
son, w ho found positis e es aluations of
poetry associated with, familiarity with
the poetry, cooperative attitudes, and a
factor called "sophistication" (46).

lie ads antagcs and disadc antagcs of
extensi e and intbmic e reading have
been debated for s ears, w ith virtually
all studies indicating that extensive read-
ing of literature results in the reading
of more boOks, in the des elopment of

1
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more fallorable attitudes tint ant books,
and 1o, continued grim di in reading
skill In a .classic Correllstuds Co ell found
nu significant difference in tested
acluo einem in reading of students
gaged in mtensts c and extensk c
pains (I I LaBrant reported the con-
triutions of free reading to an expan-
sion of reading interests of young peo-
ple, and in a follou -up study of subjects
sonic -tit em\ e r cars later, found that
as adults, the subjects oho had C4/111-
pleted a si-s ear free reading program
u ere doing signifieantl more reading
than most other groups \\all n hick they

crc compared (249, 30). Norvell
matched tit cm\ -four experimental and
control classes and reported that students

ho had ,proglins of extensie reading
made small lout ignificanth greater gains
m reading Aida\ than did those in more
restrictive programs (`10). Superior stu-
'dents appeared to progress better than
did as craw.: students.

Fink and Bogart placed paperback
libraries 111 tift schools ( tea elementary
and forts secondan ) for a year and,
reported 62 per cent of all students
claimed the collections had increased
their personal reading and a maiorit;
of teachers felt their method of instriu.:-
tiim had changed as a result id the
libraries (10.,

I landlan, lima et er, found that (At-en-
se reading must be guided carefully
hr the teacher lest young people con-
tinue to read at their present lex el :pf
qualm, and interest and not progress to
inot:c mature experiences (23).

Research thus llemoihmit c\ that
methods of teaching anal conditions of
teaching can affect an uto, iduaN atti-
tudes toss ard reading. -I he attitudes
st hieh readers bring to i book and the
attitudes which they dense from- their
reading are intimately related both to
the process of reading itself and to the
personal qualities of the reader.
affect preferences for reading as much
as then color nicks idual respthise to any

seleetwilmd then must beconsidered
careful! t ht an tea( her in planning a
literar education fig students in sec-
ondart schools today.
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What Does Research in Reading Reveal

About Succe sful Reading Programs?

Margaret J. Early

Reading and Language Arts Center
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York

IN the decade-- since 1957, reading in-
struetiau in secondary schools has be-

come an accepted goal, though it is
still an infrequently achieved one. The
grow Mg importance of reading as a part
of the secondary scbool curriculum may
be inferred from .several sources, One
indis,ation is that pddishcrs are putting
out More materials fylr secondary reading
classes. (Sec 1 homa, Dcine's article in
this se"ries.) The last decade has seen the
publication of at least four professional
textbooks on reading in the secondary
school (6, 43, 50, 47), two books Of
readings (86, 36), and sccral mono-
graphs (21, 40, 64). The International
Reading Association has adethel to its
publications a periodical fur teachers of
seeondarx, college, and adult reading,
descriptions of Junior and senior high
school reading programs' appear in al-
most wiry issue. Culling the annual
proceedings of the international Read-
ing Association for 1%0-1966, Summers
listed 180 articles related to secondary
reading, tw cnt\ of them offering de-
scriptions of programs in 'practice or
recommending procedures for-setting up
such programs (74). In 1967, Dawson
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compiled from all IRA publications a
olume of forty -three articles under the
title Dcycloping High School Reading
Programs (14).

For the first time, the Review of Edu-
cational Re.search, in April 1967, devoted
a chapter exclusiclx to reading in the
secondary school, in w hich the author
estimated that approximately one-fourth
to one-fifth of the total research reported
for all locls during the thrd-vcar pc-
iod (1963-66) was related to sccopdary
reading. Only fraction of the studies
sununarized in this review by Summers
could be justified as research on reading
programs, however (75).

Further cidcncc of growth in sec-
ondary re:Wing instruction can be found
in the number of NI)EA Institutes for
teachers of reading in mmor and senior
high schools. Moreover, fifty states at
this w Hong hac reading supervisors
w hose responsibilities extend to Grade
12.

Added impetus has come also from
the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act, w hieh in supporting plans for
nuprox ed educational opportunities for
the economically disaelvantaged, inevi-
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tably promotes reading instruction in ju-
nior and senior high schools. In the
journals of 1966-68, many articles re-
lated to reading described ESEA
funds were used in expanding reading
services.

The past decade has witncifed in-
creased action on the secondary reading
front but not much change in direction.
The ultimate goal remains the infusion
of reading skills instruction into all
school subjects Nk here reading is an im-
portant mode of learning. That this is
still a distant goal is reflected in the
large number of programs in yv hich
reading is a scheduled course, an "extra"
in the curriculum. That it is still a de-
sirable goal is seen in the many pro-
grams which focus on inset.% ice educa-
tion fur teachers in all subject areas.

Changes in direction over the past
ten ears have been barely perceptible.
One expected slat failed to occur. That
is, we might hale expected that, as ter-
minal students in high school dropped
from about 80 per cent in the early
1950s to less than 50 per cent in the
middle 1960s, reading improvement pro-
grams would have %cued toward serv-
ing the college-bound. To some degree,
this shift has.taken place but more often
outside the public schools than within:
College-bound y outh are prepped in
reading and study skills in summer
camps, college-sponsored programs, and
many prig ate reading improy ement
sere ices. Bqt within pUblic and parochi-
al schools, assisted by ESEA funds,
new ly developed reading programs are
aimed at saving the potential dropout.
So the emphasis on remedial, corrective,
or special programs remains strong in
spite of the fact that most authorities
have agreed for some times now that
the desired goal is a developmental pro-
gr4m that ruches cy cry student, chiefly
through subject matter courses.

Research Is Limited
Two kinds of research questions may

be raised. The first dies to find out what
sccondary schools arc doing about read-
ing instruction. The second asks how
cffcctiy e are particular programs. Since
both questions are hard to answ cr, it
is not surprising that the research is ex-
tremely limited, quantitatively as well
as qualitatively.

Attempts to estimate current practices
depend on an understanding of what is
meant by "reading instruction" and
"reading programs," terms which are
still lacking clear and widely accepted
definitions. In surveys by mail, there-
fore, more confidence can be placed in
negative replies. Unfortunately, negative
replies are common findings.

In a study- reported in the 1957 edition
of this monograph, `lot obtained 147
responses to a questionnaire sent to 293
senior high schools in thirty-four states.
Fifty -eight per cent of the respondents
claimed no reading program of any
kind, while 42 per cent said instruction
yy as given in English classes and/or spe-
cial reading' classes.

Not much better results have been
obtained in subsequent studies. For

in a 'sun cy of high schools_ in
the Upper Midwest, with an 84 per cent
response from a sample of 152 schools,
more _than a third denied having arty
reading program. Those that claimed
programs offered evidence that only one
phase, usually- the remedial, w as em-
phasized (69). A study of forty-two
Midw cstern high schools, undertaken in
1961-62, revealed twenty-seven with
some kind of reading instruction, mostly
remedial. The author's, or respondents',
broad definition of "remedial" is sccn
in the statistic that in tw enty -one of the
tw enty-se% en schools, instruction w as
given in the regular class period, usually
English (11). Pc> ton and Below queried
ninety -fie principals in Kentucky high
schools and concluded that there is a

wide divergence between recognition of
need and implementation of a grogram
(61). From a sury ey of 269 junior high
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schools in Illinois conies the estimate
that slightly more than one-third has c
teacher with training in reading methods
(7). In all these studies, lack of qualified
personnel ss as cited as the major obstacle.

In 1960, few er than 20 per cent of
the public sceondar schools mn the state
of Illinois outside of Chicago reported
haying reading impros emetic programs
(33). Grissom classified these into three

pes. ability -grouped English classes
%%1116 emphasize reading, special read-
ing classes, schools making multiple pro-
visions. Choosing fifteen of the 107
schools, he s isitcd each to study the
operation of the program. His com-
posite picture of these three tl pes of
programs provides much specific infor-
mation on selection of students, schedul-
ing, staff, equipment, and instructional
and administraiy c arrangements.

The status of reading in 158 high
schools reputed to be doing excellent
yy tat, in preparing college-bound stu-
dents was reported Squire (72). From
obscrY ations tt 'ss as inferred that reading
recened,lattention in. only 10 per cent
of the classrooms. \lore than half the
schools were rated as making "no appar-
ent ,effort or ineffectis c efforts to
teach reading as a skill." Of approxi-
matel.v 112 schools anal zed for this
part of the report, ten were ranked
high yv ith respect to effectiveness in the
teaching of reading. Squire's report cor-
roborates others as to the most prevalent
type of program, that is, cl.isses in "re-
medial" reading were found in some
ss hat more than one -third of the schools.

..lounding out this dismal picture and
confirming the complaints of adminis-
trators responding to the questionnaire
studies summarized above, the National
Council of of English reported
in 1964 that 90 per cent of English
teachers do not feel well qualified to
teach reading (Sc).

Evaluation of Programs
Not only are secondary reading pro-

HIGH SCHOOL READING

grams limited in scope, statistical cvi-
&net of their effectiveness is similarly
limited. \lost studies report students'
reading test scores before and after in-
struction but gi e few details on the
nature of the program and little con-
sideration to %ambles that may distort
findings. (Good descriptions of programs
frequently neglect es idence of es alua-
tion.) Aloreoyer, sonic of the programs
reported are so narrow that it is difficult
to distinguish them from tests of specific
practices, w hich arc summarized else-
.% here in this series.

But it is. unrealistic to lament the
lack of research m hen the models recom-
mended by sound theory has e not N, et

been put into ,practice, Far from re-
searching programs, we are still develop-
ing them. We arc, or should be, to that
period of free experimentation which
must precede strictly controlled research.
At this stage, detailed accounts of prom-
ising programs arc more useful than re-
ports of gains or losses f011owing a pe-
riod of v agucly defined instruction. Ac-
cordingly, in the summary that follows,
we shall draw heaYily upon descriptive
articles. his summary is organized ac-
cording , t\ pcs of programs, ranging
from the total des clopmental program
recommended in the professional litera-
ture to s arious compromise programs or
fragments of the whole.

The Total Program
Ideally, there might be no reading

program at all in the secondary school,
if by "program" we mean something
visible on the Boaster schedule (20). In
a la ell-run school system, the teaching
of reading yy ould proceed smoothly add
efficiently from the primary grades,
ss here the beginning skills would be
mastered by all, to the intermediate
grades, ss here basic study skills would
be applied to reading in the content
areas, through the junior and senior high
school, %% here reading skills, habits, and
attitudes w ould be extended and 'refined
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as students encounter incrclAngly 4orn-
plc x materials. All un reading
w (Jul(' take place in the regularly sched-
uled subjects of the curriculum. nem
would be no need for extra reading
classes, whether these are conceiv c4 of
as "developmental- for students at every
ley el of achievement, or as "remedial"
or "corrective," since potential reading
drpabihtres ould hay c been diagnosed
as early as primary grades and pre% end% c
measures applied.

In such an ideal situation, there
w ould be no need for reading teachers,
though coordination of reading instruc-
tion through the subject areas w ould
require uric or more specialists, depend-
ing upon the size of the school. The
coordinator's chief functions w ould be
to pros ide continuous inscry ice educa-
tion and to evaluate progress of students
individually and as groups. Inset-vice ed-
ucation would include courses, work-
shops, team planning, and team teaching.
Evaluation of students' progress \k, (m(d
go far be and the administration of
standardwed and informal tests to in-
chide study of the amount and \ quality
of voluntary reading and the effects
on achicycment in all school subjeCts.

Turning from the ideal to actual prac-
tice, we find that schools reaching for
a total program include special classes
of a correctly e as well as dey elopmental
nature. No matter how convinced ad-
ministrators may be of the w isdom of
an ev en, -teacher prvgram, few are w W-
ing to by pass the special reading classes.
In a New York City high school, for
example, reading is taught in all English
classes and in several subject matter
classes, but there is also a corrective
course for students two or more years
retarded in reading and a tutorial pro-
gram for those needing indiv ideal atten-
tion. In this high school, coordination
of the dey clopmental program is under-
taken by an interdepartmcntal commit-
tee (52).

Sinularh, w an "all-school reading corn-
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mince" w (irks ith the reading consul-
tant in Nicolet High School (Milw au-
!tee) to strengthen the approach to basic
studs skills in the subject areas, and
this school w idc effort is supplemented
by a class in Accelerated Reading for
college-bound seniors, by individual and
small-group tutoring, and by a summer
reading. skills course (68). In Lakewood
High School (Ohio) the extra develop-
mental classes iv hich supplement the in-
tegrated program are conducted in the
reading center to 'a hich students conic
oluntarily thrice weekly from their

,study halls (16).
Grades 7 and '10 in San Francisco

hay e planned study skills lessons in an
orientatimi class, and there are special
classes for students whose disabilities
stem from bilingualism, but basic to the
program is the effort to individualize
instruction in reading in the content
areas (44). The University of Chicago
High School, under a reading coordina-
tor, has des eloped enthusiastic interest
on the part of its faculty (23). An
experiment w ith the use of options in
the ninth grade curriculum opens. the
wax to an innovative approach to read-
ing instruction. On two days a week,
in place of regular academic classes,
students may choose eight options,
among them several that develop read-
ing and study skills. Options are pur-
sued thrLugh independent study, labora-
tory vv orkiQd small-group instruction.
The services of the University reading
clinics arc also offered as an option (3).

For a staff-orpnized program in Or-
lando, Florida, each subject area pro-
duced units based on reading skills (45).
A school w ide improvement program in
a small, high school features vocabulary
developmtnt in every- course, an enter-
prise in which the total faculty is in-
volved (28). In a junior high school,
a nearly total program Was achieved
through, des eloping special units for
mathematics, science, and social studies
classes and assigning to homeroom teach-
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crs the responsibrlitc for bask reading
instiuctiou, k readmg clinic was al ail-
able fur the most retarded students, and
a reading consultant coordinated the
total program (83)

flow Eljectize Total hogranb?
No one claimed fur the programs

cited abokc that total effectil (mess had
been acluo cd, Each was a progress re-
port offering at most informal and sub-
jeetn c C1aluations. Controlled research
.embracing the multiple facets of a near-
total pfogram has not t ct been reported.

Real differences betw cal the pro
grants cited ahos e and those that follow
might be hard to discern in actual prat.-
nee. flow cs cr, the des( drums of pro-
grams mentioned in this section gale
major attention to efforts to spread read-
ing instruction into the subject fields
The program descriptions to follow em-
phasize reading as a separate curricular
offering or as part of English. .

Developmental Reading Classes
The 'label developmental is used to

distinguish reading instruction designed
for all students, at es cr.\ les el of,ae hies c-
went, from instruction w Inch is offered
onk to those 11 119 arc, not reading at
expected lecels. When reading is taught
to sulticet matter courses, it is develop-
mental since instruction supposcdh
reaches all students. It is devdopmenta/
for the same reason w hen it is offered
in all English classes. rhe mandated pro-
gram in all scs cnth and eighth grades
in Pcnnsvls ania is developmental since
it reaches all students through "extra"
reading classes (46). In citing examples
in this section, we had c also included
as th.t.c lopmntal extra classes set up
for as crags and superior college-bound
students.

The ease for and against the extra
reading class is frequentlx debated.
Those taking the affirmatice fistini out
that such classes insure continuit\ of
reading instruction be and the sixth

grade Continuous des clopment of, skills
is chancy w hen left to untrained, if
nut ULM 'fling, subject matter teachers.
l'hose taking the negatile. in this 'de-

bate arc alarmed bc the very real os-
slink that the= special class 11111 abort
attempts to promote schoolw.ide atten-
tion to reading. Fhcc point out the
artifieialux of learning skills out of the
context of the subject matter courses
11 here their need can be most casik dl -
ccrncd. On the other hand, an argument
for the special class is that intensive prac-
nee is desirable and that it needs a lab-
vratm setting and the skills of a trained
teacher. l'hece is no reason w the
ads antages of the extra class cannot he
retanied w bile the effort continues to
train subject teachers in teaching the
application of skills.

\ lore than tin entc articles describing
special des clopmental classes w ere ex-
amined111 of them published NN 411111

the last ten cars. Patterns of scheduling
arc diverse, but similarities arc apparent
in the materials and methods un lux cd,
and in the standardized tests used for pre-
and post -c\ aluations. A few courses are
Ioluntarc (5, 84) and take students from
stud\ halls (71). \Ian\ are short-term
a semester (77, 10, 12, 49), tw cis c weeks
(2, 67), eight weeks (26), six weeks (18),
one dax week through the t car (48),
three tunes a week for seven weeks (59).
Laborator settings arc mentioned fre-
quenth especiallc w here attendance is
soluntar (39, 84). Summer reading pro-
grams of a decelopmental nature arc
common practice (82, 78, 87).

Sometimes classified as decelopmental
programs arc special courses, outside the
English class, whose main purpose is
to increase the amOunt and qualit\ of
oluntarc reading. An es ciung seminar

for honors students in Grades 11 and
12 is described by Billings and Paulson
(9), and a one-semester cleetice course
based on the principles of indicidualized
reading as described 1, main clementarx
reading specialists has stimulated student
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interess at the Universits of loss a High
School (4).

Liborators periods sometimes impls
a v arias of w orkbooks, textbooks, and
tea. her-de eloped exercises, paperbac
libraries, peers, tachistoscopes, and tape
recorders for "forced reading" (listening
ss bile following printed text ), listening
shills practice, and oral reading cs alua-
tion. Sonic descriptions of laborators
sessions also mention literature antholo-
gies, magazines, new spapers, and reading
films 153). Sometimes, how ever, the term
simply denotes use of published kits of
exercises based oh ma crialsof graduated
difficult\ . TN picalls, nstruction focuses
on vocabulary devel ment, SQ3R, and
similar textbook stuL plans, w ork-studs
skills, eomprehensn n of main ideas and
details, with sonic attention to inter-
pret's c and critical reading, and rats of
reading (41).

In a honrescareh article, Miller dis-^
cusses the grow di of a des clopmcntal
program in Shebosgan w In'eh began
w ith an clectis c course for "(ink top-
notch readers" in Grade 9. In the first

car, eighteen students ss ere admitted
to a full-s ear Louse focused on v ()Lahti-
Ian, des elopment, irurcased speed and
efficiencsind broadening reading in-
terests. Units on eft-cells c studs habitk,
on teen -age problems, and new spapers
and magaimes, were included as well
as the reading of four hooks (Kon-
Tiki, The Peal!, Arrot3nnthlnd Moby
Diek1-Ind three or four reading proj-
cc tsippare nth individualized. The
course ss as continued for the next tss o
N cars, still limited to ads anccd ninth
graders. The next step m as to organiic
classes for average as well ,js advanced
readers and to include seventh and
eighth graders. Students in Grades 7 and
8 and in Grades 8 and 9 w ere placed
in the same classes. After another N car,
the program was further expanded to
include classes for remedial readers and
slow learners. Interest in reading in the
senior high school w as met a six
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ecks' sal-liner course. At the end of
five years, a second junior high schOol
w as built, and in this school a still
broader reading program was developed.
Although not evaluated objectively, the
program has ribs ioush been studied
carefullsmd the article presents ss ell-
considered opiniohs of its failures and
limitations (53). For mans schools a sim-
ilar pattern of slow expansion, beginning
w ith students must likels to profit from
extra instruction, isrecommended since
it allow s careful planning and the de-
s clopment of the teaChing staff.

Hot Effective Are Developmental
Class'e.s?

'.gasman compared the reading growth
of 188 ninth grade students after a six-
ty course taught special reading
teachers with the achievement of 186
matched students who did not receive
the instruction. The experimental group
show ed sers significant gains, though
the control group also gained on the
posttest.posttest. Significant retention of gains
w as obsers cd on the second, posttest
scien and one-half months after the' ,

start of the program, despite bosses on
a posttest administered a month earlier.
In another phase, 1,127 students in
Grades 7, 8, and 9 w ho had taken the
six-ss eel. course were studied. Nasman
concluded that the program w as not
quails effective for all three grade
les els. the mean growth for rade 9
was eonsiderabls greater. The program
ss as equall valuable for three different
alnlits groupind boss and girls made
equal progress. Comparison of afternoon
and morning classes revealed no true
differences (54).

'.Nall undertook the evaluation of a
scs cn -w eel, program w hich w as set up
to explore the possibilities of "mass dif-
ferentiated skills instruction"that is,
teacljing a la'rge number of students in
the same room at the same time by use
of multi-les el materials w hich allow stu-
dents to pr.o ress at their own rates.
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students, 114 cics (nti and twe lfth
graders, met in the school cafcteria after
school fur ,m hour thrcc times a neck.
Thcst students were good readers, their
as crae IQ was 114, their as crag( pr
test stores un.rhejO%a Tests of Educa-
tional Des clopnicnt wcre abbut the '4th

_ percentilc; on the Spitler Studs Skills
Test _at the 60th percentile, and un the
Watson-Glascr Critical Thinking Ap-.
praisal at thc 77th percentile. 'ct mean
scores in a second form of thcse,tests

'`were s nificantls hater at the con-
clusion t, the csperimcnt. Sincc students
had %ohm crcd fur thc prOgraill, moti-
%anon ss as on thc ins cstigator's side.
While thc studs confirms that in teach-
ing w c are' hIscly to achicsc what 'w
conscioush strisc for, this bs no mutts
negates the aloe of the experiment to
future program des clopmcnt. It should
bc, of significance to hard-pressed ad-
ministratot that the tcachcr who man-
ag«1, this "mass differentiated instruc-
tion was inexperienced, thoUgh trained
in rcading methocis and theory (59).

In anothet stilt's, so emit grade stu-
dents taking a onp:seincstcr course schcd-
tilcd Hail fur twcitt's -fix c'-ininut6 Pe-.a
nods in groups of tcn or twclyc wtrc
tested in Januar\ immcdiatcls follow ing
the program and again in ?,lax The\
mild( d% cr.ip2 gains of a Vcar and a

,half, during thc inqrtictional period and
,Itt additional as crag( gain, of about
cight-eentirs. of a grade ti thc of
the ,1 car. .As in ,thc iously Litcd
stutly, nQ control group was used.

crtheMs", thc ()serail gain of morc
than tai a cars for students of sus
average IQ and somewhat below -as c\rage
icading milks einytt suggtsts that the
sentestcr coursc .ss an*vorthw hile, (I2 ).

Posilisc results are reported fur pro-
gl-ains fur college prcparators students
(84, 77, 2', 48), fur a twcIsc-wcck class

'foc rsevcnth graders (6'), and for onc-
scmcstcr courses fur .Grades 11 and 1'2

(17). Indcced, group gains measured bs
pre- and posttests are to be expected

appalcud\ regardless of thc quality of
instruction between thc tcsts. Thc ab-
sence of control groups in most of these
studies makes it impossiblc to evaluate
the. real significance of thc gains re-
ported. Ncs crthcless, thc objective rc-
sults we has c, ss ith all, their limitations
and biases, stiggcst that rcading instruc-
tion in the' sccondars. school has positkc
ctfc-cts.

4. 4

few invcstigato's report second
thoughts in spite of measured gains. Al-
though Thornton found significant gains
in rate, fur an experimental twelfth grade
compared, with a control group, he con-
cludca that the prbgranl put too much
reliance un machincs and drill des ices
(77). 'Another study, involving two
matchcd 'groups in G.eadcs 7 to 9, com-
pared thc effects of a tw cntsw cck'pro-
gram w ith and s''ithout rcading pacers.
Iloth groups mac gains which were
retained six months tcrInd thc invcs-
tigator concluded that paccr4 were not
necessary (49).

.

Dpvelopme ntalleadingas Part
of the English Curriculum

High school reading programs arc
common's allied to thc English curricu-
lum. Sonictimes rcading instruction is
integrated cnfirels with English, some,:
tines reading is substituted fort English
during part tif thc sear or, espccialls
w ith slow -lcarning.or remedial sections,
for thc wholc car. Such plans have thc

"ads ant4gc of adding nothilLgticxtra to
the curriculum. They sulfa the disad-

antages of thc extra developmental
rcading classes already- cited. In many
schools, lmsscscr, thc introduction of
iefkling into thc English class, espccially
when it is icon( 1), a compacnt rcading
coordinator, is a stcp closer to thc goal
of muting in, all subject ficlds than is
thc dcclopmcmal rca.ding class which
is added tothc mastcr schedulc.

In this category cighiccn programs,
sscrc foundl few offering statistical
csidenec, morc describing organization
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and methods. It should be noted again
that many Tr:Ttools has c more than one
" program" and J.:(,uld be cited in more
thamone- category .) A promising pattern
in oh es reading stkeialists and, English
teachers tt (irking together. In Centmela
ValleviCaliformai school district com-
prised of four high schools with an
enrollment of approximately, six thou-
sand students, a reading teacher is as-

signed to each high school, N\ 11101 is

equipped V1. ith two reading laboratories
accommodating fifteen students each.

All ninth grade
the

classes spend,
eight eels the laboratories, tt ith

the regularly asst ned English' teacher
taking half his class in one laboratory
and the reading teacher taking the other
half in the second laboratory (At the
beginning of the program, tyt enty En-
glish teachers took a summer course in
reading methods at the school district's
expense.) The. class, working in tyt o sec-
tions, folloWs, a concentrated program
of reading and study skills...The librarian
instructs students in the use of library

..materials and guides their independent
reading for Sesu'areh and recreation. At

'the end of the eight yt eels, students
reran to their English class and con-
tinue to practice the skills learned in

the laboratory. On the Nelson Silent
Reading I est, used for pre- and post-
evaluation, an at (Jar gain of one year,
eight months has been obserted. during
the St\ \ tars this plan has been in opera-
non. I his progiam has been &scribal
in three artites which offer considerable
detail on this and other phases (8, 26, 84).

In GUilderland, New York, the read-
ing specialist scheduled fit e day s with
an English teacher and his class Cs cry
six- weeks. I he English teacher assisted
in anal\ zing test results, and planning
lessons, becoming familiar with the prob-
lems of students and the procedures and
tools- of the reading teacher. In _the fol-
low mg five yy ticks, the English teacher
continued on Ins ow n the instructional
program begun with the specialist's help

( 34). In another high school, all students
substitute a six-w eek unit in reading ,

taught lit the reading specialist and ob-
seq.\ ed-by the English,teache (73).

.Other ,artie les describe plans in W. hich
the reading teacher goes into an English
clads, especially in Grades 7 to 9, for
a period of fig e or six weeks to teach '
basic reading and study skills (18), or

which definite periods of time are
allotted to instruction 4n reading by the
English teacher (81; 42, O.,-
'Ramsey reports statistically significant

differences for an experimental group of
cies enth graders who w ere taught four
basic reading skills (tt ord attack,. vo-
cabulary , comprehension, and rate') in
regular English classes k teachers w ho
had had no prey, ious training in the
teaching of reading. He compared ex-
perimental group scores with those of
set curl -eight "elet enth graders who had
reeeit ed no formal instruction in reading
(62).

Reporting on "corrective reading"
within the Englisp class, Adams claimed
an average grow th (4'1.88 y cars in eight
months, with eighty -one of 228 students
gaining from 2.0 to 5.4 years on pre-
,post measures,( 1).

Summers es aluated a program in

which fiN e tenth grade English' classes
were taught reading.for a six-yt eel block
of time. With each fifty-minute period
dit ided into two sessions of twenty-five
minutes each, the reading teach& could
work wiih one group of students while
the English teacher supers ised the other,
Reading gains, tt ere statistically signif-
icant (76).

The time pros ided for a study skills
program for above-average eleventh
graders, in a study repdrted. by Clock
and Millman (30), came from the regular
English program, two days a week for
fifteen w eeks. Instruction included prac-
tice in rapid reading, skimming, deter-
mining the organizational pattern, sum-
marizing, note-taking from recorded lei:-
tures, differentiating Cumuli details and
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main ideas, and determining the tone
and intent. In addition to rapid- reading
practice in class,' students had access
to a rate-control des tec.0 for su.e at 110111e.
I he lot ts -one students in the expound',

tal pingram ss ere C01111331 Ith 3 con-
trol group, equated on IQ and sex, ss ho
attended English class for the full fns

petiods a week. \dill:1(1MM tests w ere.
.1(11111MT:red and %cling)l grades recorded
for three s ears. follow mg the subjetts
through freshman sear m college. At
thecollege les el, the experimental group
had; higher Os dal! grade as erages, ex
ceps in English, tha'n the control group,
bur thew differences ss crc not sig,-nif-
wands different. In fact, no es aence
could be found in the des en measures
of Nailing speed, comprehension, acid
study skills of superiority of the ex-
perimental over the control group. This
is a discouraging study in es cry r ect
but one tie ins cstir,t7ators' sa tllingn ss,-t o
report negatis e findIngs. From this care-
fulls controlled study, one can draw a
rentaris c conctusions don't schedule
study skills classes in place of English
and require honors students to take them.
I Ire authors speculate, rightivion how

the results might has e been altered had
the program been s °Inman-. They might
also has e questioned the scheduling
ss Inch rook bright cid\ enth graders out
of an English cow se that May has e
been far more it to them than
studs skills practice. I he plan -cited ear-
lier of rnCrnng alms e as crage minors and
seniors into an after- school study skills
Troghin semis to he a better design
for success (

Some schools substitute reading in-
struction for the English course for the
entire s car. Ness man reported such a
plan as it was Orin:140W in the Wood-
row Wilson Vocational High School in
New \ (irk and submitted es idence
than retarded readers show cd gains ex-
ceeding normal expectancy (C7).

%nines\ hat different approach is de-
scritr d by Reeves in an experiment to

impros c tooling among three low
eighth grade classes. I lerc a committee
of tics en teachers (three in English, three
in' social studuS, and one in science)
dee ided that- reacting instruction in En-
glish classes should alstr -contribute to
the ss ork being done in social studies
and science. Alvfiough the program was
deemed successful in its first year, sub-
sequent staff changes cawed reorgani7t
tion and loss of the team-t\eaching aspe
that had' been des eloped during the
scar (0).

A detailed deseriptionoof a junior igh
program in w Inch reading is integn ted
with English and social studies, throat h
the same teacher teaching all three, is
described by Ellis. In thisprogram, pe-.

-nods, of English and reading ranged from
five to fourteen per w eek depending on
grade and les el. Alaterials \sue organized
according to reading difficulty foe each
grade 'les el. The program was evaluated
in a number of ways. informal diagnosis
of reading skills, examination of reading
records and - book reporting activities,
and °kers ations of teachers in all con-
tent fields (22 ).

rst

Hoz:, Effective-41c Such Programs?
The opinions, subiectis e tealuations,

pre-post testing, and es en th'e' more sci-
entificalls controlled research w hick we
has c (voted are Insubstantial bases on
w Inch to pronounce indginent on the
effects mess of des elopmental reading
insttuction as part of the Unglish pro-

Commiin sense suggests that plans
for teaching reading a% a part of English
are a way 'to begin, not ends in them-,
selves.

Remedial or Corrective Programs
J'he, programs "described under this

heading differ from those cited previ-
ousR na that then treat the most severely
retarded readers- in clinic settings or in
corrective classes. Because the terms
lenkthal and cone, tive are often loosely
used in discussions of high school read-
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mg, this categol me lodes dem.] options
ot programs tor students \\ hose I C.1(1111g
.1e1110 (Milt Is depretcd for a
CCAS(H1S, all remedial reading speeial-
ists 10111d reeognue these progiams or
the students tho set% e As Iemedial in the
sense of hoeing extz ewe dark tilt\ s\Ith

decoding processes III spite of hoe log

both the opportimit to le,11 n and tik
abilift to do su. ,

Su called IC11101,11 pt
lk designated for students leading -tne
or more eats helot grade lo u ere
the earliest approaches to secondal k read=
mg. I lies has e been diitriraged as un-
ecnomical. c\e Itisiveind Oe-

cosionalk , then hoe c been tolciated
the opnuon-makers as a u edge-m-the.-
door approoe h. of Inc ()irk It then lead
to broader piograms. et icinedht los

persisted as a uatchuord ui `,el end, I

reading, and remedial -t\ pc proglams
lime not lost ground. One des( !Abed in
1957 had been in operation., since 19;5'
(51/. \lore recentl remedial programs
hale flourished as o result ot I SF \ I ale

I \\ Lth IN emphasis on print:Ming drop-
outs.

\Ions remedial or corrceti pi'ogroms
arc speeiticall designed for cultural l\
disadeantage4 omit, dehtumentmd de-

hn -prone adiolescents (24, ;2, ;",
T); ), Programs in see eral h.oe orl.
high schools (29, so, I ;. I. si, 25 ). De-
troit, I, aslungton (;5), and !son
Finnosco (19) hate been described, all
reporting successes based on mums
term. One of the most Interesting 14 these
describes reading instiuction in an in-
dustrial arts setting and (de's tot cuts
tit e reCIIIII(ItICS for unprol nig 11 of d ret
ignition and comprehension skills u Inch
can be emplm ed in connection with in-
dustrial arts ( 2c )

P.cinedial instrui non has been de-

scribed as e\cellent classroom methods
applied to mdniduals at the ,precise

'points of ucakness. Sue h instructum is

based on thorough diagnosis and is (liar-
octet-tied .of methods 60).

\ r l? 0 6 RA 49

llaterials art often designed teachers

to meet inkhe idual interests and needs,

bui in the programs CVIIIIIIted there is
1011,4dt:1.11N dependence upon Lumier-
(IA materials that arc also used in de-
elopmental classes. In the mo programs
It scribed 1)1 fader, students begin uith
u rating or cops ing and this are en-
(lraged to I C,Id \\hate\ el Interests them

na inagaimes ,end paperbacks (24).

Et)cir,v Air Reinedhi/ Progrom.%?
I timer reports the successes acluo ed

b Grade 7 students uith IQ's above
90 \\ ho ucre tit o or inure s ears re-

toided after one semester program of
dads instiuLtion (79). \ nother gt oup of
sot:nth' gradeis m Roc:Void, Illinors,
Joked their median reading score from

I to 6 ; after a period of instruction
featuring standard commercial motet-Ws
and (flank teat Inver -des iced nere iscs, es-

pet 1.111 \\ Ord g..11110 ( 88 ).

One program for delinquent buns of-
fered tie e hours (1.111s of fillIplerds tn-
di\idualued instruction in all academic
subteets. \fter rupik
had gamed as much as four years in
reading achioement test scores, sonic

slum eel no mere:Ise ( ;2).
(iold compared the etf cell\ eness of in-

die idualved reading (seeking, ',elfAlec-
non, and pat log I erNir, 141 oup 1110141,,,
usnag .1`, Ml/0.N the forts lose est aelnes
ens among tour hundred tenth graders.
I he results pee no deem e advantage to

either program ( ;1 ). in the ashingt(m
program reported Grtytberg, ;5 'Ne-
gro boss m Grade 9 recciced three lifts
minute sessions a \\ eel, for tee else ueeks.
I he mean gain on total reading scores at

the end of the program mos 1.5 cars

Teacher'Education
Schools that are uorking their ua

touard a total program are much con-
cerned v ith the 'user\ ice education of
teaehers, those who u ill instruct special
coding t lasses and those ss 110 11 in- intc-
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grate tcading and studs skills instruction
NN ah their 51.1bleCt matter. For fld1111111S-
trators and consultants looking for a new
idea, Niles presents a full range of pos-
,nble approaches to inset.% ice education
(58). Remedial and corrective progranA
often -sale as laboratories for training
teachers in special reading methods (70,
56, 80).

Inservice programs arc seldom "re-
scarchod," but a number of recent armies
ha% c described approaches to teacher ed-
ucation designed to alloiate the shortage
in secondary reading perspunel. Prom-
ising programs release teachers from
classes, often to observe and work in a
reading clinic (66), to attend lectures
and demonstrations visiting consul-
tants, to e \amine materials, ,to participate
in "make-it, take-it" workshopsind
studs groups. NotewortliN in the five
stages of professional de% elopment un-
dertaken b% the Columbus, Ohio, schools
is the high degree of teacher involvement
aclue%ed tImnigh their %oluntary partici-
pation and through their planning thitm-.
sclx es Mall phases of the program (A 5).

Improving the reading of secondary
school students_ requires administrative
flair, and qualit\ in instruc-
tional materials and arrangements.. stir-
dents w ho understand what Idtirning is
all about, and, most of all; flight\ mw-
n% atcd and skillful Teachers. The best
reading programs in secondary schools
IMIN be the least obtrusrxe, but in these
best programs what w he most evident
is the competency of all teachers to
instruct students in how to read and
study in particular subjects.
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What Does Research in Reading Reveal

About Practices in Teaching Reading?

Constance M. McCullough

San Francisco State College
San Francisco, California

THE present article is a supplement to
that Nk hiLh appeared in the En-

,i411.4.1 Journal of Not ember 1957. Be-
cause of linguistic and cognitie c de-
e elopmenrs «luch hay e affected research
and theore the field of reading in the
past few / cars, it seems uqw ise to at-
tempt a repetition of the earlier report.
I he present article w ill he confined to
those et cats m Inch, in the writer's opin-

promise to make the most dramatic
Ifference in practice. "

ale status of practice in the field
ed be James Squire and Roger

Applebee ( 56) in a report in 1966 on
ISts seict. tcd high Schools Nk 111d1 C011-

sistently educate outstanding students
of English. They found that teaching
methods show ed little variation, that
there ve ,is little mime ation or experi-
mentation, and that there Nk as less use
of , audiovisual aids than availability
seemed to warrant. Reading programs
appeared to lack soundn , s, purpose, or-
ganizationand impact. Slow learners and.'
non-college-bound students 46c1dom re- -

kceivcd enough attention.
In the past terie, cars, on the other hand,

there has been an explosion of 11CM,

research relevant to reading. The well-
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publicized study by 'Holmes (32) has
suggested the tremendous importance of
experience as a preface to reading. Bloom
and others (9) have produced their tax-
()nom of educational objectie es. -Guil-
ford (28) has reported his theoretical
constrOt of the intellect. And a num-
ber of linguists have come forth with
theories, materials, and practical ideas
for the teaching of reading.

The organization of the 1957 report
had bccn in terms of vocabulary, com-
prehenstonmd speed. Thcsc dimensions
ee ere now both too gross and too unre-
lated in treatment to represent the newer
insights into the de namics of the reading
process.

The present report is divided into
parts representing actie itits in the read-
ing process,.mane of ee hich are simul-
taneous in occurrence, as well as inter-
dependent. They arc:

Word Recognition .(including sight
recognition and analysis)

Anale sis of Sentence Structure
Determination of Word Meanings
Determination of Sentence Meanings
Determination of Sentence Functions
Determination of Meanings of Larger

Units of Composition

()
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Determination of function of Larger
Units of Composition

Evaluation and Interpretation of Ideas
Usc of Ideas

While each of these, will be treated in
turn, each has a bearing on the others.
In fact, the major message of the newer
knowledge is the relativ ity that pervades
all language and language-related activ
ties. It should be reflected also in our
teaching.

Word Recognition: Sight Words
Recognition of words as wholes is

not the immediate result of a first en-
counter (23). Apparently it is the re-

. sult of a number of encounters in con-
texts which require the refining of ob-
servation while they permit more and
more rapid recognition, until it would
be impossible to say that one had studied
every letter in sequence in the time
taken for reading the word. Obviously,
we could not read so rapidly as some
of us do if we were not pattern-con-
scious (as well as meaning- conscious)'
in relation to words, phrases, and sen-
tences.

Word meanings affect the cast or dif-
ficulty of learning word forms. Walk-
er (07) in a study of nouns and verbs
found that, while usage frequency had
some effect on retention by seventy-two
high school freshmen boys, concrete
nouns seemed to be much easier to re-
call than either abstract nouns or verb's.
It follows that more attention needs to
be given to the learning of abstract nouns
and to verbs than to forms which rep-
rcsent concrete ideas.

Marianne Frostig (27) has identified
several kinds of visual perception, re-
quired in the observation of forms, one
or more of which may be deficient in
the case of a retarded reader, and capable
of improvement 1?yr exercise. However,
the student who can ,alecady recognize a
variety of words, no matter how simple
they may be, hass.shown that he 'can
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achieve the recognition of forms. His
problem may be more a need for appli-
cation of techniques of learning. words
techniques that work for himand
motivation to apply himself, rather than
specific ;leficiencies in perception.

C. C. Fries (25) has promoted the
idea of has ing students learn whole
words by means of noting their contras-
tive feature. `With an established pattern
contrast such as pet: pat; met: mat; set:
, the student can derive sat. The appli-
cation of this technique is limited to reg-
ularly spelled words.

Some programmed materials use the
presentation of a word in association with
a picture, and the gradual establishment
of consciousness of the parts in relation
to the whole by the omission of parts,
to be filled in by the student: cat; ca ,
c t, at, The doze procedure (29),
which is t omission of a word or
word-cart to supplied by the student,
has shown itsel,, f to be a useful testing
and teaching device. As a follow-up
of the cat word-parts omission, the stu-
dent can insert cat and other words in
appropriate places in the context. In this
way the student is required to associate
meanineand form.

Word Recognition: Form Analysis
May 1-1k11 Arbuthnot (2) has written

that "Printer's ink is the ernba,Iming fluid
of poetry," expressing figuratively what
linguists are saying to reading teachers
that the written form of English words
is an approximation of the sounds of
those words, at best; that the spoken
word is the living form (25). -Thus,
although lamb is spelled *with a b, it
is correctly pronounced as /lam/. Only
when the b initiates the second syllable
in lambent does the Vproduce a sound
in this sequence of letters. Lambkin, aid
lambda are examples of the silent b con -
dition, with the -mb completing the first
syllable.

The student must recall the spoken
form in order to be sure of the sound
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and stress represented by the printed
form. If he has never heard the word,
he has to make informed guesses based
upon similar word patterns.

Basic to the ability to evoke the sound
of an English word is the ability to
discriminate and produce the sounds of
English. Wepman's test of auditory dis-
crimination (71) yields data pn the stu-
dent's ability to notice such differences.
But to know which sounds the student
does not discriminate is not always
enough, for the question is, "NAThy .does
he not discriminate?:' Treatment will be
different according to the answer.

Lado (36) and Fries (25) have shown
the efficacy of teaching to the need in
the case of dialect or foreign ipeech.
Foreign language speakers tend to sub-
sritute for an English sound in a word
the sound most like it in their own
language or the sound in their own lan-
guage which usually holds that position in
relation to other sounds in the word.
So some speakers say so for show, lather
for ladder. In Spanish, -rd is nonexistent
as an ending; hence card becomes car.
In the same language, st- never initiates
a word without a vowel before it, thus,
star becomes estar.

Labov (35) in his study of a Harlem
Negro dialect has shown how dialect
can increase the number of homonyms
in the spoken language, with consequent
confusion in the observation of the writ-
ten language, and a great dependence
upon context. The omission Of r's makes
homonyms of guard and god. Yeah
rhymes with fair, idea, and fear. The
omission of l's creates the homonyms
toll and toe, 'help and hep, fault and
fought. Final ,clusters tend to lose the
final -t,-d,-s, and -z sounds. Pass, passed,
anct past are all pronounced /pas/. Final
consonants -t,-d,-g, and -k are weak or
Missing, while -m and -n are nasalized.
Voiced final -th becomes -v, and un-
voiced final -th becomes -f. E and i
are not distinguished before nasals (pin,
pen=pi (n).

HIGH SCHOOL READING

Initial consonants tend to be pro-
nounced as in standard English except
for the d substitution for th- and the
substitution in certain clusters, as in
stream (pronounced scream)-The plural
form of a word ending in -st deviates
from the standard English addition of
Isl. the word test, pronounced Itesl, fol-
lows the rule which applies to bus (buses)
and becomes testes. Labov suggests that
the teacher will have to treat omissions
of letter sounds much as he dies the
silent letter in standard English, 'stressing
the different spellings for the different
meanings intended.

He makes the very important point
that the student may not hear the dif-
ference between his pronunciation of the
word and the teacher's pronunciation
of it. Mere correction does not do the
trick. Pointed speech and hearing exer-
cises may.

Dialect is spoken in a setting which
supports identification of the specific
meaning intended, whereas printed ma-
terial demands the fabrication of setting
from the print. Essentially, we either
make the learning of reading harder by
trying to teach it from the dialect, or
give the dialect speaker an equal chance
with the standard English speaker by
first helping him master the spoken stan-
dard English substitutes for the dialect
deviations. Doubtless the poor academic
performance of some Negro dialect
speakers can be traced at least in part
to this initial handicap. The solution on
the secondary level is to give special
attention to word endings and letter-
sound omissions, with much emphasis
upon speech. This is not to suggest that
all reading be oral.

The Labov study simply illustrates a
much larger pf6blem. that of meeting
the needs of dialect speakers of all sec-
tions of the country, and the needs of
foreign language speakers learning En-
zlish (53).

One of the aids students unconscious-
ly use in the solution of polysyllabic
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words is the knowledge of the patterns
of letters usual in the iEnglish language.
In soh ing the 'word fitful, the student
aecustomed to the isual patterns of En-
glish know s that t is not follow.cd by
f in the same syllable. Therefore, he
divides the word after t and before f.
He can do this ,whetlier or not he knows
-ful as a suffix. Obv iously , students of
foreign language background or students

astly inexperienced in reading English
have not developed this skill.

Looking at the word as a pattern in-
stead of as a sequence of single letters,
the student can a\ oid the Blending pit=
fall. He can determine the sound of a

the closed sv liable cat, and associate
it with both consonants. ca-at, instead
of inserting unrelated noises. kuh-at ot
ka-tuh.

Sound relationships within monosyl-
labic words haw e been explored by Cas-
sidy (17), who shows the mathematical
possibility of the occurrence of certain
sound patterns within English words.
While his suggestions are made in rela-
tion to the development of a le'xicon
organized by sound patterns rather than
by alphabetical order, they may be valu-
able to the teaches; and students who
wish to learn by discovery.

The patterns of vowels and conso-
nants (VC) which he lists represent
sounds, not letters, so that fast and taste
are both of the pattern CVCC, end
since eh represents the sounds t and
sh, the word crunch has the pattern
CCVCCC. By possible frequencies (not
actual count), there arc more than eight
th6usand opportunities In the language,
according to Cassidy, for the occurrence
of the pattern CVCC (fast), 6,000 fox
CCVC (step), 4,000 for CVC (pit), 3,000
for CCCVCC (squirt), and more than

' 1,000 for CCVCCC (crunch), CCCVC
(splash), CVCCC (wasps), and CVVC
(boil). Other patterns are of less fre-
quency.

He also lists the vowels and conso-
nants which can be final or initial, and

consonant clusters which can be final
or i tial. He further suggests a grid
somevhat comparable to the syllabaries
used extensively in some countries, ex
ccpt that this one contains complete
words. For example, his grid for the
CV sound combination includes dee day
do doe daw da, and he hay who hoe
haw ha. This is a way to see how many
English words there arc for a particular
consonant sound in combination with
the possible (in this case single) vowel
sounds. Imposed upon the studeqts, it
Lan* become a meaningless ritual. De-
v eloped by students, it can become an
impressive discovery (13).

In somewhat similar vein, Fries (25)
has proposed exploration of CVC pat-
ternsvGiven the pattern P-1, and adding
diphthongs to the vowel possibilities, the
student can roduce pail and pale, peel
and peal, pilejo, pole and poll, pule, pal,
pell, pill, poll (parrot), pul (pit), pattl,
pull, and pool. There is no pout or
poll. This activity yields awareness of
variant English spellings for the same
sounds, while it designates openings for
new words in the language. The next
rocket might be named pow/a pow with
1 howl.
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The pronunciation of letters is a mat-
ter of relativity. In the sentence The
Lear lunged at the tourist, the th in the
could be voiced or ,unvoiced. Only the
student's experience with the spoken
word assures him of the voiced sound.'

The c in the could be long or schwa,
depending upon the beginning sound of
the next word, or upon the stress (It
is the best.).

The word bear could be pronounced
beer, bare, bur, or bar. A student who
did not know it as a sight word would
have to read farther before deciding
on the pronunciation:

The branch = bare.
The barrel polka = beer.
The stuck to his clothing = bur.
The _,.. was closed = bar.
The can lunge = bear.
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Lunged 'could have a hard g, except
that bears do not lung anything. The e
sound in lunged is omitted, and the d
is pronounced as it is spelled because
of the preceding g sound.

Pronunciation is also a matter of , his-
tory, as in the case of tourist. The pro-
nunciation Of ou could not be predicted
by a student unfamiliar with tour, which
retains its French veiling.

Far from being a crutch to be
shunned, the use of context is, in some
instances, as important to the revitaliza-
tion of the spoken word as it is to
word meaning.

For many years teachers have had
some faith in the utility of phonic gen-
eralizations. Burmeister (15) reported the
findings of seven studies showing the
relative dependability and the extent of
utility of phonic generalizations. Clymer
(19) had found eighteen of high utility,
but with many exceptions. Emans (24)
and Bailey (5) largely supported his evi-
dence.

The .findings by Hanna, Hanna,
Hodges, and Rudorf (30) on 17,310
words in a computerized study showed
that the spelling of words is subject
to several factors: phonological, mor-
phological, and syntactical. The use of
phonic generalizations would be les§ dis-
couraging if they were applied in se-
quence rather than alone. For example,
when ea is followed by other conso-
nants than r, it probably represents either
the long or the short e sound, when
followed by r, it may in addition be
sounded as in hearth or heard. Bur-
meister (15) proposed that in words
like have and rave, the student be told
that the e usually is silent and the pre-
ceding vowel long or short, and that
the long sound should be tried first.

When followed by r plus consonant
plus silent e, as in terse, purse, sparse,
borse, the preceding vowel ordinarily
has the sound it would have if the word
ended with the r, Weir (70) investigated
the effect of environmental factors on

6

the sound of e in er. In term, where
it is followed by a consonant; in ex-
periment, where it is followed by i,
and a consonant, or heresy, where it is
followed by e and a consonant; in ex-
perience, where it is followed by ie,
or period, where it is followed by iq;
and in her, where it ends the word.
As some of the newer findings on spell-
ing and pronunciation are released, En-
glish teachers will be able to be much
more helpful to their students, and the
task of decoding the printed word will
be more rewarding. We still, however,
must think in terms of how much the
rules are worth.

Syllabication has been torn by strife
between lexicographers who divide ,
words by structure, and linguists who
divide them by pronunciation. Expect
is a case in point. While it is necessary /
to divide as in the dictionary between /
the x and p in order to see that the /
first e is in a closed,syllable and there-1
fore short, the pronunciation of the word
divides between the k and s sounds:
ek spect. For some time it has been
the praqice to teach, for purposes of
determining vowel sounds in pronuncia-
tion units, the following divisions: la bor,
lad der, lit tle, mas ter, mail man, look
ing, ex pect, an chor. Labor and mailman
tend to be pronounced as they are
divided above. For the others, however,
the students must learn to shift for pro-
nunciation: la (d)der, li (t)tle, ma ster,
loo king, ek spect, ang ker. The teacher
must literally "play it by ear" in regions
in which the standard pronunciation is
lit (t) I.

Venezky (66) in a computerized study
of 20,000 most common English words
pointed out that a tends to be short
when followed by a final consonant or
series of consonants, as in rat and annals.
The long a occurs in rate, anal, and
sane. "What must be acquired," he stated
(66. p. 103), "for the proper pronuncia-
tion of a is the ability to differentiate
the environments and suffixes; final con-
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sonant % s. consonant plus final e (rat.
rate ), double medial consonant s. single
medial consimant -(annals, anal), and the
base foini %s. particular
(sane: sanity ).'j). I Ie ent on to say that
he believes a differentiation approach
will kid more understanding of the
conditions controlling the sound of a
than will separate treatments of rat: bat.
at and rate. bate. sate. He propose,

rat. rate, mat. mate. In this view he
pans company Nith the authors of a
good deal of currently used linguistic
material.,

The disco% cry method such as de-
scribed abort e, in w hich the student may
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in English (61, 41). "I hey do not need
cal; training for this purpose. But even
m the secondary' school there are ,many

is w hose backgrounds have nog
supported the signals to English struc-
ture.

Labol, (35) found that when Harlem.
'Negro boys, 'ages ten to se% enteen, were
asked to read the sentence, "When I
passed by, I read, the posters," most of
than read passed as'pass, and pronounced
read as reed, showing that they not only
failed to read the ending of passed but
'failed to get its signal to tense. Others
misread passed but Clearly caught the
signal of jed, reading rea4% red. Lalagy

rereads the sentence according to stan-
dard English is4 wasting his time if the
student cannot hear the difference.

The student of Chinese background,
w ho is accustunted to sentences like "Boy
go barn," may be completely unaware
of the importance of the article and
preposition:

A boy \Sent into a barn.
The boy went into the barn.,

from the barn.
by the barn.

beltina the barn etc.

Jeri% e certain' principles from an ob- pointed out that the teacher who merely
scred pattern, - continues to ha% e support
in the research in teaching methods,

hile it does ha c the draw back of being4

based upon limited data. Burmeister
found both inductive and dquctive ap-
proaches etfecti with eighth and
ninth graders t 14).

Sentence Structure
It is surely true that sentence struc-

ture leis something to do with the read-
ing comprehension of sentences. The
questions are whether specific training,
in the recognitibn of sentence structure
is useful, what form it should take, and
for whom, it should be. One handicap
is that we 'still have no instrument which
measures kinds of comprehension and
which also takes the critical points of
structure important to the answers and
asks the meaning of those.
'Beaver (8) collected mistakes in oral

reading, some of which involved changes-.
'of meaning: The s.entence, "I gave my
sister ro you to protect," was read, `I
gave my sister to protect you." Word
order is an important clue to meaning

English sentences. Misreading of order
might well h followed by a discussion
of the change,' meaning which it pre
cipitates.

Many children *enter school with
awareness of the ,bask. sentence types

The Hindi speaker will 'find both or-
'der nd structure a problem, when in
his Ianguage he would think, "I Curzon
Road on live," and he reads in English,
I live on Curzon Road."
It is quite possible that the English

speaker does not rcali?e that his interpre-
tation of the preposition is influenced
by its object:

I shall come by .noon (up to, not later
than tune)

by bus (on a- means)
by the,house (past: place)
etc.

This lack- of realization is relatively un-
important until' the student reads un-
familiar topics. Then he needs to be
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ready w ith all the possible meanings
NN !ml a w ord like by can hay e in rela-
tion to the unknown N1 ord. Dictionary
definitions 'of some of these so-called
"little- 11 tads should remind the strident
of their y.triul meanings and rules in
sentence structure.

Fries (26) fi'ir at least thirty -five ' cars
in this yy titer's ineniory has shown how'
signals to structure Lan be pub into relief
by the use, of I,cyy is Carroll my Lntions

man the plaLe` of nouns, verbs, adjectly es,
and ad cubs The iggled oggle3 aggled
.111 eggle ug4lely. Structural signals arc.

oThe au -1y. The predicts a
noun. Till verb form follow ing the must
be an adieetiy c. The -3 ending of, the
next word suggests the heralded noun.
Fite 7ed of the next suggests the past
form of a yerb, Air predicts another
noun, which could be eggk, and must
be ggle as the next N1 ord ends like
atn ads erb. To show their mastery of
these signals, the students can insert
likely meaningfid substitutes for the arti-
ficial words

TI,, arid robber, sided an arscnal
bol.11 v.

I,eFey re (37) has assembled pertinent
linguistic facts an his book, Linguotic.,
and the Tat-hug of Reading. Fries (25)
offers insights into reading problems
w ith his book on a similar topic,
gitoties: The Study of Language.

It is too soon to say that research has
show n the of transformational
grammar and generatiy e grammar to
reading compteliension. There 'is, how
et er, stiong possibility that a studknt
faced w ith a complicated sentence w Inch
he cannot comprehend could 1c hcne-
fitted by a NN a to break it into diges-
tible pee CS, N% Inch, understood sepa-
rately, could then be seen iti relationship
to the otkr parts. Whether there is
need to reconstruct these fragmetits into
w hole sentences remains a question, Per-
haps there is a shorter way. And there

is also the question- of w !tether the stu-
dent w ho. cannot understand the long
sentenee can understand traiisformation-
al grammar.

It is coned% able, too, that the genera-
tiy e experience would provide a creative
approach w hich might give the student
readier jnsiglit into complicated struc-
tures, and, further, might help him real
tic the many w ay s in YY hich an author
may express the same thought, Whether
it can do this remains to be seen. If
transformational and. generative gram-.
mars do proye beneficial to reading com-
prehension, both w ill gain in motivation
from being associated with the student's
immediate need to compratend w hat he
is reading.

BUSNNC!! (16) in a study of the rela-
tionship haw can perceptual and intel-
lectual prixesses in reading sound that
w hen training on w ord discrimination
was fOlION% cd by recognition of phrase
patterns and functional reading units, the
Lorfelatiou of training with reading
achievement increased a great deal. This
finding is an encouragement to the idea
that there is value in dealings with pat-
terned language beyond isolated word
drill.

O'Donnell (46) constructed a test of
recognition of structural relationships of
NN ords and administered it to high school
seniors along with the Cooperative Read-
ing Comprehension Test. He ,concluded
that there'yy as not a strong enough re-
lationship between scores on the twPo
tests to NN arrant teaching linguistic struc-
tures as a maim- means of developing,
reading comprehension. Another reason-
able interpthation might be that the
points of structure emphasized in the
structure test yy ere not those required

forgetting the right answers in the
comprehension test, or perhaps structure
play s a nunor role v. hich is nonetheless
important.

The tw ihy car study 1)) Bateman and
Zidonis (7) of the effect of the study
of transformational gramma& on the

6)
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tiring of ninth and tenth graders
show ed that the stORd of ttansf(iriim-
tional grammar Was aecompanied by im-
prosement jn sentence eumplexitv and
reduction of emus. T hey expressed the
thought that grammar is perhaps nee Cr
fully masteredanother w ay of sae, ing
that the possibilities in English xe

s race ahead of the experienee of
any one indie idual.

Darnell (20) experimenting with
twenty college students, used different

. ee ord-order constructions in x arx ing de-
grees of disorganization, and reported,
nut surprisingly, that the amount of loss
of clarity becomes greater as the degree
of disorganization becomes greater. The
reader apparently does can on ord
order, on meaningful groupings of
words, and upon words or word parts
ee hich signal relationship.

A further consideration is w hether
students find comprehension more dif-
ficult w hen certain signals arc missing.
In one sense this has already been pros eel
IN the Labov study. Beaver (8) found
that students reading aloud sometimes
inserted ee cards showing relationshic,
ee hen the author had omitted them.

Author Flt leas
as a spider.

Student: He was as wiry
as a spider.

as wiry and skinny

Author
carrying.

Student. He ptir
he was carrying.

and as skinny

put down 11,e bag be was

down the bag which

Word Meaning.
In a language of the versatility of

English, in w hich the same words can
pl.ly different ;ales (The bare branch
,ould hear the NAi no longer), students
must know the role of the Ns ond in
order to assign the proper meaning. In
some cases, as Deighton (2 has shown,
the student may haze to read to9: the
end of the scnttnee before he realizes
vv hich meaning to apply . In "The bekr laries in third, sixth, and ninth grades

clung to the tree as though he were
real," the last w ord makes a toy out
of the bear. Change the last word to
if raid, mid the "bear is genuine again.

Bormuth (12) in an extensive review
of new cr techniques of ,apPraising the
readability of material ,stated (p. 130),
"1Vitliout question the most important
awe antes should come through the de=
e elopment of better linguistic variables
dee eloped through the study of psycho-

linguisticsInd literary style."
studiesearlier sdies Ile showed the value

of the awe procedure (10) and a mea-
sure w hich he calls "mean word depth"

11) as ways of determining compre-
hension difficulty.

In discussing mean w ord depth (11:
p. 87), a method of computing sentence
difficulty introdhced by Yngve, he used
the illustration: "The dark brown bear
cnifTed hungrily." Word depth is a mat-
ter of how many more elemoits (ad-
ee tie e, noun, v crb) the student can an-

ticipate in the sentence structure from
the point at which a particular word
k. The. has the %aim of two because

;:tibieLt and predicate must still come
to complete the sentence. Dark has the
value of three because it requires an
adjective before the noun and predicate.
Brozzil again has the value of two, bear
of one, and hungrily of zero. You add
all numbers total depth (9), and divide
by the number, of words in the sentence
to find mean depth (1.5). The technique
is described here not as a suggestion
for classroom w4 but as an indication
of the way the wbrding of the sentence
holds the reader in varied degrees of
suspense as he progresses and as the
thou ht unfolds. .

Thayer and Pronko (63) had 112 col-
lege students react to five fiction CX-

ccrpts, and concluded that responses of
students concurred to the extent that
they had common backgrounds.

Russell and Saadeh (52) studied the
qualitative by cis of children's v ocabu-

67
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yv tth a multiple-choice test. The concrete or description, clues provided thgaugh
choices pieferred by the third graders la ords connected or in a series, compare-
gay c a% to abstract and functional , son or contrast clues, 5% non% m clues,
preferences in Grades 6 and 9. clues provided by the tone, setting, and

That the general des clopment is mood of a selection, referral clues, as-
ard less concrete wording should not socianon clues, clues derived from the

blind us to the fact that, students % ar% main idea and supporting drails pattern
in their tolerance' of abstraction among of paragraph. organization, clues provid-
themsel% es Wand among different areas. ed through the 'question and answer pat-
Ausubel (3) states that the culturalsk ,tern of paragraph organization, preposi-
dcpm ed child "suffers from the paucity Lion clues, clues usnig nonrestrictive,
of abstractions in the ecrytlay oeabu- ilauscs or appositi% eirphrasesmd 'clues
Ian, of his elders." Because each in- derived from cause and effect pattern
di% idual has had different degrees of of paragraph and sentence organization
exposure to the levels fbf thinking in (pp. 66-67 ).
different aspects of the env irnment, he Lieberman (38) developed concepts
may operate comfortably with _abstract through direct experience with an ex.=
terms in one subject and cast abiiut perimental group of fifth graders, with
desperately for concreteness in another. the result that the gain in reading
This suggests the %aloe of group dis- achievement y% as at great as for students
cussions in yy Ilia insights can be shared, v% hose instruction had ,been in diction,

well as the great need for % oeabulary structural anal% sis, antony ins and sy n-
de% etopment and eimeept dey elopment. on ms, and context clues. The concept

McCullough (45) has summarizewd data'. milk% ement of the former group y% as
on desirable teaching practices in the greater. Li% ingston (39), using tenth
eje% elopment of concepts. Karlin (34), grade seudents, found that instruction
re% icy% mg research and classroom in general semantics was accompanied
flees, recommended direct % ocabulary b% an increase in critical reading ability,
instruction, incidental attention in' build- Thus, it can be seen that vocabulary_
ing word meaning9, and wide reading, stud% does not need to be considered
although, a& he said, there is little time taken ass as from comprehension,
deuce to support the t nc !usul that thOugh in the extreme it could be.,

ide reading . alone leads, to increased New des elopments in theory of the
ocabulary proposed a combination structure of the intellect (28) suggat

of approaches. meaningful' dictionary the additiOn of a kin' nension, to word
work,(irk, ord studs in context father than studs 09, pp. 237-248). There is a ling
in isolation, uses of context cldes for guistie dimension in, sy non% ins, ant-

, specific word meanings, attention to on% ins, homonyms, deny ation, de riva-
Multiple meanings and figurative Ian- ti% es, milltiple meanings including figura-
guage, study of history and etv inology ti% e meanings, uses in the structure of
relevant to current reading, and appliea- the sentence, and prommciation. Thcrc
tion of new words in oral and written is a conceptual dimension dealing with
language. behaviors, qualities, and uses of the thing

Attics (1), after a study of 334 con- itself (such as an apple). And there us
textual situgions and readers' responses a cognitive dimension dealing with re-'
to them, offered a new extensty e e las- lationships within the thing itself or to
sification of context clues elites yle6% ed other aspects of the eny ironment ( hole-
from language experience or familiar ex- part; cause-effect, seqUence, eomparison-
pressions, clues using modify ing ph ras- contrast, coordination subordination),
es or clauses, clues using definition and Y% ith products of ivelligent con-

.44
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sidcration of it (theories, laws or prin-
uples, generalizations, summarizations,
definitions, classifications, procedures).
All of these, of course, arc modified .
by an affective factor.

Comprehensive study of a vs, ord, in-
eluding these linguistic, .conceptual, and
cognitiv e-Affective elements, conceivably
s,ould equip the student fur any aspects
a meaning an author would feature
in itg use. Carried to the -nth degree,
it would equip the student with too
few words. Yet, be deals with many

orris in the study of one, by this pat-
tern. Certainly the Loncepuon of this
shree-danensional study of words should
pe us pause when w e dismiss a word
With a synonym, or when we find our-
selves employing consistently only one
or tvv o of the aspects of word meaning.

,S,entence Meaning
Weaver (68) !..lairns that words are

not self-evident or functionally valid
Units of meaning. Like LeFcvre (37),
he recognizes the influence of the, en-
vironment on the word.

The, drcaning of a word is determined
by attention to the form; the way it
is used, the setting in which the use
exists, and the informAtion the reader
brings.to it as it is used. In the sentence,
'Consumption has been one of the great
problems of the modern world," the
ysord einisumption has to be analyzed
physically- to be identified as a pattern
of sound. Sentence analysis shows it to
be a noun equated with modern prob-
lems. Whether it is consumption of
goods and services, or the, consumption
of pathology depends upon a larger set-
ting. the surrounding sentences, the mag-
azine or book in which' the statement
appe1rs, the heading if the book is an
enLy clopcdia. The -reader may or may
not have had the varied experience with
the label,. C07131471V1071, to think that
more than one meaning Wright be ap:
plied to it.

Alultiple meanings of words dictate a
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ptoLess of selection as relationships arc
observed in written material (48). In
: The bear lunged at the tourist," The
can designate a particular bear or the
classification "bear," as in, "The bear
is a mammal." Bear as a noun can mean
a person of a particular tyke of be-
has,ior on the stock market,
mammal, a person with a growl
position, or a portable punch press.
Lunge can mean to move in a leap or
to move in a circle. At can mean in,
on, by, near, for, or because of: The
can designate a specific tourist or a
classification. Tourist can mean a travel-
ler, literally or figuratively.

It is in relation to each other as well
as the larger environment that these
words develop firm,meanings, and yield
the Meaning of the sentence. The in
relation to lunged, past tense, suggests
a specific bear rather than a classification.
Lunged implies the action, of a living
thing. Bear thus becomes alive, and, in
combination with lunging and a tour-
ist, suggests action unbecoming a dealer
in stocks. Since one does not lunge some-
thing but lunges at something, at is a

part of the verb expression, and carries
the idea of pursuit, threat, or attack.

A particular bear, which must hav c
been mentioned earlier (or it would be
a bear), attacked a previously mentioned
individual in tht process of travelling
or with the reputation of having trav-
elled. Tourist could be a humorous ref-
erence to an animal which has strayed
into this particular bear's territorya
poacher on the berry, honey, or fish
supply.

Intonation possibilities arc narrowed
as the reader decides upon a particular
meaning for the sentence. .Edfelt (22)
has reported that silent speech occurs
in the reading o( all persons. Far from
being something to be eradicated, it is
a part of the revitalization of the print.
Intonation depen4s upon the setting of
the sentence as well as upon the content.
If a previous sentence had established

63
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that two animals thicatcncd the tourist,
then the intonation might be.

Bea
car lunged at the

The tourist4,

tf only one animal confronted the tour-
ist, thcn the stress and pitch might fea-
ture the action instead.

LUNGED
The bear

at the tourist.

While all good oral readers do not give
the same rendition to the same meaning,
the patterns above might be rough ap-
proximations of the range w ;thin vc hich
renditions would vary.

Lloyd (40) believes that study of in-
tonation may ultimately pro% c to be
more useful than. the word -sound re-
lationships now stressed. Lubershane (43)
has evidence from matched groups of
fifth undo HI ii auditui% isc n as.-
sflu.itLki kith I LAiii12: L41-01/41/4 th Cleland
and Toussaint (18) concluded in their
study of interrelationships among read-
ing, listening, arithmetic computation,
and intelligence, that the relationship be-
tween listening and reading justifies more
stress on listening activ ities in the reading
program. Listening to sentences to dis,
cuss their meanings, and offering scn-
tcnccs of like meaning, can lift the words
out of the printeq page and permit con-
centration on meaning itself, and the
intonation support for ;t.

Taylor (62) foluid the dote proce-
dure to be a valid measure of students'
understanding of material they had6nut
pre% ionsly seen. It could well be pref-
aced by exercise in listening to insert
the desired word. Since sentence mean;
ing is often based upon clues beyond
the sentence, exercise should not be con-
fined to single sentences entirety.

The relation of spoken language to
understanding of what is read was the
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concern of a British study of Baranyai
(6). She reported that Hungarian clul-
drat were .discriminated against in 40
to 52 per cent of the questions asked
on tests of verbal comprehension in En-
glish. does not support a revision
of comprehension tests to suit any one
'language group, but it does, point to
the need for sensitivity to usage which
.baffles the foreign language speaker.

Sentence Function
Consciously or ,subconsciously the

"good reader is aware of the kinds of
ideas the author is ,presenting and the
directions in which he ns proceeding.
The author 'does not say, "Now you
should look for this," as many exercise
hooks do, depriving the student of the
natural task of identification. Nor does
he say, "What question does this sen-
tence answer?"which is oue way of
arriving at the kind of idea it presents.

In "The bear lunged at the touritt,"
the reader Ilas a statement of accom-
plished fact and a particular..Cyclic. If the
verb were lunges, it might instead ,ex-
press a genera' principle of bear be-
has i'or in relation to a general class of
creatures .called "tourists." Nothing spe-
cific would have occurred. Is lunging
could .express present actiona play-by-
play account by a radio or television
commentator.

Sentence function is influenced by
setting. If the preceding sentence had
been, "A tourist shot at a beat!' and
then, "The bear lunged at the tourist
and killed him," these two sentences
vs ould have been statements of fact or
exult, The first sentence states a cause
and the second, an effect, in a sequence
of two steps. Also, the second scntcnce
just may be a capsulated cause-and-effect
relationship itself. the killing being the
consequence of whatever was done in
the lunging. But the killing may have
required a number of steps, also.

Notice that there are no structure
words, such as LLGauk, or first, to suggest
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eausalaN ur sequence is is handily the
case in so niant cuntrn ed excreises. I'he
reader must gather these relationships
from his expeuenee 'lull the language,
\kith cause- and -effect and setiuencemd

ith at least the reputation of bear..
tourist encounters.' Notice alsik that shot
at and /tinged at are specifieS', hucas
killed him is a generalvation
leas t s lit-talk to the reader's imagidation.

\lam students tail to realize the func-
tion of the M-ntenci, rt!ading as though
the \l en. inking unrelated heads.
Sonic of them do this because of the
backgrounds from \l 111l11 rill come.
1111p)1 crashed honks are frequenth lan-
guage-lupus cr i dud, muc h being c \-
pressed in action rather than w ords

c ). Students-from such homes them-
sel% cs t esort to &nun rather than \l ords,'
and may even reach the secondary school
Without has ing, had sidlieient speaking
or listening expellent,. \sith thoul...,tht pat-
terns in standard English.

Students w ho do not recognirc the
function of a sentence in a setting of
other sentences or in a ph \ Skal or affec-
th c situation, can benefit by listening
excreises in \\ hich they identify kinds
of idea, pose the pllN6011 N hich the
sentence an,w ers, or add the possible
next sentence. One thing they will surely
learn is that there is almost no telling
N1 hat the next sentence will be, car w hat
its effect on the function and meaning of
the preceding sentence w ill hc. 1 he

ill begin to reali/e that just as w ords
nia\ \ prGSS 1-1,13(1Ulls1 Ups, so

SCMCIIL be statements.of cognithe
relationships, md old\ as statements are
considered together can the relativity of
those statements'to each other be deter-
mined. Amantigh , they w ill find that
one situation's gencralwation is another
situation's fact that there are hierarchies
of idea. They will learn that thc
ence betw een Once a bear tastes blood
. ." and "Once a bear tasted blood ..."
(a did.crem \A, hit h l Abu\ 's Ilarleni
oungsters did not notice) \ Nwell 1;l:

the difference betw een a generalization
and a particular es ent, with a changed
meaning fur 011CC and a crucial signal
in the tense endings of tht \ crbs. Thcsc
discos cues can be highly interesting if
the teacher will resist the temptation
to tell all he knows.

Russell (51) reN iew cd research on the
processes of thinking, with some appli-
cations to reading. Strang (59. pp. 247-

300-320) offered a classification of
sentences and types of content in larger
units of composition. Reedy (47) found
high correlations between the ability to
organize expositor\ W Tiring and critical
thinking, reading, and recognition of
\lell-organired writing. He conclud
that for promoting ability to organise
expository writing, direct teaching of
org,aniration is.more cacti\ c than id-
direct teaching.

In an experiment with a prose passage
from Poe and a fairy talc, MacGinitics
(44) used six hundred college students.
I Ifs purpose, was ,to study the effect
of omitting es cry third, fgrtrtil, fifth, or
sixth \ ord, on the stuercnts' i'ability to
supply the \lord. He found that the
omission of es cry third Nord created
difficult-, and that a context more than
tis C N ords distant has relatively little
effect upon restoration.

This study might warrant replication
\l ith different material, for in some. prose
p 1.Ages a pronoun in the tenth line
niaN refer to a noun in the first. Also,we
need inure studies which show the effect
of certain types of omission on compre-
hension, not in terms of parts of sfxcch
or regularity of omission but in terms, of
strategic:elements.

The deer v. ere eery
went dow n to the stream to

look for -J._
the stream bed Was

wandered _______
sooaitoth'S girdcn illd - ----- the

MU of the bird

r
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This passage reminds us, among other
things, of [ilk. iiiiportant.t of ISStll
meanings of ll urd in tlit stlidents mas-
tery of context. The linguist would clas-
sify this as part of the redundance of En-
glish. For simpler souls it can be referred
to as the "echo effect," an assurance that
the author is still on the same subject.
Weaver and Kingston (69) found that
redundancy in writing can improve the
readability of a selection. Jenkinson (33)
used the doze procedure in a diagnostic
test at the secondary leVel, questioning
the student on the reasons for his choices
to fill the blanks.

b

Meanings of Larger Units.
of Composition

Reading instruction seems on the one
hand to be influenced by a consider-
ation of word form, word meaning, and
sentence meaning,and'on the other hand
to be (taught in_ a _histonc concern for
the precis or general outline of extend-
ed prose. Flom the reading of a sentence
to the determination of the main idea
of a paragraph is quite a leap..

Only in recent years have we begun
to have teaching material which makes

11/ Ci 11 S (; 11 0 0 1. 1? I.:A 1) 1 N (i

sonic effort to help the student derive
the main idea instead of just deminding
it of him. Much of our instructional
material is still on a "Did you get it?
Didn't you get it?" ,basisa good thing,
perhaps, once the student understands
the process. As it is, the student knows
he was right or wrong, but not why.
To support the kind of testing which
much of such teaching material really
is, we need to take teaching time to
develop the understandings which lead
to recognition of main ideas.

In a study of the effect of the presence
of synonyms upon comprehension, Rud-
dell (49) found that the paragraph with
the greater structural redundancy was
the easier to comprehend. The following
example illustrates some of the factors of
a redundancy which hlp a reader deter-
mine a main idea:

The gatekeeper explained why tourists
were not to harm the animals in the
park. Only last week a tourist had shot
at 1 bear. It had lunged at the tourist'and
killed him.

A study of this passage for redundancy
may result in this:

The gatekeeper, explained
why tourists were not to harm the animals in

1' 1' 4,

a tourist had shot at a bear.
.1%

It
had lunged at

4, 4,

the tourist and killed
4:

him.

the park.
Only last week

Such a diagram can be developed
by students Co clarify for themselves
the relationships among ideas. Tourists
in general are reduced to a tourist, the
tourist, and him in subsequent sentences.
Animals in the park dwindle to a bear
and It. The general term, harm, is re-
flected in specifics: Had shot at, had
lunged at, and killed. Notice the past

of explained, the future of were not to
harm, and the remote past of had shot,
etc.

The gatekeeper explained is not re-
peated. In the park is assumed the setting
of Only last week, which cues an ex-.
ample. Only in this context means "as .

recently as."
The second sentence of provocation

7' '
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and the third of retribution explain
why. The main idea is not in The first
sentence but in a combination ''The
gatekeeper explained that tourists were
not to harm animals in the park, lest the
tourists, themselves, be killed." It would
take more than one example to derive
a broader terni than "killed," such as
"harmed" or "victimized."

Function of Larger Units
of Composition

In 19;7 Lorge (42.18) stated that
one of the most promising techniqtres
for LS aluaung the structure of written
material seemed to be to aslechildren to
rcartange landonlizcd sentences into the
best order. "One of the best helps toward
better thinkirtg is to give children some
kind of plan to help them organize
m,uerial so that they can learn to see
relationships." If the teacher suggests._ material
might answer, The very questions direct
the child's attention to a thinking "and
reasoning process which May give the
basis for an 'iidequate mastery of sup-
plementary reading."

The questions answered by the cx-
amplc nn the preceding section of this
.article are. "What did the gatckcepci

What did a tourist do? What did a
bear do %" The following arc sonic details
of the thinking which might take place
in a careful analysis of these sentence re-
lationships:

The , gatekeeper explained (not ex-
plams)=single past event

why=reason (catise,for effect )
tourists . harm.... amtnals=general

terms, a law or rule
Only last week=a specific time
a tourist . . . a bear---spedfit characters
had shot (nor simply shr?t)-=reinfofce-

ment t,f Only last week.
as prior to.explaincd
a tourist had shot at 41 bear - example

of harm to animals, hence generalization
or law is followed by example (specific
cause and first step iri a sequence of
events)

-1( II I N.' READING 67

it=bear, the tourist=a tourist, there-
fore, subject not changed

change of action front tourist to bear=
signal of effect,%econd step in a sequence
of events

So the gatekeeper explained the reason
for a pad rule by citing a' cause and
effect.

One might ask what kind of para-
graph this is. It contains specific facts,
a generalization, a law, an illustration,
a sequence, and cause and effect. It does
nut fit nicely into our typically hopeful
patterning for paragraphs which can be
tiusted to be one thing or another, but
not a medley. The author of the para-
graph above is stating a cause to support
an effect (law). The cause is expressed
in a cause-and-effect illustration.

The upshot is that the student must
be taught to detect the kinds of thought
the -auttior- -lc expressing, for -no- two
,a'uthors can be depended upon to main-
tain the same pattern. Even the same
author may be versatile in the directions
he takes to make his point.

We cannot even be sure that an au-
,thor will tell a sequence of events in
chronological order. Did the hear attack
17.cat or did the tourist? The cue other
than sentence order is experience. You
don't shoot after you have been killed,
and park gatekeepers do not wain against
shooting if someone has been killed with-
out provocation.

'Unpredictability is the rule for units
of composition beyond. the paragraph,
as well. HOwever, some authors do offer
assistance, such as unpredictability fol-
lowing cannot even be sure, and how-
ever in this -context (but 'not an all
contexts) suggesting a reversal or change
in direction. We must guard against
attributing one meaning to any one word,
but rather encourage the scatch for dif-
ferent uses and meanings.

The labels students give their dis-
cowries about cognitive relationships are
not important. Nothing could he worse

73
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than I11 IMP, the
right .ulsttcr and 1.11.111)1)1111g ()% If till
right label 1\ hat b cruct,tl is that ~to-
dcnts should 11.1. ,I part in do eloping
the Loneepts they label, and that they
study the 'Mt I lnit tun of `..(1 ue (kill' to
comprehension

Evaluation and Interpretation
1' Amami, and interpretation li.n c

been treated so e tensiy cly ovei the
y Lars, in professional te tbooks. teat hers'
manuals, and euttieulutu 111.1tt.113Is that
thct need nut be be labiored here I hey
call upon the students' cognith L -and af-
Iceti c responses (5" ). I he include the
of al i Lading or At least sub\ ocalr/ation
of the passage to e \press the reader's
impression of -the author's meaning.
1 hey reflect the reider's sensttti ity to

the author's sty k (54)." They also hit c

40 lake leaf es drifting duct ti:a fl\ Cr,
OIL% tt e IC 111(1\ cd by random e orient~
of . In other yy cards, their
personal- e perk nees tended to interfere
yy ith their Lomprehension Of the author's
thought instead of faL Muting it.-

One of the major contributions Of
recent research is the suggestion that
the teaLlier should listen!,

Russell (50) pleaded for inure than
surface studs of meaning. -(50 16-17)

Hie story in present these questions
if you as the teaeRr finkl a -theme,
look fur sy inbols, pick out the human
y alues ilt alt cd, and encourage Lhildrcn

chink on these things."
\s interpretation is in a sense a kir-

\ cst of all elerrients in the reading
process, failure in it suggests the need
fur diagnosis of File entire process, in-
c hiding the student's att. ude tow and

r,? Ii 1th __raduig bit \ ltn the the prOlCS'Ijii-dgrUnillit: the fiCienCICS,

that -goad- __r_cade rs _ _ The_speecLAt the stittiont can
depth plunges in tit nobolisin and Jim Cr- !ding about the liar\ est cominues to be
salary yy hie h Russell disLusscd ( CO). an item of research interest. Studies try

I our out of tiy c of the questions in impartial IM CStigators seem to conic out
the S 1 I'I' leading 1 gists ( IduLational tt ith findings like thqse of 'Wilson and
1 estnig Semee ) w loch tt ere published I.caY ell (73) done in 19% in the cunl-
tt the past ten y ears significantly parison of si different kinds of speed
\k LUC bet and \\ hat the author said y ci- training. no conclusiY C et idCIICC in fayor

itk,..batini to w hat the reader could note of any one plan. Tinker, rey iew ing the
.old think about the author's inferenLes, literature (65), deplores the spread of the
presentation, morn anon, and scleLtion of erroneous idea That speed begets t.011I-
facts. prehension. Research continues r

*dents' ability to interpret has been re\ cal ( finker, 64 111) that "the Len-
t. \plonk' by 3 number of my estigators. tram` processes arc the important de-.
I hive ( 3 I) 4111Sln cd that -Lonfliet ternimants in reading performance" and
\k 'merle; L, as does Mice us c tone, that "octiloniotta, reaLtions arc eLeed-
yy nth the indlY idual's interpretation of a ingh fleible and quickly reflect any
paragraph. Squire ( 551 used taped intei-. Lhangc in reading skill and any change
\ S Ith students h, flute changes in in pereeption and comprehension.- In
their interpretations of a story at differ- essence he reLommends not try lug to
cut points in their reading of it. Strang/ train the cart to push the horse,
and Rugcrs (601 found that good clot 1-inker also noted (65:608-609) that
111t11 grade readers more often than puff C \perimcnts to paLing C C Illot CIIICIICS

R ade is gaYe s'Y inbolic interpiLtations/ of' usually my uls c the use of other tech-
a short story. Strang (58) gay L a numbei 'milks and are noel- diY ore ed from in-
of tee 11111(ililS for diagnosing the kinds creased murk ation. \\Ink speed mA
of thinking students du as they read. show imptuscnlent, there is still no firm
Of the pour readcis she noted that ( 5R, cs idcm. c that cy c-inoY einem training or

7
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elaborate app`ratus" has <HAUL.% cd it. The
tachistoscope is N% ithuut value, according
to his information, for increasing speed
of reading. tic rues tilt emphasis upon
oculomotor mechanics which spirits both
teacher and students away from the loam
tasks of reading improvement.

The voice of research in this area -has
been drove ned by the sound of machinery
and superb salesmanship.

The Use of ideas
Ausubel and others (4) stated that

Intention to remember facilitates reten-
tion by enhancing origiiLl learning."
We teachers have said this in another
waythat -when the students were to be
held responsible for their learning, they
studied harder. "Elie, setting of purposes
for reading, which became a slogan in
-he 1910- but-which-Gates-had-put -Into

practice much earlier in his reading tests,
is one way of forming thai intention,
whether it is an intention dictated by a
situation, a teacher's suggestion, or a
student's judgment after reading the
first few lines of a passage.

A reader often anticipates the use of
ideas as he receives them and as he
reacts to them. Use ism not always the
last thought on something read. "What
use can be made of these ideas? Does
this information agree with other in-
formation I have had What difference
should this idea make to me? What
problem will it help me solve? What
situation meet?"

Classroom opportunities should be
made for group discussion of some of
the applications a student or a group
of students sees in what has been read.
We should be suspicious of the-worth of
daily reading activities which never offer
such opportunity for reconciling the
old ideas with the new, Por resorting
thoughts and seeing some of their pci-
sonal meanings, for speaking and writing
activities in which the student applies his
own ideas to *pi oblem, or for the whole-
some experience of being -challenged 4y

different io% s on appropriate action.
With the encouragement of reflection

and expression, the student will be more
likcIN to inx ite these same ideas to new
uscsind more likely to reflect on what
c% cr lie reads on his own thereafter.

? *

In the opinion of this reYiewer, we
have seen in the past ten. years an amazing
affirmation of the principal fact of cela-
trt kV in language: The reader must bring
rounded and interrelated concepts, Uri-
guistic 'sophistication, and cognitive ver-
liatility to the reading act. All of the
elements influence each other and benefit
from one another. To insist that any one
element should be our first consideration
is to deny the dynamics with which we
deal. To say that we shall wait for the
perfect_ material before we_acr 's to
disavow the subtlety of the process and

-the importance of_ aur_tcaching role_ to
the individual student.

For some time it has seemed that the
teacher might do better if he could
emulate the machine. But the research of
the past ten years quite clearly points to
the advantages of being. human when

c deal with the dynamics of language.
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What Does Research in Reading Reveal

. =

About Reading in the Content Fields?

Walter J. Moore

College of Education
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

The Role of Purpose and Motivation in
the Improvement of Reeding in the

Content-Fields
What do we know about high school

reading and, more specifically, s% hat do
we know about reading in the content
fields= Summers (20, 21) has looked at
the research output at the secondqry
school leyel - for the period 1900-1963
and has organized contriliutions into
categories, sonic thirty-four in number.
Summers observes that almost every
que'snon that could be ht pothesved re-
lating to SN stc. ma tit.. reading InstruLtion
in the ,secondary school has been es--
plorcd. He makes the point that w hat

necessars now is not the Identification
of new categories, nor the addition of
innovative nett liticstions, but the of cr-
riding need is for bCtter coordination
of previous effort as well as an attack
in new directions on- the questions con-
sistently raised, but not satisfactorily
answ crcd." Some such questions have to
do NN ith the role of purpose in reading,
and a factor, chisels related to purpose,
mom, anon. It is mportant that tcaLhers
of reading at all le els know more about

73

poi pose and niotR-atiiin,and it is apparent
that one has to.go to the literature in
fieldgMther. than re4dthg for what guid,
ance can be found, ?or with certain
conspicuous exceptions, the literaturoW
reading offers little. What. does the lit-
erature seem to say about purpose and
motivation, and w hat have these factors
to do w ith the teacher's role in reading
instruction at the secondary school level
and, more precisely, in the content fields=

The Evolution of Secondary School
Reading Instruction in the Wiled States

!mune has recently given us an over-
1CN% of the CN olution of secondary read-

ing instruction in the United States,
briefly tracing developments in the first
tit o decades of this century w hen,

secondar% school reading instruction
was concerned solely w ith the literary and
oratorical values in the study of litera-
ture. Oral reading

8
was, stressed for cor-

rectns of pronunciation and for cffec-
TINT eSpreSS1011. Ti1C CTUACOT AV IS TO hO
challenged intelleaually b) . liuestions
w hula demandLd ss ntaktkal, philological,
and logical anal sis of the test. (10 46)
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74 WHAT K IE ABOUT HIGH SCHOOL READING

I his is Ile 'of thinking
1930s to the belief

gas e ssas the

. that reading should be taught in all
torus of eh. Hu:mark and sl ondarc school
and that all pupils of all le% els" or ability,
'ruin the slost to the brilliant, should
hate trninuig to dot clop rcading

1()

In ..ius-Ver to the question -1Xlio should
,Iu responsible (:.oust and Persons re-

,/ port that/
. Ir is unfortunate that the educated

v odd expects teachers of English to find
the solution to the problem of retardation
in reading. (3 vi)

\mother s iexc is set forth in lEhat
the nigh S4 hoof., Ought To Teach, the
Report of a Special Committee on the
Secondary School Curriculum, .shish
ss a\ prepared for the American Youth
Commission and other cooperating
a(iencies including the .1,merican Council
on Education w inch distributed the re-
port m 1940. ['his statement appears

. . . Instruc non in reading begins in the
cicnientat% ;school and is the most Jill-
iwrtant single blanch of elemental-% edu-
cation. The mistake has long been made
tit secondan schools of assuming that
pupils are In)r in need of post-elemcntary
instruction an ?cattily . . Lsidence in
support of the _start:mem that secondary
Si hook should continue to pie instruc-
tion ui reading is supplied by immerous
studies. . . the ads antages that ' (Add
oink front more intelligent handling of

it acting in tilt insil uctional program of
Si. sccondats schools arc not b% an% means
limited to master h% inch% 'duals of the
art of reading itself At the present time
an enormous amount of teaching effort
is detected to poling lea met s and mak
mg dire On one this that they irate read
and Allah /cc] mmutelc the .1,,,Ignnicnt%
that 51 ere green them the day before.
It pupd 0/0 e gaincd tie idea that they
are th. wiz% 7'i:qui-made tor. thcir o-an

telle oral pro grey% through the ace of
orded el poren, e. a great burden

mould lifted oil the schools [italics
supplied!, "rile V. hole structure of the
program it ould be c hanged. Pupils w ould
des our w ith as lilac reading materials
that they 11051 11C1 encounter because

they back C that the% base done
their hill dots if they slat rshls follocc
the assigned lesson requit (Allots. ( 2 ;.12-
14 )

Unfortunatelx , the whole structure of
the program has not hien changed with
the passage of the s can Despite the fact
that important studies have directed at-
tention to the need for distributing re-
sponsibilit among all staff members of
a school for various 'aspects _of reading
instruction, it is not possible to sav that
these research efforts have convinced
teachers that thev, have individual roles
in providing reading guidance.

If the reading problems facing_ the
schools today are to be resolved, it is
necessary for teachers and administrators
to acquaint thenbeh es with ( I ) tech-
niques fbr devCloping efficient reading
and study habits, and (21i-ays of de-

(noping nlature, creative reading habits
xs hich ss ill continue to serve students
long after school \ Years. All teachers can,
to som e \tent, be im ohs ed in the teach-
ing of raiding, ,w/m."'uust he ins ohs ed to

en high degree.
floss max reading skills be developed,

strengthened, and refined by any teacher,
regardless of content area: The re-
search pros ides suggestions which are
intended for the, classroom teacher who
is rarely a reading specialist, and w ho
does not need to be a Specialist in Order
to male good use of the techniques
and methods recommended. Or, w hat
are some of the factors w hich influence
the &cern mess of reading improvement
programs high school and beyond?
Ohs musk , sax s the research, the methods
of instructionthe mechanical aids, the
teaching- procedures, the organization,
do-inal:e difFerence. Or, w hat of the
matter of rate= As Moore has stated:

Mans

0
of the repotted attempts to
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prove sates has e ( entered on the
pros enient of w ord pert eption skills and
to a inure limited intent, to thc no-
prns en lent of comprehension Both w ord
perception and e inapiehensoiii has e been
more or less ace eptabl( defined, but less
attention has been du cured at other and
more important eonipont nt% of reading.
These include the thoughtful feat. dim
ol% ing both e ritical es aluation and ap-

preuatn e responses, and assimilation, of
the integration w ith pre( IOUS Cl/I:NI:111C
Of the ideas acquired through reading.
It is at this point that most !wino( en lent
programs has e been tailpres. l'he( ma(
ha( e unpro( ed rates, that is, has e nit
proved pert eptual habits w hleh in turn
ha( e made it possible for -The reader to
proceed inure rapidlv . Or. MIL h progr.iils
ma( has e result-0 in impro( ed ciImprc-
hension 3% I C1e.lied b Inc ruse(' skill in
answ enng questions aniacd at disclosing_
the reader's akin( to Ineralls rte mint
la hat has been cos crud. ( )

Research has not" delved s eK fat into
flie realm of -motivation, or it %%mild be,
more accurate to say that researchers in
the field of reading. have not concerned
themselves directh w nth motivation.

"The Motivational FaciOr in
Reading Improvement Programs
in the Secondary School

A useful general description of moti4
vation

. . . how beim( for gets started, is MC r-
gued, is sustained, is directed. Is stopped,
and w hat kind of subject-in e reaction Is

present in the organism w hile all this
.1% going on (9 s i )

Fr% ruiner states that moti% gum

. . that .%% hick gives both direction
and intensity to human behas hir. In an
educational contest, mom anon to learn
is that which gees direction and inten-
sity to students ilega% !or in a% adenu%

situations.... From the operational angle,
our research res eals that students w hose

desire to learn in school is positive in

8

nature and optimal in Its el differ at

lc Ist III tour w as s from those whose
inotn'ation is less desirable self-concept,

orrentation toufd tune, and
()porno, to ex-pet-tow,' I italics supplied ]
. Draw mg upon patterns which has e
bee owe apparent in the course of our
research, the staff at the Center for the
Studs of \ lurk ation and Human Abili-
ties -has begun to retoneeptualf/c a theory
of academe mom aeon. Two gencrali-
/ations line emerged to date. First, what-
ever motivation 0, tt is neither ilitelli-
gou e or (reativity. Second, any ade-
qugte e uui opt of motivation to learn in
,thool must em-ompass the fart th,it it

. urvolvc at least three di,nencions:
ternal-, xternal, intake output, and tip-
proaeb-avoidance 'supplied1. . . .

Traditionally, inost teachers have ap-
proached the num( animal problem from
03'0 directions. qualit of thc stimulus

_

( subjee t matter), and s ariati6n% in stress
( instructional techniques). (5 )

Frviver observes that we need to sort
out the uiu.ances of motivation mid thr-
variations among our students and then
emplo% differentiated teaching strategies
tailored to fit each individual student's
learning needs.

l'he first major step in getting the
learning'processes under way is to identi-
fy intelligently sonic of the learner's
present and prospective problems..Simp-
son has observed that .

. . . the thilitv on the part of the learner
, to take this step successfully will lie of

paramount Importance in determining
herher he w ill be; mtrinsicalk mod-

( ated or .5 nether he ss ill actin eh- help
carry on the learning because be sees
its probable benefit to him. If the teacher
or someone else attempts to take this
step fpr the learner the latter is not
hkels to accept responsibility for his

learning in a w holchearted fashion.
Rather he is likely to learn systematically'
(ink' as long as the teacher is around
and then ih a rather passive manner.
(1641)

Or, as Ausuhel has put it:
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1)omg aft !Tut bong intci stid in sliat
one 1N iloow, results in it latisi Is little
pet 111111CIlt leai tong, Still C It is wason-
able to suppose that tolls those tit,ttirids
an be me mingt till I in it poi at( d uti a

long-tei in basis into an milts tiltial's
strum,' e of knotsltdgs that .11 t tclts,tnt
to arca.. of doutttn in' his ps \
field I (.11111:15 ho c little need to
Istioss and unde.stand qu't, e ti ittiralls
e petit!. little learning ,effort, manifest an
nistitlii tend\ meaningt id flat fling a t, fail
to des elop se mi 'lungs, to rt., on-

11(A1 IdeaS s is ttia. gcsisting c oncept:'N,
and 111 1111 nallatt
thou ass 11 11 01 ds, ,rid do not des one
'lough nine to pi ii tit c \ la-

t r 11 is (heti...tore tics er stall( tend\ con-
,olidated to tot .10 adentiase founda-
tion tot sequential leat lung (1 )

(,,ails has obsei ed

. that 111.1115 01 11S (all I Ci 111 51 lit 11 sonic
01 out /C.1(.11e1s cytisidt red that then \I ere
\sarining up cooitlig attlor_ about stituol
lit telling us 110\1 11111101 (ant .1 11001 11 IS..

Othcts tu.is bas 12 ph:St I ubed more home-,
1 or), to be sot c that leaf tong etfot ts
ame 111 for their proportionate share of

tune Still others, anti nab), timAtely this
is still too pi us akin, applied tear as the
tiihnique lit lcih,uging lagging learners.
Loss glades, threat of lath,' , notes to.
pirclnts, still as si olifing and tile;
1 t 1 t. 1 and, still Ai I the po q.v.,. Skill IC-
li nifectot teat bins attcupteil to slim--
oho tilt teased t' Terms.. u, 1C,II 0 ((I 2 1)

The Levels of Motivation
els of, mon\ ation aid 'their uses

hate been studicd 1/N Simpson (In 4; ),
11 I en 'stuns 1 ar1111N-1110I1 At 1011 1,1d-

<ICI ( Inyastung (if 'as k' els

) the loss est les el, \s here karning is
based on it ir,

( 2 ) the rio- to loss e,t L 5 ( I tint's people
\vorl.ing for eStrinsit IC 11 II ds Itrttl-
as, marlo, (1 )55 ithom undei stand-
tog thi purposes of the 111S1 1 II( tilt.

( 3 ) the rlut d Itsel to the bottom
ssblrtin indrvithni lani-crstanils
the WIT 110s1s Vt thl Ills1 I'tor di-

(1 ( -11 0 0 1 1$ 1-2 A 1 .y

rei nog the 55 01 k, IalgeGs [elects
these, 1/111 ' 01 10 tot extrinsit re-
st aids,
the touith les elf-here ;fie indis 'dual
stes (hi' pui pock's of the ins(' it,. tor,
at as impill tam, and 55 orks
II) Es mein out 55 11111)111 has inb*
ans share to t trilling them,

( 3 1 at the fifth Ii' el, near-the top of the
laddet, is the milts klual 55 ho Si ash
proper, guidance, has set up 55 ell-
Thought -out goals and problems and
11.1,01.11 ted- to ineet them, and,

t ) di( sigh or highest les el finds the
mills !dual independemls sitting up
his ass ti goals and pi oblems and
tai ing,thein ss ISCII ss ith a inininliiin
()t help horn others,

It goes 55 about sa\ ing tIvit no com-
petent instrucon of a reading impove-
ment program NA (mkt bc satisfied \via_
the so-called loss ci. mom anon:11'1es els,.
but it is not. ;1155 S possible to begin
!_perations at the higher lockor put
anotlier via , °operation:, do not usually
begin at aft appropriate level.

The Role of Motivation and Purpose
in Reading Improvement Programs

\\ Awn a beginning reader is dela \ ed
in learning that \te cad (Ili 7110711111g, or
some equal! \ I.kar purpose, the result
(..in be meth:Lot c reading habits. It can
also produce slight, to se\ ere retardation
In lea4ling hies einem 1 cache; expla-
nations and chihlren's,discussions of ..hy
\ :mous "reading for meaning" teach-
ing ,netts ides are used Are .important
Olen teat. hang beginners to read. Young
doldren have limited .to
stand the reason for usine:,,these aem Ines.
I herefore, the inadequately trained be-

ginning...reader 111.1V'See the re101ing activ-
ities aS nothing more than inFeresting
or uninteresting pastimes. This' attitude
toss aril reading may vever change!

What is meant by the term purpose
as it po tains to reading There Would
appi:,u Co be o railcar kiods of pul-,
posts for readilig first, the broad,

8 2 .
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$401t.I,11 hit II ,11( witltilt,
titled the lite purpottt 'tor it lilt. it a

Itld,.I t'N Old I (ask pat t1(111 II hoults
ill 1-tlt it, I ht st: '/O,i) I

pON, No( unit, the dific kinds
of clfinplk.kii,a(on ',lolls has c
tints! to fts 11111.11112- tip the s« r,1
!tilt fit7t, t (ategto 5

\ "lir" (Ii "IL" \ P"1
dint; !-quitili I ale c

I inatt. ;fit informinAil, tW es althity'possible
siihmiins to social economic plohlenvii,
ro (stand opt. S Skit, to athtttt aa s-
thin, III\ C. \

,Ot tilt ,,l.4.1/11l1,11 purposts int lode
rttinkluit; the nun

TO. Ili 1 ii titltr, n1 IdIOT 0-eneralitations,
Jilt! ipation lit (fun limes.

Smith alts tl t point that (lading,

to' tin trl,r u d d ail, and the main isle

( () \ I 1 \ .//1"1.0.S

tat toil's tt lilt It t ht important 111 Cad-
oh' iii .11( OQI )(Atli I, pOrpost.',. pet JO
lie tO lit noted in the Intl-atm I hest in.-
chid( Ss I itels' purposts, ,tt 'it of
tilt st. Ice twits, st titers' points of t lett the
littIsmt is pc, and tut kniquts used "in
it 'ding tot &tic:rent purposes, such as
the Neje( tioninalt ,t,, olganitationmd

446941,1ti.di or tilt content anti it kiting the
4 k.(111tCllit to outs oyn personal esperi-

is ( isideled )15K iqiill scu
pinp9sor R(.1kittliZ to 1111th:1'4,111d

kik.,IN Ill ,,k1llt,11t1,11 olds1, It) tollost
III maks 47inpa) tSolls, to 1 elatt:

t. ails( and (fie( is of ideas and/or pile-
non§tnaind hl understand or to reatill
i2,encralliations a,nd spni lusions seems tO

llr 11-4141...t'llItI'lt upon rill I' Skill In
It,1'(IW tti tit tads ,Ipti hit MAIO 1dt: is In-
tki (lat(J st nth ans or all of tlic fore-

an It adinif, to anti, mate ide is in to
pi ike I Mat ()OWN, II uncle! stand that
It It 1 6/4111oil anti tit. St I ipt lolls, to deter-
mine I'M. 111.'"1 t ton( of a s( non,
-7 dust rn,,,11,11 t ac't

t11,1`..,,,ii:1 I to mule' said: ssnsoi
s ;Tr. lis that clic' cask] Ili is

Its d ,dpoll to it lit 5 a the tors. piing
with. I standing the litCht!

ills 111O112,,, rht i/Opi/l ti lilt 111111,IiV;, of borl'

tilt littt,t "i .Ind III
I in.,- St I it(i i lit till

tfiit both pi im cif 01111,115

sporpoiqC 11,1)c t ht in(cl chted alTrt
thik up.-61 k 'the! ob
c.,'$liat theft pi,ntliths tf restatnt

\t '101 ',11((t\ ths. timid( pen dent. 1.
polio Iii

11111t:( tits (1); Ii II puiills iii till, aiunllt
;401 -'7I111;;1:t« 17. if Ilnut

enCeS

Deeding with Motivation and. Purpose
in Reading Improvement Programs

It 111*s st siU lie that instructors in
it1(.1111g imppot (Anent programs tt iii has c

at It host to deal With moot glottal
prohlt nit by departing front the educa-
taiinalliterature, particularly that of read-

lar i 1, in lu$ treatment of mon-
s anon in the Ency/opelita of Etillea-

Ref( a) (I) (;rd edition, 1960), re-
po, is chi: pluelt of research contained
in the /001,/a ol Educational Rocaich to

Mt years from 1925 to 1957. During that
same petiod ht states that te sits on educa-
tional pss,i.holog commonly deVOted
5 I tlIsitIC rabic spat C to a discussion of
inotit anon, t tt tuns proportion

space \t as des °red to es.-

pci micniation. mom arum.
fields of human rlationt and nun-

agtinini hat c something to t anti Mutt: to
Itt. st of Lt.' in education. Writers like"

`.(111ts t st and ( icllermait ( 17 5:61

\\ (III has I. litt al Sit it tilLse ITsp(c."
^II\ ( fields has t nit ',lured theistic, and
pi at-ne,al suggestions N.5 111( alas11 a> 55 5711

pl (n to lit. (ROC etrectls C in- rt adutg
Imp twin-tent situations In distnissing the
tit ft:mins of mot ts, ( obscrt es
that

lit

this!( tstan(Itug
Ow alai( tilts St l haat: ill
won" cs steins It 0111 tilts

NA 31 l III Ihtlnst hes Its ant git
Itttiai l 11c5 seen) to at (11111

rift toll. ;Ind to tOi1011 el (It ninth.- all
thru ott it I lit .strtlttntt has solliet1111(,
Lt s 11 tilled a hie rat t ht , that Is,' one
niotr\e trill 11',111Ils he

'83.
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And theoetoie Mott. itoOUmutt Ul uttlu-
(ne 111g the Mdis Idu,k1 he has pa, than the
others \nothe r ss mid most
puss crtul. anodic! the third, and so (3.r1

Ilosseser, this tors is no; fiscd \
primars mots,. tAi ills not l'n"
mars tkilliof loS\ rkshutiling wee kirs
whr user. mons e h.., been so ss cll
satisfied th tt it sinks nit the lot tsgi mind
and .ill c thus 11105 e Up a rnueh to re-
plat. e A. long as the moose gets
}lent( of gratiti( anon it ((III remain
tank innessent and muk h lks. hkels to
rouse the !fills Rhol to a( non than one
of the nett et ,till unsatisfied onev,

icllerman 'Nit'', the hinds of mutts es
ss loch k nn he dtnmnsbed ss hen enotigh
less aids ate gn en as wirifietk that is,
the( pies themseh es insist-end( upon
the todi(klual ss hen the( (I() not Neel( e
enough gratiti( anon but lapse into insig-
tufts .wee V. hen the( do I,tl.tatsc he-
sees those mot( cs ((Inch ate not sus-
ceptible to being -appeaser as MOP-
:WOO. I IC belles CS that thes'I. can con-
tinue to ph( commanding roles in an

'in(11( !dual despite the (act that he etuo(s
repeated success. Ifotwato,) arc hike!( to
be Minh!( subwcti(e, pet sonah/ed evert-
en«.s like "feelings or gross thlclue(e-
ment. and signiticano.

()( Heiman states that

person !cams hots C(.; 'MO% the
nerd, Chit one ph -0,e of his lite thrusts
upon him, and lids mg satisfied them, he

mgt. r sets strongls mots aft d his
the luso. Ad he anticipates nisi et needs,
1 ht, is ss In it is a miNtake ton ontinui

appi ding to mills idu il, his satisfy tog
need, that are aloeads satisfied Thus a
pen son's moos cs Inas not all as s he the
same, at ass' gis en tone he is like's to
ILise a motwatumalpotentral- that is, a

( its for respondmg nes\ incentives
and ress ands ss hit It he has not s et gn en
am hint of possessing. 1 his potytmal
is Idsch to n Main mashed until his more
haste ink ils ark art( ii to and w dl not
"ordinal-IR spring 'forth JIM RI% because an
int. I Otis has bccn'flourislik d ht too. hint.

\s a matter of tak Otis inert pursuit of
a particallar goal ma gsc a complerel
misleading Impression of ss hat his true
luorN anon is like Lastls , time itself ss III

realign the importance of his
noun es \ lAttn anon Is not, therefore, a
}hunk ularls itraightforss and process,
\A filch is pre'elsels ss In so mans straight-,
forstard schemes for mots aunt!. indin

ak hies c such wriwt. tat. ular results.
( 112)

Certain factors proforma( influencie the
elfcetiseneSs of reading improvement
programs and one of the most ilpPortant
but difficult of these factors to deal with
is that of motivation: The levels of mod-
s anon are inektricablv interwoven with
the purposes for which individuals read.
Not all instructors m reading improv
went programs recognize CM:import-al cc
of and interrelations of motivation and
purpose, nor, it seems safe to say, do heir
Itudents,

Reading and Cognitive Abilities
\\ hat arc sonic of the general con-

siderations sluch must he borne in mind
as the content teacher strifes to develop
reading a Inlines in the content fields?

Ins estigators in the field of reading
has e repeatedk draw n attention to the
',muss in reading ability found in.,ele-
ntentars school classrooms. J. Wvne
\ \'rightstonc (2i 13) maintains that this'
mange of abilits and achies einem in-
creases front grade level to grade level.
111\ ,studies show that at fourth grade
lesgl, the range of achicsement is he-
tss/cen fix e and si Cars, '1%1111C at the
Stil grade les el, the-range of achieve-
ment is hetss cen seven anti eight years,

Strang and Bracken ( 19: 60-41) point
out that indis RINI teachers-have discos-,
ere(' ss ide ranges in the reading levels of
fiteir- students. A few of these are illtimi-
nating one' high school'seac her who be---
Came interested in this problem surveyed
her tenth gr.uje class ks ith results,w Inch:
ss cre amazing to her. According to.stan-
darilized tests, she had three students

8 1
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reading at teach grade level, seven below,
and sixteen above. In this particular class,
eveu levels of reading ability were rep-

resented.
Another teacher survey ed her elev-

enth grade class using standardwed tad-
mg tests also. She diseoveied a range of
fourteen grade levels. In IQ, as measured
by group intelligence tests, the range was
thirty-six points. As judged by test re-
sults, some were retarded while others
w ere reading better than their intel-
ligence test scores would indicate. In a
college reading class made up of fresh-
men from liberal arts and sciences and
graduate students, standardized reading
test scores ranged over t-',..Ln* reading
grade levels.

As one examines such situations, these
ranges of -.differences appear not only in
general reading level but also in profi-
ciency in different reading shills. Some
students are low in speed, high in com-
prehension, and average in vocabulary.
Others are high in speed, Icrw in compre-
hension, and low in vocabulary. Still
others are average in sped, high in com-
prehension, and high in vocabulary. In
the more advanced skills of drawing con-
elusions, makininferences, applying
reading, interpreffat what is read, read-
ing creatively', reading critically, and re-
acting to reading, the range of individuals
dvithui gIMIIISInd flout group to giuuh.
Is ticmendu us

The teacher's task is extremely com-
plex when it is realized that in the area
of comprehension alone, many. different
elements are Involved. It is not sufficient
to recognize that the student is low in
compreOnston, for Davis (4) has ;den-
tined no less than nine important ele-

v.
ments of comprehension. Davis makes no
claim that he has identified all elements,
but the nine he has described are. (I)
kithwledge of word meanings; (2) ability
to select the appropriate meaning for a
word or phrase in light a its particular
contextual setting; (3) to follow the or-
ganization of a passage and to identify
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antecedents and references to them; (4)
to select the main thought of a passage;
(5) to answ er questions that are answered
directly in a passage; (6) to answer ques-
tions that are answ ered in a passage but
not in the words in which the question
is asked; (7) to draw inferences from a
pasage about its contents, (8) to recog-
nize the literary devices used in a passage
and get its tone and mood, (9) to deter-
minc ,a writer's purpose, intent, and point
of view, i.e., to draw inferences about
a writer.

Against this background, teachers typ-
ically find students in a given class who
do not read anywhere near grade level;
in the same class the possibilities are good
that several students witl be reading two
or three levels above, what might be ex-
pected. In the elementary grades it is still
not uncommon to find that the teridency
is to test children on an achievement test
and then to group them on the basis of
the results, 'assuming that the needs of all
students who score 5.0 are alike and those
who score 2.0 have similar needs. It is
obvibus that this practice merely reduces
the range of achievement, whatever that
may mean, within4 group. It says noth-
ing about what the actual reading needs
of thechildren might be:

Teacliers may have access to the re-
sults of standardized tests, but at best
standardized tests show students' present
status in the kinds of reading that arc
measured by these tests. They are limited
in their application because they repre-
sent somewhat artificial, rather than nat-
ural, wading situations, They measure a
specialized ability to match words with
suggested meanings, or phrases with pro-
posed statements. None of the standard-
ized tests now available measure ade-
quately the so-called higher levels of
reading abilitythe abilities to compre-
hend relationships in a long passage call-
ing for sustainy attention, to organize
content, to draw inferences, to grasp
metaphors and shifts of meaning, and to
apply what is read. In short, they do not
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is therein enhanced. '1 hat arc the so-
plied studs skills: Almost es ers rrter,
kepending on his area of intereAflid his
le"Zsel of concenn anon, has his own laSSI-

hC ati011 ss stem. Thus, ss c,,a re able to de-
lineate treataients at suceessise les els of
ads ancemeut. film Instance, Sheldon

15 or» feels that they include skim-
ming, outlining, summarizing, organizing
ideas, takings notes, using the parts of a
book, using referent e materials, and read-
ing and interpreting maps and charts.

Robinson ( 14 1, concerned at. another
Its el, the, junior high school, identifies, six
major studs 'skills follossing direc-
tions, interpretation, es aluation, organi-
zation, retention, and locating informa-

k /ton Robinson believes that study skills.
pare best taught In using content-area ma-
terials for only in this manner is their use
meaningful aneNunctional. He employs
the term -clusters of studs skills." to ein-
pluisize the fat t thdt in planning a con-
tent unit of studs , attention must be
gis en to those groups of suit - skills which
ss ill he needed for the successful com-
pletion of the unit. In Robinson's system,
the student is led Hu (igh Ste p On( . Kt.):

in a Sentence to Step Two: Key
Sei,t'oe in a l'a! a f41aph to Step -Fillet:
The tiara Thought in a Paragraph and
thus i,nss and to the point vs here he will
seek organizational patterns in the read-
ing matter as piesentcd In the writer In
this ss as the made' gains in the abilas to
compile lid and to retain. kthcie the
teacher enters the picture: is in her -dc=
liberate.' clustering. closely related shills
togt iht i,and in organizing the sequential
steps so. etre:ens els and so strat:palls
ss ithin the cluster that the student en
counters a SC rk SUCCeSSf C \ pen-
enLes. But, as Robinson Its pointed out

. (,Palletise is of
t in( e aft, r students feel that they ,hase
mestere(' the skill or slalls.tosonle degree
rot kA en with the teat hel's lit 1p in deal-
ing \\Atli "vinstkrs of skills," juni()r high
School textbooks will present mans (hal-
lengco (14)'

I.

1:rancis P. Robinson (13), not to be
,confused ss ith the Robinson previously
cited, is generally- credited with having
des eloped the so-called SQ3R method.
[his is usually found quite effective for
impros mg the study skills of older and
more mature students, but imaginative
teachers do ni't find it difficult to adapt
the si'stem to tit the needs of individuals
hound to any of the content fields.

There are other approaches that might
be used but the foregoing examples
should sufficethe point 1i that extensive
reading ant? rereading will not develop
,tidy skilbexperts are united in the be-
lief that improvement comes only by
(hanging the quality of the study method
employed.

1ny skills development program is for
all stuJentti regardless of grade !ere) or
place in high school. Experts agree and
emphasize that such a program should
not be ximcil as a remedial program for
poor readers alone. The program must be
reacher- guided and must make provision
for a SNstunatic, coordinated, step-by-
step kind of desclopment. It is not sug-

*gested that any one teacher attempt to do
es cry thing for every hods within the
short span of a s ear. 13ut the individual
reacher must be acutely an are of what
reading is. She must know that it is most

mink: more than perceiving or recog-
nizing xxords, and comprehending their
htei al meanings. She mint see it as a cum-
positc of iccognizing and comprehending
and es aluafing and apprecia,ting factors.
I hest may not all be des eloped until late
in the students' careers unless a studied
effort is excited at successive' levels as
students muse through school. -1 his can
be done, and until it is. schools will con-
tinue to fall shots of f`zoals that.imight be
attained. .

Just as N.icliers at the more advanced
les cis 1130 {MICA to fix responsifiihties
for and to expect rather high levels of
competence in })asst' reading skills in stu-
dents coming to them fioni the elcMen-
tary schools, so elemental's teatheis have
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let; t4 ihl 111111o1 111:,:!,11 ,,l11101 high
tilt mu olu ed iii do eloping

inkint,111 li. capable of more inature per-
twin Intl I It ri appirentk the thuileing
has he( t) tit Ii n ils tilt._ nowt e" 1111111ItI-
uaI 1 to tolie 1(2,1,1111g

\I ink t Il tor, 10-0 11111R xx hen or
%% hull, r A Up, en le tti(I lea( ht, minim\

k 0 of the IIPA,,t Important are the po-
rt:wit! xx hll II the !milk tklual Iii trigs to the
IL ,hring 'slut won and the (ea\ ill vv Inch
till holm, thc huu1. lilt) other agencies
sttuoutk tilt I, sutiation bat him
\I11(.11 k in l done` in the elementark

h, poi to srmuil lie Ind direct reading ac-
III lift:, us'rl, Itl.tlil inamitint progres.,
i,1/4x mann ithin'the !units of the
ink111 idtairs calm( irk Niue 11 mak has to
hl kiunc-in the high se hool

I ime ought not to he much disau,rree-
molt \\1111 the statement Mat the inkli-

ltllr tl teacher, ss hates et, 1161 _ICX el, IS the
L1' pe1.ut1 Ill ,I11 pi ogt am designed to
"kii. clop Ieatlets \kilo perform ell at the
rrwte 111.11Ilre lc% CR I httc IN abundant re-

-
that

dents. du ntat come higher residing
ibilitle% Ice tkientallx , nut do thek towe
!ix them e.tsilx unkss tics art influenced
h\ l ht +all and a milool ss hich reeognue
and pi ()mute '.1 full/anon of the stgni-
tic Int.( leatning through ri2iding.,.

Summary
nomiv (on-

1nt al( t tl,IlhiIs no51 sti i mg for in
tl It- prici ants ate sttategtes designed to
pkokide tot mutt. need,. ,\Ithough it mak
In 1.11 (oli tun students, gto5ktli is
m1(dt d It) the I 311.1(It to read bet"eim
ill: inlet \\ hit is'nnplltd but not
stark ki, Ind to tit asplak t uI.lint. the mean-

k tit Lk id h% 11151 lalgt1,1ge totals
Till, II ',Mlle

111.11 tC.1 gel. 1 i`CoLl.,-
-th it (,,zto51 dl i. nlldcd in the akin

(1151 WI p . 1 1 . 1 1 1 ( k ul WIC 055 I I CWCII-
141« I t l d to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 1 ct the idyl. .10.11.11ICd
10.4ht (It 55 11 11 h( 1,11oka,.., Wr 1,111 lead and
1. 0n'',11-,011t I (pulps 'MI1)(01114 IN the

8

dnlit \ to think eltark a10)11t the AC-
1. 111...11 , 1,llin, And 1111104.AnCe Of 51, hat
I. t rail, anti to CS Alnitte that
\kith h i. comp ehended

\lam ie.eateheis believe that 5\ hat is
Ikklon kl is a "total approach to reading.-
Ilu that Is meant .1 plan to Integrate the
bkt mate 1 IAN, inkthods, organisational
plans, ankl inscr Ice education into a =-
tied pa( Lige. Butel, for e \ample, main-
tains that to inmate a total approach to
reading-, the tutai staff of a school s stem,
me adnunistiatots, supetmors, It-
luarians, teat hers, anti guidance person-
nel, need to rlunl; e'reatik elk about certain
Its 1piestion a', the folios\ mg

hloss can c help teachers assist chil-
d! ui in acquiring lifelong habits of %A-
rne- i 2 ). In such an approach the school
NAN( tibes to the belief that e\cellenee to
leakling Is not the i esult of installing a
plug:ram. but rather that it is the product
of a coordinated, thoughtful, continued
total staff actik it\ .
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What Does Research in Reading Reveal

About Materials for Teaching Reading?

Thomas G. Devine

School of Education
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Boston, Massachusetts

I CS planning de eloptuoltal pro-
grams in reading need to be am,are of
(I) the \\ ide range of teaching materials
as adable to then, (2) research findings
um the area of materials, and ( %% s in
sshieh to make kbetter use of materials.

Vcae lung n late nals are not sunpl an-
other component of the de \Clopmental
reading program, the\ are, in inam re-
spee tsi 1,e eomponent of the program.
As Whipple (28) has noted,

One of the first steps in imprm mg
reading instruction in mans schools con-
sists in increasing the amount, qualm,
and sands of the supply of reading ma:
renal find other aids to learning. 1 he're-
sources at the Vieher's disposal determine
to a great extent a hether he can pros ide

systematic and enriched program, meet
the inch\ idual differences of children, and
furnish emiugh books and seleettmns on a
gt ell thence to Jelate the reading and
studies undcnsas to centers of interest
for the group and the indRulual
1,\ idiom enough appropriate materials
and eqmpmtnt, adequate instruction can-
not be tm en, either in riding assuch or
inn the entire sellout program

1t is the put pose of the folkm ing

C

pages t(i4sur\e\ the range of materials
eurrenth a\ ailablc to Junior and senior
high school teachers, examine csamples
(4i-different t\pcs of materials, comment
upon research findings, and suggest \\ a\ s
of best using xisting _materials. No at-
tempt is made to present a comprehen-
Si\ e 'mentor\ of all a\ adable textbooks,
viorkbooks, kits, maga/hies, 'or apdio-
\ isual de\ K es. ,5111110tated lists of printed
instructional materials are available'
(23), as are lists of audiovisual devices
(4). Specific examples cited here are
those , ssith \\ 'licit the .\\ riter is most
fannharmd limitations are hercb\ ac-
ktum lodged.

The Range of Materials
\1.m secondary teachers seeking a

Basic` structure upon \\ Inch to build de-
\ clopmental reading programs have use4----
basal-type readers similiar to those used
um the clemcntar\ school. Such books,
gneralk , are part of a series. extending
from Geadcs I through 9, from 7 through
9, from ' through 10, or from 7, through
12md developed according to some
ovcra11 plan \\ Inch presents stills- build=
mg material sequentialk I'he\ are usual-
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ly accompanied by w rn hlu teacher's
in mulls, study helps. and phonograph
recordings or other audiovisual materials.
At their best basal-type readers are based
upon research in student reading interests
at various grade levels 4nd attentive to
reading grade levels as defined in
terms of cocabulary and complexity of
sentence and paragraph structure. Teach-
ers w ho favor basal reading series in
secondary schools are attracted by (1)
the research and planning that led to
their development, (2) the sequential
skills instruction, (3) the wealth of sup-
plementary materials included with the
series, (41 the general attractiveness of
the materials, and (5) the attention their
authors and editors have paid to student
interests and needs. An example of a
basal-type .series for secondary schools
is the Ginn Junior High School Series
(21).

Other secondary school teachers have
organized effectiN e developmental retld-

,, ing programs around various series of
literature anthologies. Recognizing the
high quality of scholarship and editorial
work which characterizes most junior-
senior high school literature series, teach-
ers of lnglish in particular have used
them as the core of their reading pro-
grams. Recognizing, too, that such series
are not designed primarily to develop
reading skills,,manst teachers have sup-.,
plemented them with teacher-made ma-
tCrills, they have duplicated for their
classes exercises in noting main and sup-
porting ideas, following sequence of
events, using structure and context c hies
to discocer the meanings of unfamiliir
words, and other basic skills. An example
of a literature series often used in secon-
d iry reading programs is Adventures in
LuctattiN, (2) a series extending from
Gt./ales seven thrcAigh twch e and supple-
mented by teaching guides, study aids,
test booklets, and an entire second-track
series, The New Companifou. Series
(

Sonic teachers have organized de-

velopmental programs around skills-
building materials provided by plubliske*
ers. They have used, instead of story-
centered anthologies, such as a basal or
literature series, textbooks which focus
directly upon the sequential develop-
ment of skills. The Macmillan Reading
Program, Advanced Skills in Reading,
Books 1-3 (11), for exampIC, provides
abundant excrcise material for developing
such sic' is-. reading for details, getting
mai ideas, and skimming., Teachers
fasoring a skills-centered approach often
supplement their programs by using
short stories, dramas, novels, magazines,
basal readers, and literature anthologies.

Throughout the years many secon-
dary teacheis have used workbooks as
the basis for their programs, and have
found that these materials work suc-
cessfully with'entire classes, with groups
within the class, and with individual stu-
dents. Examples of workbooks arc:
Reading for Meaning (9), by Guiler and
Coleman, NI, hich provides reading units
of approximately three hundred words
followed b exercises in word meaning,
getting central ideas, recalling details,
understanding paragraph organization,
and drawing conclusions; SRA Better
Reading, Books 1-3 (24), by Simpson,
which contains short articles and stories
followed by detailed comprehension
questions, and Be a Better Reader, Books
1-6 (25), b Smith, which provide basic
skills practice in the content fields of
science, mathematics, social sciences, and
literature. Teachers organizing their de-
velopmental programs 'around work-
books and series of workbooks also sup-
plement their programs by encouraging

ide reading in newspapers, magazines,
library books, basal readers, and antholo-
gies.

Increasingly, teachers are adding to
reading programs by using magazines,
kits, book clubs; and audiovisual devices.
Junior Scholastic for upper-elemen-
tary and juniOr high school, Senior
Scholastic and Cavalcade for high

9 2 .
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school, opt fur urban students (13),
Read for )uruor high school students
(18), and special editions of The
Peader's Digest (19), all provide a valu-
able bridge between secondary programs
and adult magazine reading. In addition,
some magazines, such as The Reader's
Digest (20), publish specific skills-build-
ing materials in magazine format. Many
teachers are also using portable kits with
individual lessons on cards, practice drills,
comprehension checks, and other aids.
The SRA Reading Laboratory (22) and
Scott, Foresman and Company's Tactics
(16) are examples of kits being used suer
eessfullv by teachers to individualize in-
sti oetion in reading. Packaged collections
of paperbound hooks organized around
unit themes and student hook clubs are
proving helpful to teachers who want
students to read widely to practice skills
being developed in the reading program.
Audiovisual devices, long used in re-
medial reading classes and reading clinics,
are being used more and more in de-
elopmemal classes for basic and supple-

' mental instruction as well as for moti-
vation: Tachistoscopes, such as the- Ent
1-/a.sh-X and Tach-X (7), and pacers,
such as the Craig Reader (6), encourage
students to increase eye span' and speed
of perception.

DevelopMental reading teachers fre-
quently make use of books designed
specifically for students needing high-
interest, low-vocabulary materials. The
Teen-Age Tales series (26) and the Let's
Read hooks (14) present short selections
chosen because they interest more mature
students but are Wrritten at elementary
grade level. Learning Your Language
(12) by I Ierber and Nolte includes read-
ings and exercises, organized by themes
and aimed at below -norm readers and
slower learners. The Galaxy Program
(17) includes three books, Vanguard,
Perspectives, and Accent. U. S....A., and
supplementary materials, for students in
Grades 9, 10, and 11.

Teachers of urban, disadvantaged-MT--

dentslong deprived of adequate teach-
wing materialsare currently enjoy ing al-
most an embarrassment of riches. Among
these are:

4
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Dhe Turner-Livingston Reading Series
(27). daily lessons in six workbooks

hich deal with basic social behavior,
self-concepts, and the development of
personal goals;
The Macmillan Gateway English Pro-
gram (8): a series of paperbound an-

. thologies, developed by the staff of
the Gateway English Project at Hun-
ter College, aimed at disadvantaged
urban students;

Project ACE ( 1 ): an Activity-Con-
cept English Program which includesf
paperbound anthologies, diecut card-
boards, pads, and other materials
planned to interest so-called "unteach-
able" ninth grade students;
Holt's Impact (5): a series of four
paperbound anthologies, recordings, a
classroom library of fifty paperbound
books, and a teacher's guide, aimed
also at urban students;
The Way It Is (3). ten books designed
for eighth to tenth grade students
reiding at fourth to seventh grades
level, and accompanied by recordings,
Learning Logs, and other materials.

Teachers seeking reading materials for
developmental classes are confronted by
a wide range of materials. The problem
todayso unlike that of a decade agois
to choose the most appropriate materials
from the wealth of possible choices.

Research Findings
As Hanlon (10) noted more than ten

years ago,1!...... research says.that we must
provide a wide variety of intere§ting
materials, at all grade levels, and with
purposeful activitiesin order to give
pupils the satisfactory experiences
which skills in reading and developed,
maintained, and improved." Unfor-
tunately, recent research has had little to
say about the relative effectiveness of
Various kinds of materials and almost
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nothing to say about specific materials.
This writer finds few well-designed, con-
trolled studies in the area. The few that
hay c been completed in recent years pre
sent findings that arc equivocal or un-
satisfactory for te_achers seeking infor-
mation- to make evaluations, of specific
materials and consequently are not in-
cluded here.

Teachers will nut find, for example,
ers to such ques-

tions as:

A basal reading programs more ef-
ec'tn,e for teaching,xeading in secon-

dary schools than literature antholo-
gies'

.Are stiorkbooks as effective as many
teachers assert?
Should programs be skills -based rather
than story-centered?
Does wide reading, through book clubs
and regular use of the libkies, im-
prove reading achievement mare ,than
intensive skills work in the,cla&,kiom?
Are certain materials aimed at urban,
disadvantaged students as/publishers
claim?
\t tiR S ant .113),,) at, secs

more effccm c than printed materials?

Evep more, diffieult to locate are re-
ports of controlled research on specific
materials. A few studies have evaluated
the effectiveness of specific portable kits
designed to individualize instruction and
oP,pecific audiovisual devices, but the
findings have been equivocal or con-
tradictory, As the amount and variety of
material in secondary reading increase,
the need to ev.luate individual items be-
comes more iti4 more apparent. It
seems appropriat,C_ ask such questions
as:

Is a particular basal series from Pub-
lisher A more effective in promoting
reading achievement with a certain
type of student population than a series

Ifrom Publisher I?
Is a series of workbooks from Pub.

lisher C more effective, than- a' similar
series from Publisher D?
Is Publisher E's series for urban stu-
dents more or less effective than Pub-
lisher F's series' than Li basal series not
designed for urban students? than con-
ventional literature anthologies?

TO some, studies set up to answer such
questions may seem misguided, wasteful
of teachers' time, even impertinent. They
will note the problems inherent in an
experimental study: the difficulty of con-
trolling the teacher variable, thp diffi-
culty of minimizing the halo effect, the
difficulty of assuring adequate statistical
procedures, etc. However, most teach-
ers,, aware of the current amount and
variety of material and of their respon-_
sibilities to students, will welcome re-
search information in this area.

At this time in the development of
reading programs in the secondary
schools, teachers may have a responsi-
bility to try put materials' in informal
experimental studies and to report their
findings through the professional journals

Gand organizations. Graduate students in
reading might well address themsel;ies to
the challenging task, in master's level and
doctoral studies, of designing controlled
experiments to eval2atethe effectiveness
both of various kinds of materials and of
specific books, workbooks, series, kits,
programs, and audiovisual devices.

Making Effective Use of Materials
Materials for teaching reading in sec-

ondary schools are in relative abundance.
Whether evaluated by controlled re-
search or not, they can be used to ad-
vantage by teachers of reading. Some
general suggestions for making the most

'effective use of materials follow.

Make sure materials are appropriate.
Many textbooks and accompany-

ing materials are nowavailable for.
special populations of students and
are not intended by their authors for
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all secondary students. For example,
materials designed for slow er learners,
below-norm readers, or urb-an students
may be used. successfully; to 'supple-
mcnt a del, clopmental program but
may be inappropriate fut the majority
of thc students in thc program. Teach-
ers need to study all information pro-
vided by publishers to discover the
purposes of die authors, the student
population for which thc books were
planned, and the reading grade levels
of thc books, they should try thc ma-
terial with- asampling of students to
discover if ids too easy, too difficult,
of sufficient interest.

H 1,,V G &EA 1)1 N

Take advantage of teacher's manuals. .
Generally, the teacher's manuals or

guidcs provided by publishers arc a
rich, though often ol,erluukcd, source
of information on snaking best use of
the materials.a. For teachedwith. little
or no experience inthe teaching of
'reading, many__ manuals provide an
intensive "tnurse" in the teaching of
reading, they include discussions of
research and theory as well as practi-
cal suggestions on teaching methods.
For evperitnccdi reading teachers,
manuals serve as it aluablc sources of
ideas for teaching activities, ,exercises,
bibliographies, and tcsts.

Use.the supplementary materials.
Most textbook series arc accom-

_ panied by'a l, ariety of additional ma-
terials.such as workbooks, study helps,
tests, recordings, and °the': aids. Usual-
ly, these arc intrinsic parts of programs
cicl,el d b thc authors and publish-
ers. To over ookthem in organizing
for instruction may be to deprive
students of opportunities to achici, e in
reading. ,

Use a variety of materials.
Recognizing that students differ

in ability, in achicverpcnt, dnd in the
way s that they learn, experienced read-

ing teachers try to provide many
different kinds of materials in their
classes. They use literature anthologieS
and basal readers, workbooks, and
individualized lessons, magazines and
audiovisual devices; they use two,
three, or more series of books and
workbooks. They realize that materials
which work for some 4tudents at one
time may not bc as successful with
other students or with thc same stu-
dents at anothcr time, and that, general-
ly, the greater the variety of ma-
terials in the program the greater will
be student growth in reading achieve-
ment.

Create materials.
Many successful reading teachers

crcatc exercises, activities, games, and
other materials specifically for their
own classes. Knowing thc needs and
personalities of thcir students, they
prepate materials tailored to individ-
ual classes and even individual stu-
dents. Thcy mount on heavy paper,
or duplicate, storks and articlo4 from
popular magazines' and newspapers,
they develop sequences of exercises
in those reading skills in which they
know their students need additional
practice. Often such teacher-made
materials prove more effective for
soma classes than published materials.

It may bc said, in conclusion, that a
wide range of material for teaching'
reading is currently available to tcachers
in the junior and senior high' schools,
that rcscarch on types of materials and
on specific books, series, deyicesi, and
programs has not becn extensive nor
revealing, and that teachers may make
most effective usc of materials by mak-
ing sure.that what thcy use is appropi-
ate for their classes, by taking advantage
of teacher's manuals, by using thc sup-
plementary materials available to them,
by using a variety of materials within
their classes, and by creating materials

9
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designed to fit the needs and interests' of
their ON1,) students.
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What Does Research in Reading Reveal
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LSEARCI I from 1910 through 1965
at bearing on the ex alduation of mate-
rials and programs for the teaching of
reading in Grades 1-3 is reviewed in
Cha ll's Learning To Read. The Great
Lk bate (2). This research used all types
of ilaluative instruments arid procedures,
and Chall's resiew is so comprehensive,
critical, and compact that the w ricer of
this section can neither add in thing to it
nor summarize it. He will therefore focus
on the evluation of reading programs
aboxe Grade 3 Nk here, as Chill SaN s, re-
search k scanty and inconclusive. He Avilr
try to present a nontechnical account of
ways in which te)chers of reading can
find out aboui the progress and difficul-
ties of thlir students, and he will direct
attention to certain problemS and issues
in tie evaluation of growth in reading
that have been neglected by research.

Reading Comprehension Tests
The -standard instrument for the et.al-

nation of almost all reading programs
has long been the series of reading com-
prehension tests offered by all major test
publishers. These tests present a large
number of short passages and a few short
poems of the kinds ordinarily read in the

grades for w hich these tests are designed.
The passages are not exclusively literary;
they may include factual material taken
from textbooks and magazine articles.
Each passage or poem is typically fol-
lowed b% five to eight multiple-choice

-items dksigned to measure understand-
ing, and tudents mark the choice they
regard as e' best. They usually record
their choice on a separate machine-scor-
able answer lea which can also be
scored very clue ,kly by hand through tbe
use of a scoring *ncil provided by' the
test publisher. \,

The score is usually the numbe; of
items answered correctly. Sometimes a
"correction for guessing' is used; the
iminher of "rights" minus a third or a
fourth of the "wrongs" (not including
"omits"), depending on the number of
Choices per item. There have also been
numerous attempts to assign different
weights to items in accordance with their
difficulty,discriminating power, or pre-
sumed importance. It is uniformly found,
however, that students come out in the
same rank order (with the few excep-
tions odic would expect by chance)
whether or not there is any weighting or
correction for guessing. Idence the pre,

01
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ferred mode at present is to use the num-
ber of correct choices as the "raw score."
The "correction kr guessing" persists
mainly because some students feel that
it is not honest to choose an answer unless
they are pretty sure that it is correct.
TaZ them not to 1,4e 'so scrupulous. In all
butt ie easiest items. good reading is a
series of guesses ranging from hunches
to neat-certainties.

Scaled Scores
The "raw score"number of right

answersis then translated into some
kind of scaled score that will be more
easily understood by the test user. He has
to deal with scores on many t sts of dif-
ferent lengths and degrees of difficulty,
and it is hard for him to remember
that a raw score of 22 on on test may
be high while 38 on another i. low and
16 on another is avera e. Her ce he in-
sists on scaled scores tha vev sushi
meanings directly.

The scaled scores that have been al-
most universally adopted for reading
comprehension tests Up to and sometimes
through thesenior hi ,..h school are called
"grade-equivalent scot " or "grade-level
scores.' The average s. ore made by all
fourth qraders in 'the norms saw is
called 4, that made by all fifth-g . ders-
is called 5. The distance between these
points is divided into tenths, designated
by umbers from 4.1 to 4.9. Un-_
fortun te , The 'decimal fractions hap-
pen to c inside ,with the number of

ont the school year. Hence a score
is commonly interpreted as "fourth

gra c, second month" and a score of 4.6
,------/ as "fourth grade, sixth month."

The test publisher can also assign
grade levels above or below the grades
for whielv the test was designed. He may
have one form for, Grades 4-5-6 and an-
other for Grades 7-8-9. He gives both
of these to large groups just completing
Grade 6 and just beginning Grade 7.
Then he can veil what scores on the
easier form arc equivalent to what scores

,
on the harder form. The same can be
done at the next/diViding line between Iv
Grades 9 and I,0'. After he finds average
scores on that fattns for each grade, he
can report that the score made by a
preeueious sixth griyler is equivalent to
the aetage score made by tenth graders,
hence this student is "four grades ahead
in reading." He can also report that the
score made by a-retarded tenth grader is
equivalent to the aveT'age score made
by sixth graders; hence this student is
"four grades behind." Although this way
of interpreting extreme scores has a sub-
stantfal foundation, ittis well to remember
that the precocious sixth grader never
saw the tenth grade lest, he got his high
standing by doing extremely well on a
test designed for Grades 4-5-6. Likewise,
the iltarded tenth grader had not tackled
the sixth grade test, he did poor1 on a
test designed for Grades 10-11-12.

Although grade-equivalent or grade-
level scores are probably the most easily
undcrstbod of all scaled scores used ir%
testing, they scentto the writer to have
several unfortunate side-effects. The first
is that the ,kcimal fractions assigned to
scores between the averages f two
grades, when interpreted as "m nths,"

\;i:)

give parents, students, and even teachers
an exaggerated impression of the magni-
nide of these differences. If a test ha
bep given in the ninth month of Grade
4 and a student comes home with a score
of 4.5, the parent is likely to-think, "Four,
months behind in reading!' How will
he ever catch up?" The answer may
really be quite simple: something like
"Get two more questions right on the
test." That much difference between two
equally able students can occur ,if one
pauses to draw a long breath during the
test while the other does not. But the
parent, the student, and sometimes even
the teacheO(who ought tolloiow better)
quite often get the impression that the
difference can only be Made up by four
months of hard work.

The very high and very low scores

90
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that are interpreted as standings above
or below the grade levels for which the
test NV as designed must also be taken
with a grain of salt. For example, when
the. daughter of the writer was in Grade
'7 and took a reading test designed for
that grade, her score was interpreted as
"superior to that of the average twelfth
grader." Right away she wanted to he
transferred to Grade 12. Knowing that
the average twelfth grader had never
seener test, and she had never tackled a
tw elfrh grade test, I simply handed over
some tw elfth grade textbooks and asked
her to sample them and tell me what they
meant. She came hack rather downcast
and said that she could not make head or
tail of them. Given the procedures by
which these grade-level scores are com-
puted, I do not see what else we could
say abputistudent who knocks the top
off the scale for Grade 7, but it is untrue
as well as unwise to give the impression
that this student is ready for twelfth
grade work.

Another misunderstanding of these
grade -level scores furnishes ammunition
for critics of schools in disadvantaged
areas. It is sometimes argued that theii
students are two y ears behind in reading
in Grade 4 but four years behind in
Grade 8, and the longer they remain in
school, the farther behind they get.
Hence, It is said, the fault is clearly
that of the school rather than that of the
home ..or neighborhood. Although one
wishes that these schools could do more
to overcome the initial handicaps of
these students, the increasing' disparity
as time goes on can hardly be held against
them. Suppose one boy habitually walks
four miles an hour while another walks
three. At the end of the first hour the
sin walker is One mile behind. at the
entrof the second; two Miles behind. The
increasing distance between the two boys
can hardly be attributed to what hap-
pened during that second hour. Similarly,
if scores on reading to is are interpreted
as showing the rate of learning in well-
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to-do and poverty -stricken are
creasing distance between these oups
as the years go by cannot fairly be at-
tributed to the incompetence or neglect
of the schools.

It is understandable ,but shortsighted
-for disadvantaged groups to resist the
use of any tests that show their children
to be less competent in learning than
children who have every advantage. If
poverty did not really hurt people and
especially ilivr children, there would be
no philoKhiscal reason to get rid of it.
It might be more comfortable to be well
off, but that reason would not have very
much weight with either Socrates or
Jesus. But if poverty can be shown to
hurt childrento keep them from learn-
ing what they need to learn in order to
become full partners in our civilizdiion
then even the philosophers will enlist
in the war on poverty. The trouble may
be that the disadvantaged groups believe
that the test scores will be used as evi-
dence of their innate Ind unalterable
inferioritynot as evidence of what pov-
erty does to people. Although this fear
has some basis in what had happened to
them in the past, it ought soon to be
overcome by the more intelligent and
constructive use of test scores. This
particular charge can be refuted in al-
most any ghetto neighborhood in which
there are groups of different racial stock,
such as I4egroes and white Fuego RicanS.
Both are handicapped in school by gen-
erations of poverty and mistreatment,
but genetically they are quite distinct.
, Although educators and responsible
leaders of disadvantaged groups ought to
khow the score in regard to progress in
learning, one/may rightly feel qualms
about exposing the children and their
parents to the same information. We
hear a great deal nowadays abput the
importance of a positive "self-concept"
as motivation to do well in school. This

'NM term was probably introduced to
avoid the unfavorable connotations of
the older tcrrn "pride," but proper pride
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in one's work and one's standing among
peers is undoubtedly ss hat is meant. We,
cannot evect these children to want to
do W, ell if we hurt their pride continually
hr the very terms to Nk hick w c report
their dclues ement..Gis en the circum-
stances in.w hick the disc, it is unrealistic
to cpect them t'() do as well as more
prosperous clukhen in such basic tasks as
learning to read. Hence the great ma-
jority are* condemned to hearing that
ui Grade 4 they arc two years behind in
'reading and in Grade S they arc four
vears behind. 'Nothing, that the or their
teachers can do in the near future will
enable them to catch up. Why, then, do
we (iced to attich such ki,unagint.,7 labels
to their aclues ement .corcs? What equal-
ly meaningful riot less ;invidious labels
might We adopt=

Sonic rears ago the ss titer tried to
promote the use of "staninc" scores in
repoitmg school achinement in a little
pamphlet entitled Shortcut Stitistics for
leacher-Made Tests (7), os er 300,000
copies of which have been distributed
by I' I5. nese -staninc were des-el-

,

ope for the testing program of the
,Xrnis- ir Force in World War Wand

' pros cd adequate to handle all tie data
assembled by 'that program. "Stamm'
-scores range from I (low) through 5
(average) to 9 (high)ind each "staninc"
cos Las half a standard a, lation, It is un-
necessary to csplain the latter term he-
cause the writer found it possible to get a
close enough apprommation for all prac-
tical put poses bs assigning the following
pc' cratagcs of scores to ilIch staninc 4,
8A2, 16,-;i1, 16, 12, 8, 4.

After about fine Years of campaigning
for the use of stannic scores, the writer
notu ed that es en the teachers in his
esperimental studies abandoned them AS

soon as lie and his resjatch money were
mar of sight. 1 hey ere so used to think-
ing of school a licsLtuent on a five-
point scale -the anidiar A, B, C, I), F
that they fou (I it hard to adjust to a
nmc pint s ale. This finding led the

writer to consider the possibility of de-
fining these five inters als in terms of the
mean and standard des iation of scores
made by the total population of each
grade w alma schools. It proved to be
Lass to do so by assigning the following
percentages of scores to these intevals:
5, 20, 50, 20, 5. The middle scores (me-
dians) in these internals arc almost exact-
Is one standard deviation apart. To avoid
contusion w ith letter piles that are
&timid differently by each teacher, the
writer urged the use of numbers from 1
(loW ) to 5 (high) to denote these inter-
s As.' When finer distinctions than these
arc needed and warranted, they can be
expressed as tenths of the standard devia-
tion.

This five-point scale, used only to
report stores on standardized tests and
nupoitant departmental measures, proved
to be much mole acceptable to teachers
than the less familiar staninc scores. If
sonic of them think of it as equivalent
to F, C, B, A, they are not far wrong.
It was used in the tryout of the Cooper-
ate c Es aluation Program reported in the
1967 l'carbook of the Association for
Supers ision ,and Curriculum Des clop-
mem (AS(1)), Evaluation as 1eedback
and Guide (10). The only serious oh-
jcction was to the idea of ':grading on a
curs c" within classes, which often mis-
represents the achievement,* classes of
high or low ability. This objection does
not apply to the total population of a
grade within schools that arc large
enough, to )dept this type of scale. It
even pros ides a rational basis for deter:
mining ss hat scaled scores should be as-
signed to negational classes on important
measures that cannot lie -liven to the
cntiri grade. Suppose an Advanced
Plac6uent Class in English has taken a
test on a literals woik that no other
class in that school could read. Cffthe
tests taken 'by all students, those most
likely- to predict scores on the literature
test are leading comprehension and vo-
cabulary. Suppose that scaled scores of
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the Advanced Placement Class on iliac
tests range from 4.5 to 5.9, the average
is 5.2, and half the scores lie betty een
4.9 and S.S. Scaled scores on the liter-
ature test can, then be assigned in, these
proportions. All of these are equivalent
to azrade of A and will have that w eight
in oletermiqing rank in the graduating
class, but it is still possible to discos er
that some of these, very good students
did better than others on the literature
test.

1,,ow let us return to the disadvan-
taged students Nk ho have been blighted
for years by reports that they are two to
four years below grade level in reading.
If we _substitute scaled scores that in-
dicate their position among all students
of that grade in their own school, there
will be just the usual, distribution of
high, middle, and low, scores that we
associate with achievement in all schools.
There will not be 70 per cent or more
with scores proclaiming that they are
hopelessly behind their contempotaries
in reading. Resehrch people in-the cen-
tral office of that district must know
how these students compare with more
favored students of that district and
throughout the country, and they can
oasily find out from confidential tables

mof equivalent scores. But it serves no
useful purpose for these students or their
parents to know it. Their real com-
petition lics among students of their own
and 'similar neighborhoods who have
roughly equal opportunities to ILarn. We
are so hungry for lightened and re-
sponsible leadership in these disadvan-
taged areas that students w ho stand high
among their peers deserve special op-
portunities, regardless of where they
stand among more fax ored students.

When we hear that a sandlot baseball
player bats .300 against appropriate com-
petition, we flex er say, "Oh yeah? What
would he bat against the Giants?" That
comparion is meaningless as well as in-
sulting; he has no occasiok-to bat against
the Gialits. But we also know that a boy
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v.lio bats .300 in his own league has a
better chance of growing up to bat .300
against the Giants than another boy who
bats .100 in his own league.

It is high time that we adopted similar
standards in education. It is how a stu-
dent bats in hid, on league that counts
not how he might bat in a league
that he could not conceivably enter in
the near future. Grade-level scores in
reading based on national norms can
only hurt the pride and , depress the
motivation of disadvantagqd students
who already have two strikes against
them. At least in these areas.such scores
should b-r-abandoned.1 The writer would
also contend that they ought to be
abandoned in more favored districts that
are lulled bey such'scores into unjustified
complacency. They ought to be doing
much better. In the writer's opiniCint
our national norms in reading are a
national disgrace. Some evidence support-
ing this opinion will be presented later.

Diagnosis
In his summer courses in measure-

ment, the writer is often exasperated and
thy amused by what teachers expect of
standardized reading tests. First, the test
must nut cost more thin twenty cents
per copy, and even-this price was ac-
cepted only after it beC%1Ine possible to
reuse the test and use up only the answer
sheets. Second, it must not take longer
than thirty -five or forty minutes to ad-
minister. Third, it must claim a reliability

1Some bureaucrats argue that this cannot be
done because disadvantaged students frequently
transfer from one school to another. If their
test scores are based on their standing4yltin
the school from which they came, the bureau-
crats say that they will not be able to place
them properly in the school to which they go.
It takes only a few seconds to translate pre-
vious scores into standings within the new
school by reference to a confidential table of
equivalent scores. To avoid this slight trouble
for the relatively few students who transfer, are
the bureaucrats willing to hurt the pride of
most students in both schools whenever they
take an important test?

II
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Of .90 or near it. These teachers do not
really know what this means or why it is
important, but they insist un it. Since test
reliability is dependent on test length, this
demand is contradictory to their prior
demand for short tests, and test ublish-
ers arc sometimes drri en to rather shabby
evedients to satisfy both demands si-
multineously. Fourth, the test must be
diagnostic. It must not only- show w hich
students are good readers and which at-%
poor; it must _also mical the specific
needs and weaknesses of each student.

-Oh en the three prior conditions, this
fourth demand is absolutely impossible
to satisfy-. ft is hard enough to read,
satisfactory ieliability for the total score
within forty minutes; to furnish reliable

' part-scores on four or R'e components
of reading ability would take more time
and cost more money than either teachers
or administrators are w illing to consider.

Nonetheless, in one workshop the
writer and his students were able to piece
together a long battery of reading tests
that could be regarded as diagnostic and
to administcr it to a group of students!
Thi, scores revealed a great wily weak-
nesses, but these teachers still complained
because the test afforded no clues as to
what ought to tro-Cne about thee Nveak-
nesscs. "What good is it," they said, "if
it gives, no direction to our teaching?"

At this point the writer blew up. "You
people want an awful lot for twenty
cents," he said. "It took me four years of
graduate work and thvi about ten years
4 teaching experience before I found

s to diagnose reading difficulties and/
ry,,ue them. Even now it takes me -A
least a s, nth of working with students
both in . ass and in small groups to
undeistand their difficulties and several
months_more to find ways to help them.
At that, I prdbably miss half their dif-
ficulties and can do very littleibout half
of the difficulties that' I discover. Do you
-iTft,p144px:pcgt all this for twenty cents
per student? in forty minutes? with a
reliability of .90? Don't be silly." .

'There is even a further problem of
which t1-1C teachers were unaware.
Reading comprehension has thus far re-
sisted the must determined and sophisti-
cated efforts to brea4 it up into such
components that a student may be strong
in one, average in anot r, and weak in a
third. Reading is a high nified skill.
If it has any parts, they arc so intimately
dependent un one another that a student

ho is good in one apparently has to be
about equally good in all, and another
student who is poor in one is likely, to be
about equally poor in all. That, with
minor resew ations, is the conclusion of
all careful studies of this problem above
the stage of beginning reading (3, 4, 6,
8, 9).

The techniques used in, these investi-
gations were too complicated and math-
ematical to explain briefly; but the evi-
dence is convincing: all the more' soy
because these investigators (with the ex-
ception of the cri Thurstone) set out
to prose that the a ere independent
components of rea g comprehension *

and w ere disappointed by their findings. :14\
Davis, it is true, still insists, in spite of
Thurstune's criticism, that sonic of the
"factors" he thought he found are real,
but he readily admits that thCy are "tiny
residuals." One of them, "knowledge of
lkerary de% ices and techniques," illus-
trates what he means.

After reading these studies, the writ-
er w ould feel safe in regarding only
'breadth of v ocabulary, reading rate, and
rending comprehension as moderately in-
_dependent in that a student who stands

---lifghest in ohe vv ill not necesly stand
highest in the others. A stu nt who
stands high in one w ill, 'however, tend to
strd fairly but not equally high in the
others. This is tantamount to saying that
their intercorrelations are fairly high
but of high enough for them to be re-
garde d'a,s different aspects of the same
ability.

Suppose, then, that we could 'develop
a, perfect diagnostic test of reading
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ability. one that could provide reliable
scores on twenty different elements in
reading that are at least logically dis-
tinguishable. Suppose that we gave this
test to all remedial students in a large
high school and waited hopefully to find
out what mr as w rong with each of them.
What should the above findings lead us
to expect? That the poorest reader w ould
stand lowest in all twenty, the next poor-
est reader would stand next lowest in all
twenty, and so onwith only the few
exceptions that could safely be at-
tributed to chance. Hence w e shou0

'be no further along than after we had
first identified the poor readers by a
much Shorter test. What do we need to

ork on? The only answer that such a
test would be likely to give is "Every-
thing." Hence these research findings
pretty well knoCk the whole idea of a
diagnostic reading test in the head.

The writer intimated, above, however,
that after ten years in the classroom he
found some way to discover at least a
few of the problems and difficulties of
his remedial students and some way to
help them overcome at least a few of
these weaknesses. VVhat was that way?
How did he do it?

He based his whole remedial program
on a long series of multiple-choice tests
that were taken as homework and dis-
cussed the following day in class. As a
testing man he had a large number of
rather interesting reading comprehen-
sion tests left over from various studies
as well as old forms of tests that had
been retired from active use and other
tests that were not good enough to pub-
lish as tests but good enough for use as
instructional material. Most of them were
based on fairly long passages and on short
but complete stories and essays, so that
they sustainod interest better than exer-
cises based on snippets. The content and
form of these passages varied a good bit
from week to week. Although these
features were helpful, they were not es-
sential, almost any series of reading tests
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ould probably have yielded similar re-
sults.

Students took these tests as homework
and recorded their answers in the test
itself rather than on a separate answer
sheet. They could do between forty
and ixty items without hurrying in the
time ordinarily devoted, to homework,
but we could discuss only ten or twelve
in class. Hence the first problem was
how to find the items that ought to be
discussed., The writer did this simply by
calling out the numbers of the items
and asking the class which answer they
had chosen.' Each student held up one,
two, three, or four fingers to indicate
his choice. If most of the class wanted
answer 3, and that was keyed as correct,
he said, "Yes, three," and passed on
unless someone insisted on arguing about
it. But if one faction wanted answer 2
and another wanted answer 4, he did not
indicate which was keyed as correct but
said something like this; "I see that we
have a fight on our hands. Bill, tell us
why you chose 4. . . . Mary, why did'
you choose 2? What do you have to
say to Bill's argument? Bill, what have
you to say to Mary? Anyone else? This
is not a private fight, you know; we
need to look at as many different reasons
for these answers as you can think of."

By this time hands would usually be
waving all over the room, and all the
teacher had to do was to recognize those
who wanted to_speak. He tried' to re-
frain from expressing any opinion of his
own and not to indicate which argu-
ments he favored by so much as the
flicker of an e flash. As soon as the
argument slac ned or became repeti-
tive, he sai , this has gone far enough.-
We no ave enough reasons out on the
tab to decide. How many now fivor

swer 2? answer 4? The fours havelt.
you sti . want to argue, take it up

later with someone who chose 4. Let's
get.on."

Another teacher of this course pre-
ferred to his students trade test

1)3
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papers and mark each item right, wrong, If we could classify the reasons for
or omitted while he read the answer key choices that are most frequently ex-
aloud Whenct, er a student marked an pressed and embody them in a test, there
atm w rung, he held up his hand. The might be renewed hope for a diagnostic-°`
mac her recorded the nntacr of upraised reading test. To the writer, however,
hands for each item on his op, of the these reasons now seem to be so numcr-
test. At the end he said, fhe only items Oils and so different from student to
that gn c much trouble w ere 4, 9, 11, 16, student that any given student might find
21, etc. I ,et's take up those first and in such a test only two or three of the
then turn to others that ant one w ants to reasons that guided his own choices.
argue about." The cunt' LA ersial items WheneN er his own reasons were not
w ere then discussed in the same w ay as in listed, he would be forced to choose
the w riter's classes This procedure lost among other reasons that are frequently
a little in suspense because students knew expressed, and must of these would prob-
before they presented their vgumenis ably strike him as stupid.
that their choice had been keyed as right Why should we bother? These rea-r
or wrong, but most of them w ere bellig- sons come out freely enough without
crent enough to defend their choice even any contrivance on our part in classif the key said that it was wrong. This discussions of the sort just described,
reacher always got through the questions and the teacher need not worry very
on which there was the greatest differ- much about the best way to clear up the
once of opinion, while the writer some- fallacious reasons. For the most pin the
times did not reach the questions that class will tak'C care of them, and stu-might have ccit most rewarding. Both dents are more likely to take to heart
procedures, lowever, yielded red-hot dis- the opposing argument of a Classmate
cussions of tents on which students dis- than of the teacher. The writer has onlyagreed and showed them that some of this evidence: whenever he lost patience
their interpretations were opposed not and simply told the class which answerlust by the anonymous testmaker but was correct and why, they 'promptly
also by some of their best friends. forgot it and never referred to it again.

These discussions reNcalcd more clear- But if then figured it out for thoselves,
lv than even a perfect diagnostic test they would often bring up that case as a ,
the kinds of reasons that lel these stu- precedent in' discussing similar problems
dents to choose interpretations that in other texts.
others regarded as untenable. A diag os- If other tea0crs would like to ex-tic test usually tries to locate wealmes es periment occasionally with this method
by -presenting different Wpcs of items of diagnosis and treatment,.they Inustten directed owa Al weakness A, ten\ either find suitable tests or flake their
toward weakness B, end So to But as--- own.' Sometimes the director of testing
one listens to class disci ssions, It becomes. int her district can furnish single copies
-apparent that it is not t type of item pf tests no longer in me and permission
that discloses the weakness; is the type

, . to reproduce them, 'and others may he 'of reasoning that students bring ,to these found in workbooks and manuals. The
items. One is repkatedly led a. ay by questions for discussion, that follow selec-
reasons M and N, another by reans Q tions in many anthologies can be turned
and P, in what seem,to be quite diffei-: 1 minto ulaple-choicc items by supplyingtypy of item ., Ihesc mistaken in reasonin the hinds of answers that one frequently
need 'to be III co N cre?1, nor a tendency y hears. in class. The writer prefers' mul-
to go wrong iculzar type of /iple-Choice items to open-ended guy-
item. , tioits for this sort of tr\dtment bcca
..:
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they require students to ma e definite
choices, and one can .tell immediately
whether there is a difference of opinion
that calls for discussion. In reproduc-
ing such items, alw aj s number the re-
sponses 1, 2, 3, 4no matter what was

in the original tcg. If y ou letter the
responses B, C, D, you .will nearly
go crazy trying to distihguish B from D
in classroom cony ersationi The numbers
also make it more natural for Students
to hold. up one, two, three, or four
fingers to indicate which answer, they
chose.

Independent Reading =_

Between 1958 and 1965 high school
enrollment increased from eight million
to (Au' tweke million students, and
e% cry one of them took English. To
handle this influx of students there should
ha% e been a fifty per cent increase in
college majors in English some years
earlier, but instead there had been an
actual decline. Consequently, by 1960\
high school teachers of English in many
parts of the country were meeting 180
to 200 students dada fix e classes with
thirty -six to forty students in each Lass
and neither the teachers nor the stu-
dents could stand it.

To alleviate this desperate situation
n pros ided a generous
the writer to demon-
Litics that high school
Tilt quite acceptably
up presentation, two
ons,"and two periods
ping per week. The
enabled teachers to
ss into two sections

students and teach
y and Wednesday,
lay and Friday.
t in class went to
room, usually a

ominod:iiing six-

the Ford ruundati
rant that enabled

strate in two large
English can be to.0

ith one large-gr
Small -group discus
of ildependent rea
independent readin
divide each largeircl:
of eighteen to tcnt
one section on Tuesd
the other on Thu
The section that was n
an independent readin
con% erred study hail ac
tx to eighty students, stocked with at least
twelve hundred books, mainly papel-7--
backs, and supervised by part-time "En-
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glish assistants' college educated house-
%xi% es Who were selected and trained by
the. English teachers with the help of
school librarians. They were assisted by
student aides who checked books in and
out and kept them in order on the shelves.
The total cost of maintaining the inde-
pendent reading rooms amounted to
about one- fourth the Lost of the same
number of student-hours of instruction.

This is not the place to consider
arguments for and against independent
reading as a regular, required part of the
English program of classes that read well
-enough to profit by it. Here it can be

onsidered only.asa means of evaluating
the reading program. But since some
teachers imagine that they have an in-
dependent_readmg program When they
do not, the following features of this/
program should be mentioned:

e, reading is done in rooms /set
as 2Ic for this purposenot in the
regular classroom.

2. Students gtk to . these room
/

on a
regular schedule, usually vj a
week, and attendance is the

3. Doing homeWork for othe classes
during these periods is forbid n.

4: If a student is ejected for'doin ome-
work,. creating a diisturbanc or
sleeping, he must make up that eriod
during a free period this ha pens

several- is, transferred , to a
class that does not,have independent
reading.

5. These rooms havk an initial stock of
at least twelve jiundred bbbks, with
several copies f the most popular
books, and o c hundred or more
titles are usu lly added each year.
There is a good deal of nonfiction
but no reference works.

6!. These rooms are supervised by sonic-
one other than th5, English teacher.

7. Not classes are 'admitted. to this
program but only those thatin the
judgment of the teacher and depart-
ment headread well enough to make
goad use of it.

8. Books may be checked out.

105
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9. Conferences ate held only in glass-
enclosed cubicles.

10. A record of what students read and
what they think'of it is kept on 3 x 5
cards, but there are no full-length
hook reports.

11. Thcrc is usually no separate mark for
independent reading in the report
card, and an effort is made tq keep
grade-getting out of it. The teakher s
impression of the extent an talky
of this reading ma me c er, in-
fluence the grade nilish.

These points are mentioned chiefly
because some teachers say, "Yes, I, have
an independent reading program. I .re-
quire a report on one outside book per
mo`kith." This is hardly the way to build
the habit of reading books for pleasure.

_Othe teachers say, "Yes, I have an
indepeitqent reading program but m ith-
out all thefoldcrol that y ou consider
uccessary. I hit e a thrcc-fdot shelf of

Book Cards

11 1 G 11 'S (.1-1001, RE /11)1N CI

books in my on classroom, and once a
week I let the students just read while I
call one after another to my desk for a
short conference. Unfortunately I do not
have enough books to check out, and I
would not want all that bookkeeping in
any case."

To anyone who has seen a genuine
independent reading program, the latter
procedure seems only a way to lump
students quiet while holding a make-
shift substitute for individual conferences.
!jetting the students "just read" is hardly
the way- to refer to their central in-,
tellectual obligation as educated men.
The stock of books is pitifully inadequate,
and what can be read during the period
is only enough to "hook" the ,student;
then he ought to check the book. out
and finish it. The .buzz of conversation
at the desk is distracting, no matter .what
the teacher says to the contrary; and
only the most superficial conferences can
be held in .4s goldfish-bowl setting.

When a student finishes a bunk or decides to git ;.. it up, he fills out a 3 x 5
card with something like the folloWiing headings:

N _ GI A: Date

Author, title

Iypc Rating 1 3 4$ E M

Comment:

The student encircle's a number after "kitting" to show how
w ell he liked the book in comparison w ith others he has read,
and a letter after "Ditlicultv" to show NI, !tether he found it easy,
medium, or 'hard to rcad. After "Type" he inserts a number
draw n from a list ake the follow mg.

1 v3
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FICTION

1. Story about boys and girls
2. Stkory about animals, nature
3. Story about school life
4. Fantasy, magic, supernatural
5. Spor hunting, outdoor life
6. Adven re (western, sea, war)
7. Success s ry
8. Humorous story
9. Detective, mystery, spy

10. Science fiction
7 11. Love and romance

12. Historical novel
13. Tragic, satiric, problem novel
14. Unclassified novel
15. Book of short stories

All students keep this list in their
notebooks, and it is display ed tv her er
these "book cards" are filled out. Teach-'
ers do not worry very much about
acLuracl, of classification. If an eighth
grade b'oy classifies a book as an adven-
ture story and an eighth grade girl clas-
sifies the same book 4 a love story, that
shows how they read k. The "type"
is intended only to give other students a
rough idea of what sort of book it is.

The most important item on the card
is the "comment," which may be only
a phrase or tv% u or may run, over to the
back of\ithe card. The first comments
students write may be stilted and con-
ventional, designed to impress the teach-
er but they soon learn to write their
comments for the benefit of other stu-
dents who are looking for something
to read. Then their comments become
racy, original, candid, and revealing.
Some of th%m make the teacher's hair
stand on end, but it is agreed that there
must be no reprisals or these cards would
lose their v alue for other students. These
cards are usually filed alphabetically by
name of student in a separate box for
each grade, and in every petiod of in-
dependent reading one sees students
looking up their friends to find out what
books they have been reading and rhat

NONFICTION

16. Book of information
17. Sports, games, outdoor life
18. Hobbies, practical arts
19. Vocations
20. Travel, explorkion
21. Biography, autobiography
22. History
23. Social science
24. Science, natural history
25. Philosophy, religion
26. Music, art, architecture
27. Essays, criticism
28. Plays
29. Poems
30. Unclassified nonfiction

they thought about each book. If a
student says that a book is one of the best
he has ever read, but a friend who ac-
cepts his recommendation finds it ,dull
and worthless, there is likely ta be an
argument that will dispose both.students
to write more candid and critical com-
ments in the future.

Some teachers ask whether students
have actually read the books recorded
on these cards, but those who supervise
independent reading have no such
doubts. They see the students reading
these books and often discuss what they
have beCn reading when these students
ask for advice on what to read next. It
is important, however, to have the cards
filled out as soon as possible after each
book is finished or given up. When a stu-
dent returns a book, if he does not reach
for a card himself, the student aide hands
him one and 'says, "I can't check it in
until you fill out this card." After be
has done so, the aide ,rnay say, ."Have
you read any other books that you got
at home, or flqught, or borrowed/ft
friend or the public library? If s. please
fill out cards for them." Some English
teachers have tried to Secure such a
record of jndependent reading b passing
out buoy cards' office a month n class
aiid having students fill them o t from
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memory. That simply does not work.
The reluctant readers prepare for these
occasions by asking their friends to tell
them the name of a book and what they
ought to say about it.

Students do not resent filling out these
cards in the independent reading room
as they resented the former full-length
book roports because they take only a
minute, they are not marked or criticized
by the teacher; and they help these

.students and their friends both to find
books that they are likely ny enjoy and
to avoid other books that....tr classmates
hale condemned in such terms as diffi-
cult, childish, mushy, far-fetched, boring,
and worthless. They as en furnish a mild
incentive to read, for if a student finds
that most of his friends hale already
read sixteen books while he has read
only four, he may put on quite a spurt of
reading to catch up.

These cards have also led to one of
our most important and most disturbing
findings._ Many junior high schools have
reported that ninth graders turn in only
tu o-thirds to three-quarters' as, many
book cards as Nghth graderseven in
favored suburban areas and in spite of
the increased opportunity for reading
provided by the independent reading
program. These reports recalled the
community studies of reading conducted
by Douglas Waples of the Graduate
Library School of the University of Chi-
cago during the thirties. tic never relied

. on questionnaires but sent out field work-
--crs to inters ieW everyone in a scientifi-
cally selected sample of homes to find
out what he had read within a stated
period, where he go it, what he thought
of it, and so on. Waples frequently
stared in his lecture that the greatest
amount of book readi g in any American
conununity he srudi d wai done by
L ighth graders, atm% 'this point reading
declined ith each increment in age and
education until eihe great maiurity of
American adults read hardly any books.
Then as now many librarians disputed
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his findings and cited their increased
circulation as contrary evidence, but.
1Vaples showed that libraries were used
by a relatively small minority.

Since that time the "paperback revo-
lution" has vastly increased the number
of books sold. Between 1940 and 1960,
for example, while our population in-
creased 37 per cent, newspaper sales
increased 45 .per cent, ni2razine sales 110
Fr cent, and the number of boolcssold
a Whopping 445 per cent. In 1940 Ameri-
cans bought an average of one book a
yvr, in 1960, slightly more than five.
One can see why when one examines the
paperback boQJshelves in any drugstore.
Books are now accessible and inexpen-
'Sive, many are spicy, and their pocket
size attracts many who are afraid to
'tackle large, heavy books.

We thought that this new develop-
ment had completely changed the picture
of reading habits as reported by Waple,s
during the thirties, but apparently the
bulk of this liook-buying and presumed
book-reading is `still done by a relatively
small minority. A nationwide Gallup
Poll /eported in Time magazine as re-
cently as 1964 revealed that 77 .per c nt
of the American adults questioned s id
they had not read a book during the pa
year, while of a comparable sample in
West Germany only \33 per cent said
they had not read a bdok. It is not clear
from the' report whether these gums.
referred to the year in Which they vere
reported (although it is ,11:ird to imagine
why Time would dig up earlier figures),
but tl4re is no doubt that the very
junior high schools with Which we have
been working since, 1960 have reported
the same sharp downturn in the inde-7
pendent reading of self-chosen books that
Waples found, and at the very same
point, the end of Grade 8.

English teachers in these schools had
ready ,explanations for this decline. First
they said it was television, just as earlier
teachers said it was movies and then
adio. Although it is true that teen-agers.
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watch television an incredible number of
hours per week, they watch no more hi
Grade 9 than in Grade 8, when they
read far more books. Next these teachers

/ said it was, dating and tither social activi-
ties, but it was hard to believe that four-

s date enough to interfere
th reading. Then these tcach-
thc increased homework of

Giade 9. This may indeed be a factor,
since Grade 9 is still widely regarded as
the end, of childhood and the beginning
of the high schOol "grind," and this may
be the first point at which many teachers
feel virtuous about assigning as much
homework as the traffic will bear. It
turned out, however, that the studeno
who did the most homework were als
those who read thtitnost books.

What goes on at this point that might
affect reading? Biologicainy it is the onset
of puberty. This may be the point at
which average and below-average,
readers finally. have to make a transition
from juvenile to adult bopks, if their
reading interests are to continue. They"
cannot go On indefinitely reading the
Series of adventure stories and school
stones that are. popular with younger
students. They now regard such stories
as "kid stuff." But inany seem to have
grave difficulties making the transition
to bpoks written for adults, and this
may be a harder step than we realized.
As a testing man the writer has ha4 to
pore over item-analyses of many readhig
comprehension tests that arc given at
this level, and flee has often remarked that
if typical passages from typical adult
books really ,meant what eighth graders
say they mean in thew tests, then no-
body ought to-read them. They -would
make no tense at all.

Some teacher's misconceive this icirobl-
lem as "the transition from juveniles to
the classics." As ,soon, as one stops to
think about it one can see that this
is too big a stepat least for independent
reading. It may have le4 us to introduce,

,students nikadult,reading through authors

tcen-year-o
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like Scott, Eliot, and Dickens when we
should have used authors like Agatha
Christie, Carter Dickson, Rex Stout, P.
G. Wodchouse, Clarence Day, and James
Thurber. It also leads to the use of con-
densed and rewritten versions of the
classics for students who obviously can-
not take them in their original form. Al-
though the writer has no high regard
for the sanctity of literary texts, he can-
not regard this rewriting as a solution of
the problem these students face. Their
problem is to get from books that have
been delibefately Written down to their
level up to books written for adults.
If one takes classics that are hard reading
for most adults and deliberately writes
them down to the level of these students,
one has 'not dealt with their problem at
all. It would be far better to use adult
authors of wide popular-appeal, regard-
less of their literary merit.

We are now trying to disc&ver the
particular difficulties in adult Wks that
baffle, discourage, and finally defeat the
less capable readers. One that is so ob-
.

vious that they themselves are aware
of it is thc, harder vocabulary, Both au-
thors and editors of juveniles continually
substitute easier words and expressions
for those 'that young readers allay not
understand, but adult authors make no
such ,concessions. We have ddhe' some-
thing about this problenyb,Onding out
which words in the first twenty thousand
in frequency. they. do not know and by

'providing a series of prograrinned work-
books for Grades 9-12 on \words that
wee missed by .30 6,60 per cent. of th,
!Iry sample of college freshmen
Many' teachers would argue that we
should have ptovided this help for
Grades 5-8; but we f'elt that separate
programmed exercises on vocabulary
(apart from reading) would go down
only with students whose vocabulary'.
probldns Nye,:e bsgipning to hurt, a:s;they
do itirade 0 and above. . , '

, .
Oihor'possible difficultiet 'awaiting in

vestigation are the longer and more tom-,"
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plex sentences of adult books, the more,4 Examining boards in Great Britain
complicated story line, 'more com have not avoided charges of stultifying
characters, literary forms and devices, tie teaching of literature even though
relation of parts to the w hole, interrupted they use questions on "set books" that
time sequences, disagreeable incidents require written answers which have to
and characters, views contrary to one's be graded by large panels of examiners.
own, unfamiliar periods and settings, One hears of endless drill on the few
nonliteral meanings, irony and satire, books set for the examination, anticipat- -
imagery' and symbolism, divining the ing every question that might be asked,
author's purpose (not only in general to the extent that one examiner remarked,
but also his reasons for doing this or "I have examined some very competent ,
that), and finding parallels within one's teachers in my time." Some teachers, we
own experience to the situations, char- are told, even dictate lists of "beauties of
ictersind (motions porno ed in books. the work" to be memorized by sudents
It .ghould be said that we have not yet in case a question on "appreciation" is
substantiated our hypothesis that difficul- asked.
ties in the transition from juvenile to Some years ago it occurredUsO theadult books account for the decline of director and editor of Cooperative Tests,independent reading above Grade 8 that

Donald Melville and Scarvia Anderson,has been reported to us. But we feel that
that the baneful effects of required exarn-it is worthwhile to pursue this hypothe- inations on literary works might besis because whatever we discover about
avoided, and information on the difficul-the particular difficulties of adult books ties that students experience in wholewill contribute to teaching even if it works might be secured, if teachers wereturns out that we lose our book readers offered a very wide choice of tests onin Grades 9-12 for some other reason. the books that are most commonly
taught in Grades 7' through 12. These

Tests on Whole Books That tests would never be used in any re-
Are Widely Taught uired program but,would be offered

Standardized tests of, reading in this 7or sale to teachers who were going to
country go no farther than the passage teach some of these works in any case,
and the short poem. A.-few rests on whole and who, would not mind using pre-
works are offered, by some of the smaller testedquestions that had been written by

. test publispers bat are not taken seriously, gifted teachers of these works and re-
by either teachers or testmakers. Their viewed by competent critics: A nation-
questions are of the order of who-did- *In survey of public, parochial, and
what, they are unrelated to the

and
ob-

nw;
independent schools in f964 yielded a

jectives of the study of litera list of 25 major literary`works that are
they do not bear any of*the usual signs most frequently taught in these grades
of -expertness in test construction. The (1). Officers of the National Council of
College Entrance Exairt. n oar has Teachers of English suggested the names
not offered any tests on specific of teachers who had a particular interest
'Works since the thirties for a number of each of these works and who were
reasons. It does not.wish to be accused 1 Fly to write good.,,test iterris. Thelr
of dictating the program of secondary also suggested sup critics for each test:
Schools, the diversity of literary fare in one a scholar in the field represented by
American high schools makes it hard to each work to make ad; that good ques-
choost suitable vtdOrkS," and any works tions were asked and the keyed answers
set for such a crucial examination would were correct, the other a teacher to
be ruined By overemphasis. . make sure that the questions were of,

.
A
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about the right les el of ditlieults .nut in
v ith the obleens es of the studs of

literatuil, Each 'test author submitted
enough ()Incense items to make tW
parallel tests ' ith Stalk item~ lift user,
and thou aC111; sere eollSlientiousls re-
% ICM ed 1.1N the IN% a critics. If their
criticism of an item could nut be obs tared
bs a chaitgc in v urdtng, thc item M aS
tIPOppCd.

After some further M ork on these
itemslbs members (if thc Test 1)eselop-
mcnt I)is 'sum of h Is, thew. drafts M Lrt.
turned Met to the ss titer and his as-
sistant fur the final editing and tr.\ ota.
Tiles had both been teachers of liter-
ature before! 111CN ss ent tutu testing, and
their interCst in diseoscring the is pet, of

diffieulties in adult books that alienate
the less capable readeis made this a re-
search proiec&to sshich kith sere sill
ing toAlZs tic 'SO cral N cars. 1 hes fit,,t
took a large sample of items from all
tss entv-five tests and made an outline of
thc types of questions that had been
asked. This tau-line was be regarded as a
set of ()Incenses for the studs of ,liter-
ature, based on the engagement of

cntv-tive gifted teachers an
Cram, ssith the
must M Rick taught. I her
nuns askCel about c
checked against this
categors \vas overlook

, r-erepresented but ss

ss urk_questions cif th
If a category ' .1S over
out being cancel fur bs
work,. sum of the leas
Of this su Cre de
mean that
forced inn

that arc
iftcr the qucs-

h sscre
list, and if any
1 or inadequately
applicable to the
sort Mere added.
epresented M ith-
hc nature of thc
promising items

ed. I his dues not
s ents -five tests . ss ere

s, me 11101t1 " ith a !heti
proportion i its in cAeh catcgors
It M as rceugnireel. that sonic morks lend
themsch es to certalu tspcs of Items and
other ' OAS 11) talk rS. I diffcculLis
mere respected, but an,. effort M is made
nor to userluuk or, osciemphasire an%
eategors bs mad% ertenee. IThe 'editors
also permitted themsels es to add a foss

all
the

1

questions suggested k their research in-
terest in the diifieultics of y ming readers
in their struggles ' ith adult hooks.

At least mice as mans items as can
be used sere prepared for each M orls
and assembled in four trs out forms v ith
from duns -six to forts -four items in,
each form: 'Those on ten morks has c
been, tried out in representatise high
schools during the 1968-69 school year,
and those unten other ssurks arc sched-
uled for irvout 1969-70. Woil, on the
reinail'ung rise tests has been postponed
fur a number of 'reasons but chiefls bc-
eause there ere so fess tests fur Grades
7 and 8 that It M is feared that they
might has c a restrictis c effect on the
eurrietilum. IIcuic publication of tests
fur these grades has been postponed until
a larger number of tests can be offered.
Ihe first tests in this new series m ill
therefore be -designed for Grades 9
through 12 and sill uuser,the following
moths

English nos cls, Pride and Prejudice, Re-
turn of the Native, Tale of Two Cities,
Silas Alarner, Ivanhoe _

incrican nos cls t !Alter, !heckle-.
bor.), loin, lloby Deck, Red Badge of
Courage, Bredgc of S4711 1,11b Rey, Old
111711 471141 71,C Sea

Shakespeare Hantit t, I lacbeth; Julius
Caesar 11 chant of I'L'nece

Other ' miss Pyginalion, Otti Toau,n,
Id ills of tkre- King, Odyssey, Oedipus
the' King

Other titles will be added as soon as
then are %side's taught. If me had had a
euinpIttels free choice, sonic of .the,'
tides in the present list,niigljt hacebccn
changed. Silas Marna, for csample, is
nut one of our fasurites, but tt sis inn -

possible to get at;ound the fact that -no
other literary .work except Alai-herb is
more M kick taught: At thatlt. is an

.
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eminently teachable little look, and after
c had scen the queStions submitted by a

m in w ho likes to teach it, we were
almost rcLoncilLd to its inclusion.

llic list as a w hole should not have
any tcstrictn e effect on the htei ary of-
fc rings of secondary schools. Teacliers
whomake any use of externally pre-
patcd tests quill probably select only one
per y ear for *each ',class, chiefly to find

out how w ell they arc doing in com-
parison with similar classes in other
schools If the test on one work is not to
their liking, they will probably be able
to find another to serve this purpose.

The test items that survive try t
Ns ill be published in two parallel t sts
on each work, similar in content d
equal in difficulty. One may be used as a
study test. It may he administered as
soon as the first reading of a work is
completed. prior to any 'discussion, to
find out what the students hay e been
able to do with it on their own and what
w ill require study:. discussion, and in-
struction. If a class is unable to complete
a first reading without jogging, a certain
number of questions may be covered in
each assignment and discussed the fol-
lowing 'day iii lass. In either case the
students \N ill know the kinds of ques-
tions that will appear in the final test,
and they will be no harder than those in
the study test. With this amount of
notice and preparation, the final test
should not be a traumatic experience,
and .the difference between the initial
and final averages will show both the
students and the teacher how much im-
provement the study of the work has
brought about. Occr.the .long haul, the
whole series of tests should 'reveal the
kinds of difficulties that students experi-
ence ip w lu e works and the extent to
ahich,these difficulties are °ye rconfc by
carious types of instruction. If `there is
any fear that some teachers will practi-
cally teach the answers to. the final test
rn order to make a good showing'," rile
department liqd May have to keep the

final test in his own possession and have
it administered under his supervision in
some large room such as the auditorium.
But when there is a good spirit in the
lit:part c n r, this will not be necessary.
'1 he tests ought to be regarded as an
honest effort to find out why we lose
our book readers in Grades 9-12 and
w hat can be done to prevent it. They
should also improve teaching by show-

the kinds of questions that our best
teachers ask about their favorite works.
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